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Chapter I: Statement and defense of several theological presuppositions of this work

A. Though it presupposes religious experience andnatural knowledge aboutGod, authentic
Catholictheology seeks to understand God's personal self-communication.
1. Human beings naturally know about God and engage in religious practices.

a. Entities whose being is not included in what they are depend on a source that
is independent.

b. What directs us toward our own intelligible goods seems to be an intelligence we
should cooperate with.

c. It is unreasonable to think the source of our being and the director toward our
intelligible goods are different beings.

d. Because people see thesepoints quite easily, most cultures include religious
practices. Yet these religious practices involve muchconfusion and inconsistent
beliefs about God (or the gods).

2. Even having received God's self-revelation, we are utterly ignorant of what he
is in himself; we know him only insofar as we know how created realities are
related to him.

a. The way ofnegation must be thorough.
b. Relational predication presupposes and is conditioned by the way ofnegation.
c. Revelation greatly extends relational predications.
d. There are several reasons why people do not pay attention to God's

mysteriousness and utter incomprehensibility.
(1) Without divine revelation, anthropomorphism is inevitable.
(2) Revelationeliminates naive anthropomorphism but leads to a subtle form

of it.

(3) Commingling in thinking about Jesus reinforces anthropomorphic thinking.
3. Bearing in mindour ignorance of Godin himself, we realize that his attributes cannot

be incompatible withthe reality of evilandthathis grace cannot be incompatible with
human free choice.

a. Theclassical problem of evilassumes we knowwhat God's goodness andpower
are; since we do not, the theoretical problem of evil is dissolved.

b. The classicalproblem of grace and freedom also is dissolved.
(1) God creates people andeverything positively real about them, including their

free choices.

(2) The preceding proposition seems absurd because we suppose we know
something about creative causality beyond its accounting for the being
of creatures.

(3) Divine causality of any free choice that tends toward salvation is called
"grace." So, free choice and grace are not exclusive alternatives.

(4) The evil of a morally evil free choice is a privationthat needsno causeother
than the person's choosing freely.
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4. If theology is faith seeking understanding, it must presuppose, not merely religious
experience, but God's personal self-communication.
a. The religious experience of all peoples is an impersonal "revelation," and they try

to respond to it.
(1) Non-monotheistic sacred writings convey revelation of this sort; they are

elaborations and interpretations of religious experience.
(2) But they do not convey God's personal self-communication, and they involve

a mixture of error, rationalization, and so on.

b. Not being personal communication, the "revelation" leading to any and every
religious experience makes no truth claims and therefore requires no faith.

c. God's incarnation-project, which begins with his relationship with Abraham,
is revelation in a very different sense.
(1) This mode of revelation is self-communication.
(2) Involving truth claims, it calls for faith.
(3) Those who believe this revelation enter into a covenantal relationship.

d. Since the scriptural authors' asserted statements express propositions asserted by
the Holy Spirit, they reveal truths (God's word), not merely articulate religious
experience, though they do that too.

e. Now theology can reflect on revelation as faith seeking understanding; there is no
theology in this sense in Scripture, which conveys revelation itself.

f. "Theologies" that try to deal with the matters with which faith is concerned but
without accepting faith as determinative implicitly assume that there is no
incarnation-type revelation; such "theologies" simply reflect on religious
experience and other data, and are not faith seeking understanding.

B. The Word of God becomes man, Jesus ofNazareth, and as man does everything he can to
redeem the fallen human race and to enable human persons to become members of the
divine family.
1. God creates in order to share his goodness—his reality and personal life—with others.
2. The human family is fallen, and the Word becomes man to free humanbeingsfrom sin

and death.

3. God not only liberatesfallen humanbeings but, in doing so, enables them to become
members of his own family.

C. The Word incarnate founded the Church and works through it to carry out God's plan
for humankind.

1. Jesus organized the Church to be andto function as the incipient kingdom.
a. He invites and enables every memberof the divided human family to join the

Church and thereby enter into communion with him.
b. Those who accept the invitation belong to a reconciled human community that

also extends the divine family.
2. Jesus uses the Church to make his saving (healing-sanctifying) acts available to those

who have faith in him.

3. This human society not only enables nonmembers to join with Jesus but enables
its members to cooperate with him in carrying out the Father's plan of redemption
and sanctification.
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D. The Gospel calls all Christians to holiness, but some have special vocations that give them
additional reasons to pursue holiness.
1. Before Vatican II, many thought that only those with special vocations are called to

pursue holiness, which was understoodas gradually becoming detached from created
goods and more and more perfectly united with God.
a. That idea was influenced by neo-platonism, but that philosophy is incompatible

with Christian faith in subtle ways that were overlooked.
b. Some held that all Christians are called to holiness, and some of these rejected the

neo-Platonic view.

c. Until the nineteenth century, the notion that the lay faithful were not called to
holiness did them comparatively little harm.
(1) Most Christians had few major commitments to make and few appealing

alternatives to accepting a plan of life in accord with their faith.
(2) Most lay Christians could rather easily accept the responsibilities of their

state of life as God's will for them, hope ardently for heaven, and humbly
confess their sins.

2. Scriptureand Vatican II make it clear that all Christians are called to holiness.
a. They make it clear that holiness centrally is the gift of divine love poured forth

into human hearts by the Holy Spirit, given through Jesus.
b. They also make it clear that the fullness of holiness is loving God with one's

whole mind, heart, soul, and strength.
3. This doctrinal clarification requires a different understanding of how the vocations of

religious and celibate clerics are special.
a. A new understanding is more clearly needed in the case of religious life.

(1) Religious life especiallywas viewed as the way of perfection for those who
really were intent upon about becoming holy.

(2) Religious life is not defined in terms of its specific service in the way
ordained ministry is defined by acting inpersona Christi.

b. There are additional reasons for the crisis in religious life.
(1) Religious, especially womenreligious, reacted against past injusticesdone

them by bishops and clergy. This reaction was distorted and intensified by
feminist ideologues.

(2) Vatican IPs mandate for renewal in religious life was a challenge that
institutes were not well organized and equipped to meet.

(3) The conciliar and postconciliar call for a preferential option for the poor also
was a challenge to religious.

(4) Secularmovements for freedom and individual rights led many religiousto
question authority and to restructure cooperation within their institutes.

(5) The communications explosion and prosperity in first world countries also
have contributed to the crisis.

c. A new understanding also is needed of ordained ministry.
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d. There also are additional reasons for the crisis in ordained ministry.
(1) Forgetfulness ofhell makes working for people's salvation pointless.
(2) Loss of the sense of transcendencemakes "miracles" of sacramental practice

seem no longer necessary.
(3) Misunderstandings ofVatican II have led many to think that the layman and

the cleric do not differ significantly.
4. We will solve this problem by showing both how all are called to holiness and how

religious and clerics are called to it for reasons that require special forms of holiness.
E. Holy Christian lives in this world will contribute to and be fulfilled in the everlasting

heavenly communion.
1. The Church will not always be an imperfect human community; she will be fulfilled in

the heavenly communion.
a. Sacraments will cease because, being fulfilled, they no longer will be needed.
b. In heaven, religious will not live a special way of life; all the blessed will be

united in one virginal marriage, sharing in plenty, and cooperating in a perfectly
coordinated divine-human communion.

c. In the communion of the definitively saved, clerics will not need to make
Jesus' saving acts present: there will be no need to preach the gospel, say
Mass, and hear confessions.

2. In this world, each person is still being created.
a. Human beings are the sort of creatures who can be fully created only by

cooperatingwith their creator in making and carrying out upright free choices.
Jesus and Mary would not be who they are had they not lived the lives they did.

b. Living this life to the end is necessary for each person who will be saved to
become the person God plans him/her to be forever in the kingdom.
(This says nothing about whether in heaven the blessed are persons at rest or in
perpetual development.)

3. This life is neither a mere means to heaven nor an early stage of it.
a. Though the Church is the incipientkingdom, she does not grow into the fullness

of the heavenly kingdom, but looks forward to the Lord's coming and her own
transformation by his divine, re-creative act.

b. If we obey the Lord, we will find all the good fruits of our nature and effort again,
cleaned up and perfected.

F. Christians rightlyseek the kingdom, believing that those unwilling to cooperatewith Jesus
will not enter it.

1. We must expect this life to be difficult, tainted by evil, puzzling, and frustrating.
a. Those who expect the worst in this world are seldom disappointed.
b. Yet the faithful rightly hope for fulfillment in heaven.

2. Supposingthat everyone who is interested in being saved is virtually certain to be
saved makes it impossible to hope for heaven.
a. Not fearing hell, people order their lives to this-worldly purposes: idealistically,

to a just, peaceful, and prosperous world; realistically, to long and healthy lives
full of self-satisfaction for themselves and those near and dear.
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b. With heaven taken for granted, the Church, religious life, and ordained ministry
lose their true significance.
(1) They lose the practicalpoint they always had.
(2) Manysimplylose interest in them, but others advocate that they be adapted

to secularism, and some undertake to adapt them.
3. Von Balthasar's view that possibly no human being will end in hell is an error against

Catholic faith that impedes hope by leading to forgetfulness of heaven.
a. Von Balthasar's position on hell seems compatiblewith Catholic faith.

(1) His thesis is that we ought and may hope that all humans will be saved.
(2) He distinguishes this viewfrom universalism: the view that all humans will

be saved.

(3) Buthe maintains thathoping thatall will be saved presupposes that it is
possible that all will be saved.

b. Von Balthasar's position on hell must be clarified.
(1) It mustbe distinguished from truths that pertain to faith and are compatible

with believing that some—unidentifiable individuals—will be lost.
(a) Everyone could be saved in the sensethat God gives everyone sufficient

grace, and nobody will be lost exceptby sinful choices madefreely—and
so not necessarily.

(b) Being forbiddento judge and condemnanyone, the Church and every
Catholic ought to hope—and so pray and work—for the salvation of all
groups and individuals considereddistributively.

(c) Sincetheological hopebears on God's faithfulness rather than on our
free response to his grace, theologically hopingfor everyone's salvation
is compatible with supposing that somewill not persevere in grace.

(2) VonBalthasar cannot establish hisposition without establishing
universalism.

(a) Von Balthasar'sposition is that universalism may and ought to be
entertained as possibly true, but must not be held to be certainly true.

(b) So, in affirming thepossibility thatall willbe saved, he asserts the
compatibility between all being saved and every truthof faith, including
the truth excluding universalism—i.e., the truth excluding the assertion
that all will be saved.

(c) VonBalthasar cannot establish hisposition without arguing for it
successfully, and cannotargue for it except by arguing for universalism.

(d) In implicitly asserting the possibility that all will be saved,Von
Balthasar also asserts the compatibility of all being saved with the
conjunction of (1) the teaching that those who die in mortal sin are lost,
(2) the practice of trying to administer penanceor anointing to people
before they die, (3) experience indicating that people sometimes persist
in mortal sin, and (4) the fact that many people die suddenly.

(3) VonBalthasar's position is falsified and an error against Catholic faith if
revelation as the Church has constantly and most firmly interpreted it makes
it clear that at least some human beings will end in hell.
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c. Von Balthasar must deal with relevant Scripture passages (and Church teachings
and practices based on revelation).
(1) VariousNew Testament passages and Churchteachings (including that of

Vatican II) seem to assert that some will not enter the kingdom or will be
consigned to hell.
(a) While someNewTestament passages indicate only that those who do

not repent will end in hell, many seem to assert that some will not repent
and will end in hell.

(b) The Church's teachings and catechesisassume that these passages do
so assert.

(c) LG 48 is rightly read as endorsing that assumption.
(2) Various Scripture passages and liturgical prayersseem to suggestthat all will

be saved.

(3) Various practices of the Churchand much catechesis are shaped by the
conviction that some sin mortally, persist in sin, and will be lost if they die
without repenting—e.g., die suddenly.

d. Von Balthasar's handling ofboth sets of Scripture passages and related Church
practices is unsatisfactory.
(1) His reductionof the Scripture passages that seem to assert that some will be

lost to conditional threats or warnings is untenable.
(a) By claiming that such passages are meant only to influence present

behavior and provide no information about the future, he reduces them to
conditional threats or warnings.

(b) If Jesus and the sacredwriters(and thus the Holy Spirit) had meant to
assert nothing more than a conditional threat or warning, unconditional
formulations would have been deceptive.

(2) His use of the other set of Scripture passages to support his case also
is unsatisfactory.
(a) He professesthat the two sets of passagescannot be harmonized, but

himself harmonizes them in a universalistic sense.

(b) His interpretation of passages suchas God wills all men to be saved and
When I am lifted up, I will draw all men to myselfproves too much—
namely, that all will be saved—ifit proves anything at all.

(c) Suchpassages are plausibly interpreted in a nonuniversalistic sense, as
they were by almost all Fathers and Doctors of the Churchand, indeed,
by almost all Christians until recently.

(3) His handling of Church practices bearing on mortal sin also is unsatisfactory.
(a) These practices are shapedby the convictionthat all must work out their

salvation with fear and trembling, and that some sin mortally and need to
be called to repent before death, when it will be too late.

(b) Some people seem guilty (and some openly admitto have beenguilty) of
mortal sin, and it seems very unlikely that all repent: some seem
obdurate, and some die suddenly.

(c) To suppose that all have a final option to repent and do so is implausible.
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e. Von Balthasar also offers apriori arguments for the possible truth of universalism
based on God's mercy and sovereign freedom.
(1) The understanding of divine attributes underlying sucharguments is the same

as that which underlies the theoretical problem of evil.
(2) He seems to concede that Satan is real anddamned, andoffers no explanation

of how that is compatible with God's attributes.
f. Since Von Balthasar's case for his position establishes universalism if it

establishes anything at all, attempts to convey his thought about hell in
catechesis inevitably lead the catechized to accept universalism, take heaven
for granted, stop hoping for salvation, and no longer seek the kingdomfor
themselves or others.

g. Any sort of final optiontheory leadsto the same results.
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Chapter II: What evangelical life is, and how religious life and ordained ministry are both
similar and different as forms of evangelical life

A. An evangelical life responds to the universal call to holiness.
1. Considered in itself, an evangelical life is a conscious and determined effort to serve

Jesus and to pursue holiness.
a. All Christians in grace are saints by faith, hope, and charity, but such basic

sanctity is compatiblewith much disintegrity, due to both moral immaturityand
venial sin, even in grave matter or as deliberate sin in light matter.

b. The holiness to which Christians are called involves fully integrating all aspects
of the self with basic sanctity, so that one loves God with one's whole mind,
heart, soul, and strength—andalso loves one's neighbor, which requires
cooperating in Jesus' service to neighbor.

c. Since the Eucharist actualizes Christians' communion with the divine persons
and, in them, with one another, it is the central act of charity; and so will be the
center of a holy Catholic's life.

d. All other acts need to contribute simultaneously in four ways to the divine-human
communion: by being (1) penitential (overcoming and healing the effects of sins
which impede perfect communion with God and others), (2) ecclesial (buildingup
the one body's communion), (3) apostolic (bearing witness to revelationand
inviting others into the divine-human communion), and (4) eucharistic (done in
Jesus' name and offered with his self-offering in the Eucharist as material for the
everlasting communion).

2. Each Christiancan pursue holinessonly by carrying out God's unique plan for
his/her life.

a. One should live one's entire life in obedience to faith for the sake of the kingdom.
(1) Faith requires what is necessary to live in the Churchand carry on her life,

and excludes what is incompatible with that.
(2) Conforming one's opinions andjudgments entirely to faith is loving God

with one's whole mind.

(3) If all one's acts aredone for thesake of thekingdom, one loves God and
neighbor with one's whole heart.

(4) If one loves God withone's whole mind andheart (which necessarily
requires that one engage in appropriate prayerand ascetical practices), one's
feelings and othercapacities will be drawn into harmony with that love and
service to it, so that one also will love God with one's whole soul and
strength, and loveone's neighbor as oneself.

b. One can live one's entire life in obedience to faith for the sake of the kingdom by
finding, committing oneselfto, and faithfully carrying out one's vocation.
(1) In doing this, one imitates Jesus' obedience to the Father.
(2) Everyone is givena unique life of gooddeeds to live.
(3) What to dois discernible inone's gifts (given capacities andlimitations) and in

opportunities to usethose gifts in serving others' true goodnot onlyrightly but
mercifully—i.e., in waysthatcontribute to Jesus' workof overcoming evil.
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3. The vocations of the laity guide themtoward holiness and serve the kingdom,
but there are other, special vocations.
a. Everyone is called to holiness.

(1) Scriptureand Vatican II make that clear.
(2) Marriage andsecular occupations areconsistent with the pursuit of holiness.

b. Most Christians' vocations are mainly to act proximately for "things of the world"
(i.e., nonreligious human goods suchas marriage and family, objects of secular
occupations) so as to recapturethese for the kingdom.

c. A few are called to act almost always and proximately for the "things of the Lord"
(i.e., religious goods such as prayer and the fruits of ordained ministry) to draw
peopleinto the incipient kingdom and build it up.

4. All Christianswho are in grace can avoid mortal sin, but many are impeded from
pursuing holiness because they are not in a position to recognize its pursuit as a real
option for themselves.
a. Childrenusuallycannot see disposing of their entire lives as a real option until

adolescence; preparation forconfirmation canhelp themrecognize andaccept this
possibility so that the sacrament cansupport andconfirm theircommitment to
undertake it.

b. Many people, beingblocked by habits of venial sin, need a post-baptismal
conversionbefore they can recognize the possibility of directing their entire lives
to the kingdom.

c. Still, people who areconsciously trying to live an evangelical life do so more or
less imperfectly, whilepeople whoare not consciously trying to do so may
cooperate with grace even in acts of heroic virtue.

B. Jesusand Marylivedperfectevangelical lives—i.e., unique lives of complete holiness.
1. Theydedicated themselves entirely to the heavenly kingdom and others'

salvation: virginity.
2. They asked nothing for themselves but theirshare in the heavenly kingdom: poverty.
3. They did nothing butcarry outtheFather's planfor their lives: obedience.

C. Religious life and celibate ordained ministry have this incommon: They are forms of
evangelical lifethat serve the Lord Jesus andhis Church in special ways.
1. The innercircleof an earthly prince who serves his principality with rare virtuecan be

compared, by analogy, with the ordained ministers and religious who serve Jesus and
his Church.

a. The prince decides he ought to becelibate, poor, andentirely at the service of
his people.
(1) He is virtuous andunusually devoted to the common good.
(2) His lifestyle not onlyfrees him for service but removes the ground for

suspicion thathe is motivated by family interests and thusmakes credible his
sincere concern for the common good.

b. His close collaborators, who include not only public officials but certain other
people, decide to share his lifestyle.
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(1) Either they are more interested in thecommon good than most citizens and
so are enthusiastic about their prince or are friendly toward the prince and so
identify withhis unusual commitment to serve the common good.

(2) They are not as virtuous as the prince, butvirtuous enough both to wantto
share in his cause and to know their own weaknesses.

c. Theyimitate his lifestyle not onlyfor his reasons but for reasons of their own:
(1) Loving him, they wish to be like him.
(2) They realize that theyare not so virtuous as he and that they should not put

themselves in the way of avoidable temptations.
2. The prince and his inner circle are only aninadequate analogy to theLord Jesus and

his close collaborators.

a. Since Jesus is a divine person come to bring us into divine communion and
share human communion, the common good of his kingdom is not limited and
instrumental, as is that of a political society.
(1) The common good Jesus is concerned with is the divine-human communion

of the kingdom itself, which includesall goods and is not of this world.
(2) Unlike the prince, Jesus has a verynarrow focus of interest which is totally

unrealistic in this-worldly terms.
b. Jesus has reasons beyond those of the prince for adopting a chaste, poor, and

obedient style of life.
(1) Promoting the common goodof the kingdomas he does is more important

than anything else any human ever can do, so even insofar as Jesus' reasons
are like the prince's, they take on an importance of a far higher order.

(2) Jesusneeds to make it clearthat the kingdom will not consist in this-worldly
fulfillment. His style of life does this by corresponding to characteristicsof
the kingdom he is offering.

c. Jesus' close collaborators depend on him far more than the prince's inner circle
depends on him.
(1) Jesus endows those who are to be his close collaborators with the gifts they

will need.

(2) He himselfprepares and chooses them, and they alreadyhave benefited from
his redemptive work.

d. By comparison with the prince's innercircle, Jesus' close collaborators havefar
better reasons for adopting a lifestyle involving celibacy,poverty, and obedience.
(1) Jesus' close collaborators wish to serve the other-worldly kingdom as he did,

and so they share his reasons for adopting his lifestyle.
(a) His kingdom includes all goods and is not of this world.
(b) Radical responseto the counsels frees Jesus' close collaborators for

his service.

(c) Radical responseto the counsels also increases their credibility as
witnesses/preachers.

(2) Jesus' closecollaborators' motives include humanaffection and gratitude:
they love Jesus and are grateful to him for saving them. Their affectionand
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gratitude is stillgreater inasmuch as they can lookback on his whole life,
which entirely rules out groundsto suspect him of self-interest.

(3) They know they need to deal with inclinations thatare consequences of
original sin.

3. Prayer should playa special role in the lives of all of Jesus' close collaborators.
a. They must constantly carry on and foster a warm human relationship not only

with Jesus as an individual but also with his members whom they serve and/or
with whom they live and/or work.
(1) Emotional motivation is needed to live outone's vocation; it should arise

from the human relationship involved in Christian faith itself and be formed
in carrying out vocational commitments that implement it.

(2) In the caseof laypeople, liturgy andsimple devotions carry on andfoster
their human relationship with Jesus, and much emotional motivation comes
from those to whom lay people are naturally bonded by their commitments.

(3) Religious and celibate clerics have forgone suchclose ties; they needan
especially close, warm, human relationship withJesus, and theirrelationships
with those to whom their vocation binds them must be as warm as possible.

(4) Carrying on thisrelationship and fostering it requires meditation or, in a wide
sense, contemplation. But it is not contemplation in the sense of leaving
behind everything that arouses emotion for the sake of a purely intellectual-
volitional contact with the divine.

b. Prayer also is needed for two other reasons.
(1) For contemplatives, prayer is theirchiefapostolate. But both activereligious

and all clerics must engage in some prayer as service to the Church that is not
subordinated to other service—e.g., clerics and many religious are committed
to the liturgy ofhours.

(2) Prayer also is necessary to support other apostolic activities.
(a) All engaged in anyapostolic activity mustpray for its fruitfulness, since

it is the Holy Spirit who will make their efforts fruitful.
(b) Clerics mustpray in preparing homilies, seeking solutions to pastoral

problems, and so on.
(c) Religious withan active-life apostolate mustpray about problems of

their work, for those they serve, and so on.
(d) In the same way, if contemplatives engage in any apostolate other

than prayer itself—e.g., in spiritual direction—that activity must be
supported by prayer.

c. Very often the sameprayerserves all or more than one of these purposes at the
same time.

(1) The Eucharist serves all three in a very clear way.
(2) Meditation that fosters a warm relationship withJesus in his members is

especially important for apostolate.
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D. Religious life has several characteristics that distinguish it from other forms of evangelical
life, including the ordained ministry of diocesan clerics.
1. Religious institutes are diversified by their proper charisms.

a. Some history—CICLSAL WEB document
b. What charism means and how charisms are diversified

2. Without belonging to a religious institute, individuals can live a quite similar life as
hermits, anchorites, or consecrated virgins.

3. The life of each religious is initiatedand shaped by a special consecration.
a. Every Christian life is initiatedand shaped by a consecration.

(1) Consecration sets someone apart for a special relationshipwith God and
service to him.

(2) Baptismsets a personapart fromfallen humankindas a redeemedperson and
member of the divine family, called to live accordingly.

(3) Confirmationsets a person apart from other baptized persons to share in the
responsibilities of mature Christians who not only keep their faith but spread
and defend it by the witness of both deeds and words.

b. Religious life requires an additional consecration, not shared by most other
Christians.

(1) Primarily, the religious is consecrated by God, set apart by him for special
intimacy and witness.

(2) Religious consecration alsorequires the individual's response to God's call:
"total self-giving" to God—i.e., forgoing other currently morally acceptable
options and undertaking open-ended responsibilities to fulfill this specifically
religious commitment.

(3) Religious consecration also requires the Church's action: the rite of
profession sets the person aside for service according to the institute's
charism.

(4) The individual alsoconsecrates himself/herself to the Church: he/she
undertakes the promised service.

4. Vows are commitments—i.e., choices to enter into a cooperative relationship with
certain people(God, superiors and others in the institute, those to be served) for
specific common goods.
a. Vows as such have certain characteristics in common.

(1) Thoughdistinct commitments, the three (or more) vows a religious takes are
inseparable elements of the single consecration of his/herwhole life.

(2) Thepre-Vatican II conception of vows—poverty, chastity, and obedience—
emphasized what is given up, separation from the world, andan ascetical and
penitential intention.

(3) The post-Vatican II conceptionof vows—chastity, obedience, and poverty—
emphasizes the special relationship withJesus and his kingdom that vows
initiate and shape.

(4) Consecration by vows is not a sacrament: they anticipate heavenly
fulfillment, not as a sign and instrument does, but as imperfect charity does.
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(5) Vows are acts of mercy insofar as they are commitments to collaborate
beyond the call of strictduty in Jesus' redemptive work—to help him
overcome sin and death, and promote the kingdom.

b. Each vow specifies a certainelement in the commitment of a religious.
(1) The vowof chastity undertakes the integration of affection withcharity.

The disordered craving for pleasuretends to limit affection to oneself;
faithful marital love opens affection to others in a way that is appropriate
to life in this world; but the radicality of virginity or celibacy adapts affection
to the inclusivity of communion in the heavenly kingdom.

(2) The vow of poverty undertakes the integration of using goodswith charity.
The disordered craving for security generates possessiveness on behalf of
oneself and those near and dear; a just property system and the practice of
mercy make goodsavailable to others in a way appropriate to life in this
world; but the radicality ofpoverty adapts the availability of useful goods to
the unlimited sharing of the kingdom, in which no good will be scarce.

(3) Thevow of obedience undertakes the integration of self-realizing action with
charity. The disorderedcravingfor self-realizing action generates the drive
for mastery over others; mutuallyaccepted arrangements for cooperating
enable individuals to realize themselves together, within limits, in ways
appropriate to life in this world; but the radicalityof obedienceadapts each
person's free choices to communion in unrestrictedly self-realizing action.

(4) Those enteringcertain institutes take variousother vows so as to make
explicit specific elementsof their consecrationthat are especially important
to the institute's charism.

c. A special asceticism is required to fulfill the commitment of the vows.
(1) Dropping of the former ascetical focus of religious life—flee the world

and its temptations in order to become holy—and other factors common in
the post-Vatican II Church have led to a decline of ascetical practices
among religious.

(2) Still, it is characteristic of religious lifethat bothcommunities and individuals
carry outa program of ascetical practices designed to support faithfulness
in carryingout withoutcompromise the commitments of the vows.

5. Religious life is the simplest andmost straightforward sortof evangelical life
(see C/C, c. 607, §1).
a. The vocationof religious is to provide an ongoing, very clear, and specific

witness to the reality of the heavenly kingdom, confirming the truth of the Gospel
which the Church preaches.
(1) "Religious community is a visible manifestationof the communion which is

the foundation of the Church and, at the same time, a prophecy of that unity
towards which she tends as her final goal." (FLC, 10).

(2) Recall: God is a communion of persons and he creates to extendhis family.
The Church is the sacrament of divine-human communion: the sign and
instrument for carryingout God's plan of reconciling humans to himself
by uniting them with Jesus.
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(a) Thecommunion of the Church andall her parts is primarily a divine gift:
the love of God poured forth in hearts by the Holy Spirit.

(b) Secondarily, communion is a responsibility: to protect the gift and
integrate everything else with it.

(3) A religious community is a radical expression of the common fraternal
spirit that unites all Christians; its unity is based on sharing in the divine-
human communion.

(a) The religious community is a small church (as the family is), an instance
of the universal Church.

(b) Its members should be united withthe Church in everything essential to
her and so should be united with one another in all essentials, and also

should be obedient to her just laws and precepts.
(4) So, religious communities, beginning withthe early monastic ones, continue,

in various ways, the bonded unity in Jesus—including sharing of material
as well as spiritual goods—ofthe earlyJerusalem Christians described in
Acts, and of Jesus' disciples described in the gospels.

(5) Contrastthis with the pre-Vatican II notion of religious life: a process of
individual sanctification, of increasing intimacy with Jesus/God having
the soul's divine espousals as its goal. On the post-Vatican II notion, since
the individual is the bride of the Lord Jesus by being part of the Church,
the community is the bride rather than the individual; yet the members of
the community are united with one another only insofar as each is united
with Jesus.

b. Thiswitness requires setting aside as fully as possible the "thingsof the world"
and occupying oneselfinstead withthe"things of the Lord"—i.e., specifically
religious activities.

c. The religious activities withwhich one occupies oneselfconstitute a specific
service, whether of prayer, active apostolate, or both.

d. If religious carry outtheir commitment, their lives asa whole both become a moral
miracle manifesting the communion of the newcovenant (the"marvelous marriage
established by God as thesign of theworld to come") andbecome entirely
integrated with faith, hope and charity: "continuous worship of God incharity."

6. Fraternal community life is an essentialdimensionof religious life.
a. By it the members together actualize a special aspect of the divine-human

communion and bear special witness to this communion.
(1) The full, human union of God's children withone another—without

merging—in virtue of theirunion withJesus in the Eucharist is in most
respects carried as far as possible in the fraternal communion of religious life
(though, of course, not to one-fleshunion as in marriage).

(2) Living fraternal communion is nota responsibility added to the responsibility
of apostolate, but is itselfapostolic, inasmuch as it bearswitness to the
heavenly communion—see Jn 13.35 (see FLC, 54).

b. Actually living together in fraternal community is calledfor by unity of mutual
charity and common commitment to service pertaining to particular charism.
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7. Since a religious institute undertakes a specific service to the LordJesus andhis
Church, its members should integrate theirpersonal relationship with Jesus and their
dedication to that service.

a. An institute's charismalways includes somedefinite undertaking of service,
which is more or less tightly defined.

b. There are both contemplative and activeapostolates, and these provide
complementary services.

c. The special friendship with Jesus involved in religious life focuses onthecommon
good of the kingdom, which is Jesus' only concern, noton intimacy with him
considered in itself, though the latteris itselfpart of the kingdom being served.
(1) Jesus is not interested indeveloping friendships with people independently of

fulfilling his one mission.
(2) The gospel story about Mary and Martha indicates how thatintimacy is

subordinate. Mary has chosen the betterpart, while Marthais troubled about
many things. The onething necessary is thekingdom, andMary is listening
to Jesus, who no doubt is talkingabout the kingdom, as he always is. Martha
is working as his hostess, as she would for any goodfriend. Jesus prefers
focus on things of the Lordrather than on things of the world—i.e., on
cooperating in hiscause rather than on serving hispersonal needs. (However,
had Martha been doing her workas lay apostolate, she too wouldhavebeen
interested in the "one thing necessary.")

E. Ordained ministry as such is both a special service to the Lord Jesus and his Church, and a
distinctive form of evangelical life.
1. Orders is configuration to the Lord Jesus the head—i.e., capacitation to act in persona

Christi capitis.
a. Ordination makes a man an authorized agent. The ordained act by Jesus'

authority, in hisname, so that certain things they do have theeffects his own
acts have.

b. Ordination makes one a bodilyextension so that the authorizedwords and
gestures of theordained also are Jesus' own performances of his own acts.
(1) Church teaching makes it clear that what happens in orders is something real

and objective that makes the utterances and gestures of the ordained beJesus'
own performances.

(2) We can understand ordination as a transformation of the bodily unity with
Jesus that all Christians enjoy due to the Eucharist.

2. Jesus wants those who are ordainednot merely to make his acts present but to make
them as humanly available as they can.
a. The point of making the acts present is to allow people to cooperate with them

and so share in the human communion of the new covenant—and thereby in the
whole divine-human communion.

b. Acts canbe present butnot easily identifiable, or cooperation maynot be
appealing, or obstacles can block cooperation.

c. Jesus wants those who act in his person to share his pastoral charity; the whole
point of his acts is to save people.
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d. If the ordained do share Jesus' intention, they will do their best to make his acts
identifiable and appealing, to create no obstacles, to facilitate and encourage
cooperation, and so on.

e. To do this, the ordained must do their best to put on Jesus' whole mind, integrate
all their choices with pastoral charity, and integrate their feelings and ways of
speaking and behaving with their commitmentto ministry.

f. The Church appropriately ordains only those who also have the gift of celibacy
andpromise to remain celibate or who, if already married, expectand promise to
remain celibate should their wife die.

(1) Not having any majorcommitment otherthan to the ordained ministry frees
the minister's time, removes the appearance of conflicting interests, makes
his eschatological witness more effective, and so on.

(2) Celibacy is appropriate for the ordained minister who sacramentally standsin
for Jesus, the bridegroom, in relation to his bride, the Church. (Some Eastern
priests take off their wedding ring when celebrating.)

3. Ordained ministry is a form ofevangelical life.
a. The Church regards ordainedministryas a form ofevangelical life.

(1) This is clearer in and since Vatican II than before.
(2) St.Thomas did not thinkthatdiocesan priesthood is a way of perfection.

b. Insofar as ordained ministry requires—as the episcopate and celibate presbyterate
and diaconate does—a life that, apart from the common necessities, consists
almost wholly of religious acts done in service to Jesus and his Church, it is at
least as central a case of evangelical life as some forms of religious life.

c. Still, ordained ministry is notper se religious life.
4. Some men are called to ordained ministry within a religious institute.

a. Religious presbyters belongto the diocesan clergy inasmuch as they share in
the care of souls and the practice of apostolic works under the authority of
bishops (see CD 34).

b. Some religious institutes have a charism that involves offering special clerical
service to the Church. Members of such institutes must fulfill their

responsibilities as religious, together with the relevant responsibilities of
presbyters/deacons, including those pertaining to the obedience of
presbyters/deacons to bishops.

c. Some religious institutes havea widercharism that includes offeringto the
Church, indeterminately, nonclerical apostolic service of one or many kinds
together with clerical service.
(1) Members mustbe prepared to carry out their nonclerical apostolate (which

must be appropriate for religious).
(2) Theymustbe prepared to provide presbyteral (or diaconal) servicewhen, as,

and if appropriate.
(3) Their assignments may vary greatly overtheiryears of service, but theymust

fulfill the responsibilities of whateverassignment they are given.
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d. There are advantages and disadvantages of religious institutes that combine a
nonclerical apostolate with ordination.
(1) Since members of such institutes can providestrong witness by their religious

lives to the gospel they preach, such institutes are well suited to offering
clerical services to people who are not aware of needing them—e.g., those
not yet Catholics andnonpracticing Catholics. So, such institutes sometimes
have done fruitful work that otherwise hardly could have been done.

(2) Thevalue of orders in pointing to the absolute centrality of the Eucharist is
somewhat obscured by the committed, nonclerical apostolate of such,
religious. (Such institutes and their members ought to do what they can to
counteract this side effect.)

(3) When conditions make it appropriate for such institutes' members to be
assigned almost entirelyto parochial service—as is more likely to happen
when the needs of souls are increasingly grave (see CD 34)—their
nonclerical apostolate can be minimized, and aspects of their life as religious
relevant to that apostolate also will be minimized.

e. Sometimesreligious becomebishops. In general they are relieved of their
responsibilities as religious, but continueto fulfill certain ones.

5. Orders has three hierarchically differentiated species: episcopate, presbyterate, and
diaconate.

a. For a long time in the Church, thesespecies were regarded as three degreesof the
same thing.
(1) Since confecting the Eucharist was rightly thoughtof as the central case

of acting inpersona Christi, the presbyter was mistakenlyconsidered
the paradigm.

(2) The bishop was considered only juridically different from thepresbyter, and
the deacon was thought of as a presbyter in the making, unable as yet to carry
out the most vital functions of ordained ministry.

b. The basic order is the episcopacy.
(1) Bishops act inpersonaChristi as leaders of the Church.

(a) The bishops are successorsof the apostles, whom Jesus sent to
preach the gospel, celebrate the sacraments, and shepherdChristian
communities.

(b) Everybishop, simply by beingordained, becomes a member of the
collegium of the Church's leaders. ("United in one college or body for
the instruction and direction of the universal Church, the bishops,
sharing in the solicitude of all the churches, exercise this their
episcopal function, which they have received by virtue of their
episcopal consecration [note] in communion with the Supreme Pontiff
and subject to his authority" [CD 3].) ("By divine institution and by
virtue of their apostolic office, all of them jointly are responsible for
the Church" [CD 6].)

(c) Eachbishop, givenjurisdiction, can act inpersona Christi by founding
and/or leading a particular church.
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(2) One bishop, the pope, notonly shepherds a particular church (Rome) butacts
inpersona Christi as head of the other bishops.
(a) Jesus wills hiswhole Church, which is the incipient heavenly kingdom,

to be united in faith and love, and this requires unity in faith and love
among the apostles and their successors.

(b) For the sakeof this unity, Jesus madePeterand the popeswho succeed
him head of the apostolic collegium.

(c) Though papacy is not an order distinct from episcopacy, the pope's
headship in the collegium is not simply a primacy of honor (being the
first among equals) but a real primacy ofjurisdiction.

(d) Even withoutthe cooperation of other bishops, the pope can act in
persona Christi as the supreme teacher and shepherd of the whole
Church and of all its parts.

c. The ordersofpresbyterand deacon are limitedparticipations in the episcopal role
designed to help bishops without making men who receive those orders partof the
collegium.
(1) Presbyters act in persona Christi as assistants to bishops in caring for some

partor aspect of bishops' special concern, always including andcentering on
celebrating the Eucharist.

(2) Deacons act in persona Christi as assistants to bishops in carrying out some
part or aspectof bishops' special concern, focusing on services, often with
respect to instrumental goods that belong to the Church's properculture. (On
the theology of the diaconate, see the Introduction to the two February 1998
documents.)
(a) Deacons depend on bishops and are "in a special relationship with the

priests, in communion with whom they are called to serve the People of
God" {RFIDP, 8).

(b) PaulVI: Thediaconate should not be considered merely a steptoward
the priesthood.

(c) There is a sound argument thattoday's diaconate originated in apostolic
times (seeActs); JohnPaul II also assumes this to be so (see Introduction
to RFIDP and DMVDP, note 29).

(d) Thefocus of the diaconate is service; the deacon represents Jesus the
servant (seeDMVDP, search for passages). One might explainthis by
saying that the apostles first were ordained deacons (when Jesus washed
their feet), then presbyters (whenhe said "Do this in memory of me").
Thus, all clerics must have a diaconal attitude, but deacons more clearly
specialize in service insofar as they are unable to celebrate the Eucharist,
in which clerical service reaches its end. This way of looking at the
matter vindicates what was sound in the old view that the three orders

are degreesof a unified ministry, while still allowingthe presbyterate
and diaconate to be contrasted.

(e) The deacon is ordained "non ad sacerdotium sed ad ministerium" and
"Caritatis et administrationis officiis dediti" (LG 29).
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(f) Thefact thatthepermanent diaconate is a stable order—nonmarried
permanent deacons areonly rarely to be ordained presbyters—makes
sense onlyif the munus of the deacon is distinctive, not merely part of
the munus of the presbyter (see DMVDP, 5).

(g) Still, the diaconal ministry has its point of arrival and departure in the
Eucharist. In the Mass, the deacon represents the people of God and
helps them unite their lives with Jesus' offering, and, "in the name of
Christ himself, he helps the Churchto participate in the fruits of that
sacrifice" (DMVDP, 28).

(h) But the munus regendi, exercised in dedication to works of charity and
assistance, and in the direction of communities or sectors of Church life,
especially as regards charitable activities, "is the ministry most
characteristic of the deacon" (RFIDP, 9).

(i) Deacons are particularly concerned with worksof charity involving
temporalities, and this fittingly includes ecclesiastical administration (see
DMVDP, 38, especially last paragraph),

(j) In the earlyChurch, each local church had a group of deacons
proportionate to its size so thatthe faithful might be known andhelped.

F. The LordJesus fittingly provided for the supreme leadership of his Churchby creating the
collegial roles of the pope and the other bishops.
1. The common good of the Churchrequiresa special sort of leadership.

a. This common good is a divine gift, not a human achievement.
(1) This common good is divine-human communion, which is a communion of

humanpersonswith the divine persons and so with one another.
(2) This common good began tobegiven when Jesus established thenew

covenantal community, whose initial members he himselfgathered together,
withthe apostles heappointed as its leaders. He inaugurated the community by
his death, resurrection, the community'sresponse offaith, and the sendingofthe
Spirit, who gives life to thecommunity andempowers it to function as such.

(3) People thereafter enter the Churchby faith and baptism, realize the
divine-human communion in the Eucharist, and hope to share in its
fullness in heaven.

b. The role of the Church's leadership is to serve this common good.
(1) Unlike the leaders of other, merely human societies, the Church's leaders

cannot themselvesact or shapecooperationto achieve the common good of
the community they lead.

(2) The Church's leaders mustact to safeguard the gift—the incipient
communion already realized in the Church.

(3) TheChurch's leaders must work together and shape the cooperation of all her
members to make the gift available to nonmembers, for whom God also
intended it.

(4) The Church's leaders must shape cooperation toward sharing more perfectly
in the gift—i.e., toward a more perfect Eucharist—whichanticipates
heavenly fulfillment.
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2. The Church's leaders must both care for the universal Church and pastor the
particular churches.
a. The communion which is the Church is both realized in the universal Church and

available in each particular Church.
(1) TheChurch withall its essential elements is present in each particular church.

"This Church of Christ is really present in all legitimately organized local
groups of the faithful, which, insofar as they are united to their pastors are
also quite appropriately called 'churches' in the New Testament [note]. For
these are in fact, in their own localities, the new people called by God in the
power of the Holy Spirit and as the result of full conviction (cf. 1 Thes 1.5)"
(LG 26). (Full conviction would be better translated "much plenitude"; see
the old JBC, which supports the idea that every particular church has virtually
all the charisms needed for full Christian life and work.)

(2) Each particular churchcan share in the gift of divine-human communionby
celebratingthe Eucharist, preparing people to celebrate it, and carrying on the
communal life that flows from it.

(3) No particular church can share in the divine-humancommunion except by
sharing in the faith and communion of the universal Church—the Church the
Lord Jesus founded that subsists in the Catholic Church.

(4) The particular churchesare not like branch offices of a business, units of a
military force, or provinces ofa political society. They are more like local
suppliers of a communications network, whose service is only accomplished
in the system as a whole but is fully available in each locality.

b. As leaders of the Church, the pope and other bishops share responsibility for both
the universal Church and the particular churches.
(1) Most bishops, including the pope, care for the universal Church precisely by

being the pastor (or assistant pastor) of one of the particular churches.
(2) When called upon, all the bishops, as members of the collegium, can act in

persona Christi for the good of the entire Church.
(3) In virtue of his universal primacy,the pope always can act inpersona Christi

for the good of either the entire Church, or one or more particular churches.
(4) The popeand all the otherbishops can act together inpersona Christi as the

supreme teachingand governing authority of the Church; but the other
bishops cannot so act except in solidaritywith the pope and they never can so
act apart from him.

3. Jesushad good reasons for structuring the Church's leadership as he did—i.e., both
giving Peter supreme authority to leadby himselfand givingthe collegium as a body
supreme authority to lead together with Peter, its head.
a. Jesus had good reasons for choosing to structure the Church's leadership as

he did.

(1) Jesus could have organized the leadership differently; so, he had a choicein
the matter.

(2) Being reasonable, he had good reasons for choosing as he did.
(3) Those reasons were not sufficient—i.e., necessitating.
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b. Jesus had good reasons for giving Peter supreme authority to leadby himself.
(1) Forthe collegium to exist andbe self-conscious as more than a collection of

pastors of particular churches, one of its members hadto be designated as its
head and authorized to lead the bishops as a whole in cooperation for the
good of the Church as a whole.

(2) For thehead of the collegium to be able to do hisjob of ensuring that the
good of the Church as a whole is served effectively, he hadto be authorized
to do whatever the whole collegium can do whenever he judges it necessary
to do so.

(a) In some situations, action for the good of the whole Church is
required, but it is physically impossible for the collegium as a
whole to act.

(b) In many situations, action for the good of the whole Church is
required, but collegial action would be unreasonably burdensome
and cumbersome.

(c) In many situations, action for the good of the whole Church is
required and it seems reasonable for only part of the collegium to be
involved; if the pope could not do whatever the whole collegium can

. do, such actions would lack authority despite his participation.
(3) If the headof the collegium has the authority to do whatever the whole

collegium can do whenever hejudges it necessary, othermembers of the
collegium must lack the authority to act against his judgment.
(a) If both the head of the collegium and other members of it can

act independently in respect to the same matters, the two might
act inconsistently.

(b) A leadership structure that authorizes inconsistent action is
self-defeating.

c. Jesus hadgood reasons for giving thecollegium as a body supreme authority to
lead, provided it includes Peter, its head.
(1) Giving the collegium as a body supreme authority greatly increases the

credibility of its members' witness. (The apostolic college is strongerby
each bearing his distinct witness to what he himself has seen and
believes in, not merely endorsing Peter's account of what he has seen
and believes in.)
(a) If eachmember of the collegium participates in supreme authority, he is

not a mere subordinate.

(b) Not being a mere subordinate, each member's witness remains distinct
from that of the rest.

(c) Thewitness of all themembers of the collegium, whenunited, is a far
morepowerful reason for accepting what they preach and teach than
would be the combined witness of mere subordinates echoing that of
their superior.
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(2) Giving the collegium as a body supreme authority makes the Church as a
whole a more recognizable sign and a more adequate instrumentof the
divine-human communion initiated in her.

(a) The divine-human communion initiated in the whole Church is
realized in the celebration of the Eucharist. Humanly, the whole world
cannot join at once in a single Eucharist; a gathering must be in one
place at one time. So, there mustbe many particular churches around
the world. (We must explainhow even a modern diocese is a single
eucharistic community despite the fact that all its faithful never gather
with their bishop presiding over one celebration of the Eucharist.) In
celebrating the same Eucharist, all the particular churches participate in
the divine-human communion on the same basis; therefore, they must
be both united and co-equal insofar as they are distinct. This equality
and unity require that each particular church celebrate under a head
who is a co-equal member of a worldwide communion of all the heads
of particular churches.

(b) Again,Jesus gave each apostle a share in the supreme authorityso that
he would have everything he needed to found and lead a particular
church that would remain in communion with his one, universal

Church. Each bishop, including the pope, stands toward his particular
church inpersona Christi as Jesus stands toward the whole Church. To
do this, each bishop must be joined to the others in a collegium whose
members, together, can stand inpersona Christi toward the whole
Church. If the other bishops were mere subordinates of Peter, he alone
would stand in this relation to the whole Church. That would obscure

both other bishops' standing toward their particular churches and
Peter's own subordination (with the clergy as a whole) in service to
both Jesus and the faithful.

(3) Giving the collegium as a body supreme authority ennobles every one of
its members.

(a) Jesus regarded each of the apostles as oneof his innercircle of
collaborators, and wanted all of them to be fulfilled as such.

(b) If Peteraloneheldsupreme authority, the other apostles would
be deprived of the nobilityof acting inpersona Christi in this
important way.

(c) If other bishops didnotshare in the Church's supreme authority, their
status in their particular churches would deserve and get less respect,
which would be detrimental to the solidarity with them of their ordained
assistants and of the faithful in general.
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G. The Church approves forms of evangelical life otherthan religious life and the
ordained ministry.
1. The Church recognizes forms of consecrated life for individuals: hermits or anchorites

and consecrated virgins.
2. Secular institutes are a form of consecrated life.

a. Secular institutes, which developed in recent times, differ from religious institutes
in two major ways: their members share neither a common apostolate nor
fraternal life in community.

b. But, like religious, members of secular institutes are consecrated; they commit
themselves by vows or similarpromises to life accordingto the evangelical
counsels and to a special sort of service to the Church.

c. Some institutes for married couples have been approved as secular institutes, but
John Paul II excludes institutes for married couples from "consecrated" life.

d. In sum, secular institutes can be compared as follows with religious life:
(1) As a whole, one's life is ordered to things of the Lord,as in religious life.
(2) But majorcommitments can be to nonreligious goods, thoughthey mustbe

pursued as religious pursue such goods.
(3) If an institute's vowsor vowlike promises do not excludemarriage, its

members are consecrated only in analogous sense.
3. Besides religious life, forms of consecrated life for individuals, and secular institutes,

there are other forms ofevangelical life.
a. Some other organized forms of evangelical life are approved by the Church.

(1) Societies ofapostolic life are one such form.
(a) Like religious life, theirmembers live in community and sharea

common apostolate.
(b) Unlike religious, members of such societiesneed not take vows.

(2) A thirdorder or similar group affiliated with a religious institute guides its
members in a form of evangelical life provided it offers them an integral plan
for seeking holiness.

(3) Similarly, lay people formed byand belonging to Opus Dei and certain other
organizations approved by the Church follow an integral and approved plan
ofevangelical life.

b. Besides organized forms of evangelical life approved by the Church, individuals,
couples, and small groups can liveevangelical lives using only those means
available to every Catholic.

c. Theexpression, approved by the Church, refers to a reality that delimits the
subject matter of this book.

4. Somepeople who are committed to a form of evangelical life approved by the
Church, including some celibate clerics and religious, have not grasped that they are
called to holiness.
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H. Indifferent respects, members ofthe Church are both equal and not equal indignity.
1. All are equal inJesus—i.e., they share infaith, inhope and, assuming they abide in

love, in being God's children.
2. Some have greater dignity by attribution: they hold offices having greater dignity—

that is, offices withgreater responsibility for the common goodof the Church.
a. The pope has thegreatest dignity, other bishops have less, and other clerics have

less than bishops.
b. Religious superiors have moredignity than subjects.
c. Lay leaders of a properly lay apostolate have more dignity thanthose they lead.
d. Clerics andreligious have more dignity thanlaypeople withrespect to religious

responsibilities commonto both groups.
e. With respect to responsibilities for preparing nonreligious human goods for the

kingdom, laypeople have more dignity thanclerics and religious who are less
competent in secular matters—such asmarriage andparenthood, politics, various
arts, and professions.

3. Diverse charisms seem to confer unequal dignity.
a. Clerics or religious seem as such superior to laypeople, anddiocesan clerics and

nonclerical religious tend to thinkeachgroup is superiorto the other.
b. The dignity conferred by diverse charisms is unequal onlyin that it is notequal.

It is notequal because the diverse charisms simply are incommensurable
inasmuch as they are diverse in kind, not degree.

4. Those who are holier and those who are less holy (or more sinful) are unequal
in dignity.
a. Any Christian can be more intimate with Jesusthan some othersare by

responding moreconsistently to grace withheroicvirtue.
b. Being intrinsically valuable, this intimacy of holiness is the most important

instance ofdignity in its central sense.
c. Jesus' close collaborators are more intimate with him in being more concerned

with his things, and they havespecial opportunities and reasons to become holy;
however, they are no more trulycalled to holiness than otherChristians and, if
theyfail to take advantage of their opportunities, are likely to be worse sinners
than other Christians.
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Chapter III: Responsibilities common to members of religious institutes and to celibate
ordained ministers

A. Responsibilities pertaining to discerning and beginning to respond to vocations to religious
life and celibate ordained ministry
1. Everyone concerned with religious and clerical vocations should bear in mind exactly

what a vocation is.

a. Today many religious and many ordained men seem to have forgotten what it
means to have a vocation—to be called to be a close collaborator with Jesus.

(1) Religious often act as if they were simply comrades in a purely human
enterprise and/or live as if they were fellow tenants in a boarding house.

(2) Many clerics act as if their whole responsibility were to keep the machinery
of the Church running smoothly, improve this world, and help the faithful to
feel better.

b. Those concerned with religious and clerical vocations should bear in mind that
vocation is a gift from God.
(1) It is an offer of a good life to be lived.
(2) It is not something one can decide, but a gift one must discern (i.e., notice,

attend to, and discriminate from other things), a gift one can only receive by
accepting precisely what God wishes to give.

c. They should bear in mind that vocation includes the whole life of good deeds God
prepares for one along with everything he allows one to suffer.

d. They should bear in mind that each divine vocation offers an individual an
opportunity to live his/her whole life as irreplaceable cooperation in carrying out
God's plan of creation-redemption-sanctification.
(1) One cooperates in becoming here and now a member of the divine-human

communion God is bringing about.
(2) One cooperates in overcoming sin and gradually shaping oneself as the

person God wants one to be forever in the kingdom.
(3) One bears witness to the gift one has received and thereby helps others know

about, accept, and cooperate with God's gifts.
(4) One prepares material for the kingdomand, joining oneself to Jesus'

sacrifice, offers it to God as part of one's self-gift in the Eucharist.
e. They should bear in mind that, since God's plan is to draw all things into the

everlasting divine-human communion, fulfilling one's vocation—which includes
cooperating with others in fulfilling its communal aspects—is no mere human
project, but rather is human participation in a divine project.

2. Those with responsibility to help others discern possible religious and/or clerical
vocations should do several things.
a. They should explain that discernment is not clarifying one's objectives but

finding out what God has planned for one's life.
b. They also should explain that discernment begins only after morally unacceptable

alternatives have been excluded, and that it involves gathering information,
identifying two or more morally acceptable options, and seeing which option best
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suits one's better self by attending to one's qualified feelings—which must be
distinguished from irrelevant feelings.

c. They also should help those seeking information to learn what would be involved
in the religious and/or clerical vocation they are considering.

d. They also should supply helpful information disinterestedly and not give in to the
temptation to be a recruiter for their own diocese or institute.

e. They should use psychological tests, if any, in a fair and reasonable way.
f. They should explain that, since vocation is God's plan for every part ofa person's

life, people often have occasion to discern even after they have made their most
important commitments.

3. Those who think they may be called to religious life or ordained ministry should do
several things.
a. They should commit themselves at once to their precise, present vocation and do

their best to detach themselves from everything else, including what they think
God wishes them to do in the future.

(1) They are not now called to be religious or clerics.
(2) They are now called to apply to an institute or diocese and, if accepted, to

undertake its program of formation.
(3) They should do these things as well as they can but remain open to learning

that God willed that they do them for some purpose other than that for which
the formation program is designed.

(4) They should be content to allow their vocation to unfold, without trying to be
absolutely certain of the outcome, until immediately before they musteither
take vows and/or accept orders, or not.

b. They should try to purify their motives.
(1) One's motivation in makingany vocational commitment should so far as

possible exclude everything but theological hope (the intention ofthe
kingdom), the intentionof the relevant specific common good, and feelings
allied with those intentions.

(2) In the case of ordained ministry, for example, the specific relevant common
good is the fruitfulness of Jesus' salvificacts, which the ordainedminister
shares in by cooperating with Jesus and the Spirit in making them present and
available—and which those served share in by cooperating in receiving them
and integrating the rest of their life with them.

(3) Intending this common good includes pursuing appropriate self-interest,
since the committed person is fulfilled in fulfilling the commitment of
service. (The better those making the commitment understand this, the
less likely their hearts will be divided in making the commitment by other
self-interest[s], which even ifvery holy-sounding, still will be inconsistent
with purity of heart.)

c. They should take into account that a public call by the Church or confirmationby
her is an essential element of any vocation to religious life or ordained ministry.
(1) This is not to be understood juridically but sacramentally: the Church as sign

and instrument mediates God's will.
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(2) All vocations insofar as they involve a commitment to serving certain goods
in cooperation with others require the willingness of the others to enter into
the relationship. For example, no man can have a vocation to marry a woman
who refuses to marry him.

(3) Seeming vocations that encounter frustration by refusal—no matter the
reason for it—were never true vocations; discernment was imperfect.

B. Responsibilities pertaining to formation for religious life and celibateordained ministry
1. Those involved in formation have responsibilities with respect to the program

as a whole.

. a. Everyone involved should do the following:
(1) Bear in mind: formation is primarily God's work.
(2) Try to clarify all that any commitment to be made will involve in order that

those being formed will have a very clear and positive grasp of what they will
be undertaking if they make the commitment, a grasp that will serve as the
principle for fulfilling the commitment.

(3) Shape the whole formation effort by what is required rightly to make and
faithfully to carry out the prospective commitment.

(4) Form a communitycenteredon the Eucharist.
(a) Ecclesial unity shouldexist fromthe beginningof formation among

those preparing to be cooperating members of an instituteor a bodyof
clerics or both.

(b) Gathered by the will to cooperate with Jesus, those who may become his
close collaborators and those helping them to be formed ought to be a
communio in him.

(c) Thedaily Eucharist appropriately is the center of sucha community.
b. Those in formation should do the following:

(1) Cooperate freely, wholeheartedly, andnonlegalistically withgrace andwith
the formators' efforts.

(2) Regard the formation process as good in itself, rather than as a mere
means for attaining the state of affairs that will result from completing
the process successfully.

(3) Becandid; do notconceal realities thatwould result in exclusion. (Being
affirmative, this norm might admit of exception.)

(4) Band together as a community in formation, not in order to evade or slight
individual responsibilities but to "keep"one another as brothers or sisters in
Jesus with a similar interest in the prospect of serving him and his Church.

(5) If wrongly terminated from the program, bring the situation to theattention of
those who have the authority to rectify it.

c. Those directing and assistingothers' formation should do the following:
(1) Cooperate with the Spirit inbecoming models of what he wishes those being

formed to become.

(2) Deny admission to the program to those so unlikely to complete it that
admitting them would be unfair either to them or to others.
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(3) Presume good faith in those seeking formation, and try hard to understand in
precisely what ways they fall short at present of being able to make and
faithfully fulfill the prospective commitment.

(4) Direct all they do to serving the effort of those in formation to cooperate
with grace.

(5) Be completely detached from the results of their own efforts and prepared to
act on evidence that someone in formation either lacks the gifts or
persistently fails to cooperate with grace. (Such action may exclude someone
from continuing in the program to the end.)

(6) Join with other formators in following a sound plan, and
communicate/cooperate with one another in carrying it out. In this way,
formators' efforts will be coordinated not only to avoid inconsistency—
which can be avoided by mere compartmentalization—but to be mutually
supportive parts of an organic whole.

(7) Recommend only those for vows or ordination who they are morally certain
should be accepted.
(a) Attend to all the relevant evidence.
(b) If recommending, be candid about anything arguing against acceptance.
(c) Do not recommend anyone on the basis of a superior's or bishop's desire

not to lose any (or this) novice or seminarian.
(8) Encourage those leaving the program to persist in discerningand responding

to their vocation, whatever it may be.
2. Those involved in any formationprogramhave responsibilities with respect to its

various elements.

a. With regardto the motivating principles of integralformation, those directing it
should do the following:
(1) Try by teaching and example to cultivate each candidate's exclusive

intellectual/volitional interest in the relevant common good: the kingdom
to be served in the specific way that will be the object of his/her
prospective commitment.

(2) Try to help andencourage each candidate to identify and set aside bad
motives (if any) andto integrate with right intention all feelings consistent
with it.

(a) Themainwayto helpandencourage those in formation to do this is by
developing a friendly relationship with them and communicating by
word and example one's own integrated feelings with respect to the
good that will be the object of common commitment.

(b) Point out the irrelevance and paltriness of emotional motives other
than the feelings directly related to the right intention for pursuing so
great a good.

(c) Use models drawn from saints, andencourage candidates to identify
with these models.
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b. With regard to the various elements of a formation program, those directing it
should do the following:
(1) With regard to intellectual formation, they should:

(a) Be sure that candidates are well catechized, introduced to Scripture,
sufficiently grounded in liturgical studies to participate intelligently in
the liturgy, and well educated in the sacred studies and trained in the
techniques appropriate to the specific life and service for which they are
being prepared.

(b) Encourage candidates to focus, not on memorizing a body of
information (though memorizing some accurate information is
essential), but on understanding the subject matter and knowing how to
do well what they are being trained to do—including knowing how to
carry on, as needed, their own life-long intellectual formation in both
understanding and skills.

(c) Not only permit but encourage those being formed to say what they
really think, ask about what they really wonder about, challenge what
they disagree with. Otherwise, no real intellectual formation occurs.

(d) Appoint and retain as teachers only those who have both firm and
integral faith, and intellectual competence.

(2) With regard to spiritual formation, they should:
(a) Clearly define the roleof the spiritual director. This should include not

only providing necessary moralcounseling but explaininghow to discern
and encouraging discernment when appropriate. (Discernment can be
done only by the person himself/herself.)

(b) Appoint to this important office only a well-qualified person.
(c) The formation director and the program as a whole should promote a

sound and profound spirituality by teaching and encouraging all those
practices—ofpersonal prayer and devotion, of liturgy, of asceticism
and penance, of apostolate—appropriate to acquire and/or grow in the
virtues necessary to make well the specific commitment the individual
hopes to make and to carry out well the responsibilities it entails.
Incentives should be drawn solely from the hoped for heavenly
communion and the relevant, specific common good.

(d) The program as a whole should help those being formed to integrate
both their other commitments and any conditions they must accept not
only with living faith but with the specific commitment the program
has in view—e.g., making vows in this institute, being a deacon of
this diocese.

(3) With regard to formation for apostolate, they should:
(4) With regard to social formation, they should:
(5) With regard to personal formation, they should:
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c. With regard to the relations among the elements of the formation program,
everyone involved should bear in mind the following:
(1) Proper formation in respectto reflexive goodscan only occur as a function of

proper formation in respectto the relevant substantivegoods—e.g, learning,
acquiring techniques, and taking proper care ofhealth.

(2) A schedule is necessary, but the compartmentalization it tends to foster is
detrimental to sound formation.

(a) Those directing the program should schedule activities that must be done
together, and they shouldencourage those being formed to plan the rest
of their time, and fritter away none.

(b) Insofar as it is an effort to cultivate and understand faith and its
implications, intellectual formation is prayer; it should be seen as such,
and conducted in continuity with other prayer. Insofar as prayer is,
intelligent, as it shouldbe, it is serious intellectual formation.

(c) Since formation in apostolate is in apostolic action rather than merely
apostolic behavior, it must embody intellectual formation and prayer;
and it, in turn, will contribute to both.

(d) Social formation is developing solidarity in a commonlife of study,
prayer, and apostolic work; it excludes cultivatingsuperficial affability
and questionable friendships.

(e) If "personal" formation is separated fromthe other elements of
formation, it is formation in reserving something of oneself from the
commitment that ought to be wholehearted.

(f) In manycases, one can (andwhenever possible, one should) servemany
good ends simultaneously.

d. Those directing a formation program shouldbe clear about (or make) and enforce
reasonable rules of common life.

(1) These rules should regulate thecooperation necessary for the common good
ofall those involved in the program insofar as they are involved in it, and
their relevance should be explainedunless it is obvious even to the dullest.

(2) Rules should notbe made in order to shape individuals' actions for their
own good.
(a) Rulesof behavior seem likea goodway to form, but no set of rules can

elicit the motivation needed for real formation.

(b) Conformity to such rules while in the program doesnot of itselfpromote,
much less ensure, later action according to the desired virtues.

(c) The rightway to cultivate virtues is to promote doing good andavoiding
evil by explaining the pointof doing what is for one's own true goodand
of avoiding what is at odds with one's real best interests.

3. Religious andclerics should continue to form themselves, andtheir superiors should
help them to do so. Both should bear several things in mind,
a. As preparation for making the commitment, formation ends when the

commitment is made; with respect to faithfully fulfilling it, the formative work of
the Spirit is lifelong.
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b. Just as all Christians, after being justified by faith, must continue to cooperate
with the Spirit so that they will be gradually sanctified, so clerics and religious,
after their second consecration (vows or ordination), must continue to cooperate
with the Spirit so that they will be gradually sanctified and become ever more
effective in their special vocation.

c. Throughout this life, everyone must deal with his/her imperfection of immaturity
(incomplete development ofpotentialities) and of disintegrity (concupiscence and
sin). For clerics and religious to do this, they need ongoing formation: to develop
abilities to meet new challenges, to compensate for declining capacities, and so
on; as well as to overcome new temptations and any emerging patterns of sin.

d. Inasmuch as ongoing formation is a process that empowers the committed person
to fulfill his/her commitment more and more perfectly, it mainly occurs in and
through that person's unremitting effort to cooperate with grace in fulfilling
his/her commitment just as Jesus wants it fulfilled. So, any program to assist in
the ongoing formation of religious and clerics should aim at helping them
cooperatewith grace in better fulfilling their responsibilities day by day.

e. Every closecollaborator withJesusoughtto welcomeothers' help in being formed.
(1) One must be especially open to the help of those deputed to provide it.
(2) One shouldjudiciouslyselect"spiritual reading."

f. Everyclose collaborator with Jesus ought to be prompt in encouraging and
supporting others in their cooperation with the Spirit forming them.

g. Ongoing formation merges withthe category of other forms of prayerand
religious practices, consideredbelow.

C. Responsibilities of religious andof clerics pertaining to prayer, reception of the
sacraments, and other religious practices
1. Religious and clerics shouldactively participate in the Mass.

a. In this matter, they ought to do what every Catholic should do.
b. They shouldcelebrate or participate in Mass every day.
c. They should participate in theMass with real devotion, not as routine behavior.
d. Theyshouldnever introduce personalizing innovations or anything else not

authorized by the Church.
2. Religious and clerics should understand and fulfill their duty with respect to the

liturgy of the hours.
a. The liturgy of the hours is never merely private prayer, evenwhenit is prayed

individually. The liturgy of the hours is prayeron behalfof the Church that
fulfills a common responsibility.

b. Sharing in this "workof God" is more a privilege than a burden.
c. The liturgy of the hours should be prayed withreverence. The words should be

recited carefully, indeed, but alsowithattention to their meanings. One should
try constantly to think the meanings and mean the thoughts.

d. The responsibilityspecifiedby relevant law should be fulfilled.
(1) Evenif communal praying of the hours is not required, it is to be preferred

when convenient.
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(2) Each hour should be prayed, insofar as possible, at the time appropriate for it.
(3) Legalistic interpretations of the law and minimizing excuses are to be avoided.
(4) If those obliged to pray the entire office find it morally impossible to do so,

they should prefer not to omit morning and evening prayer.
3. Religious and clerics should engage in other forms ofprayer and devotion.

a. They should read Scripture to hear what the Lord is saying to them, and perhaps
wants them to convey to others.

b. They should engage in whatever prayer they need to maintain their personal
communion with Jesus.

c. They should cultivate devotion to Mary, to other saints, and to the angels.
d. They should engage in meditative prayer in order to expand and integrate their

emotions with the full range of intelligible human goods—by identifying with
Jesus, relevant saints, and saintly role models (see DMQ, pp. 867-68).

e. They should engage in whatever prayer they need to prepare, carry out, and
complete their apostolic works or clerical services.

f. Religious should devoutly say all the prayers required by their specific rule.
4. Religious and clerics should engage in appropriate ascetical practices.

a. Fast and abstinence

b. Corporal penances
c. Limiting rest and recreation
d. Limitingreceptivity to data, especially from the public media ofcommunication

5. Religious and clerics should devoutly frequent the sacrament ofpenance.
a. Examination of conscience daily
b. Systematic efforts to overcome venial sins
c. Regular use of the sacrament

6. Religious and clerics shouldseek appropriate spiritual direction, advice, and support.
7. Religious and clerics should make good use of daysof recollection and retreats.

D. Responsibilities of religious andclerics pertaining to theirvocational commitment
1. Both individualsand groups (religious institutesat all levels and bodies of clerics such

as conferences ofbishops, the group of clerics serving a parish, curial congregations)
should keep steadily in view what their vocation is.

2. Having madetheir vocational commitment, religious and clerics should bear in
mind that they are not entitled to anything but the opportunity, help, and resources
to fulfill it.

a. They have committed themselves to a certain set of goodsandpersons: thoseto
be served by an institute's apostolate or by the clergy of a diocese.

b. They should avoid careerism—that is, they should not concern themselves with
their future assignments and opportunitiesfor service except insofar as doing so is
necessary to fulfill their present responsibilities.

c. They should never take the attitudethat they deserve a certain assignment.
(1) Of course, they should helptheir superior or bishop by communicating their

awareness of options and their view of the advantages and disadvantages
each option offers.
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(2) Given an assignment, unless they cannot do it (which includes moral
incapacity), they should carry out as well as they can the services to the
good(s) and people to whom they have committed themselves.

(3) Even if a superior or bishop decides unreasonably, God's plan has taken that
unreasonableness into account, so that the religious or cleric can respond to
his call only by serving where that unreasonableness brings him or her.

d. The attitude of a religious or cleric always should be: Lord, I am entirely at your
disposal; so, I am always at my superior's or bishop's disposal unless I know that
what he/she directs me to do is against your will; therefore, I will always thank
you for whatever I am assigned to do, and never think I deserve anything else—
nor even, so far as I can, want to do anything else.
(1) A diocesan presbyter should be happy to be an assistant in a remote parish

for his whole life, or to go off to study canon law; an archbishop asked to
resign should be glad to serve as a convent chaplain.

(2) A scholarly religious should gladly give up his life's work when told to
administer temporalities, or assigned to work in a parish instead of teaching
graduate students.

3. Having put oneself at the Lord's disposal as a religious and/or celibate cleric, one
often may not do what otherwise would be gravely obligatory.
a. Christians with other vocations generally have many responsibilities flowing

from elements of those vocations that were given rather than chosen—e.g., from
responsibilities as citizens or as children to their parents or teachers to whom
parents entrusted them.

b. Jesus calls various people to be close collaborators and demands that they set
aside such obligations for the sake of the kingdom; this seems to many today
mere hyperbole.

c. However, Christians generally recognize that civic duty can require people
to set aside such obligations for the sake of the nation's good, and Christians
should recognize that the common good of the Church on earth is far more
worthy of service than any nation's common good ever could be. So, religious
and clerics should recognize that their service to Jesus makes it appropriate
that they set aside such obligations.

d. The preceding norm admits of exceptions grounded in the same good that grounds
the norm itself.

(1) Due to hardness of hearts and pseudo-humanistic secularism, not making
exceptions would be counterproductive for the witness that religious are
committed to give and that clerics must give if they are to make Jesus'
acts available.

(2) So, when responsibility to bear witness to the kingdom requires doing what
would be an obligation but for one's commitment to the kingdom, it again
becomes obligatory—though under a different title.

(3) Other responsibilities of one's religious or clerical vocation might require
such actions too—e.g., one might need to visit one's parents for the sake
of mutual support in faithfulness to Jesus.
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4. Especially inrespect to their vocational commitment, religious and clerics should
avoid legalistic evasions.
a. They should rightly understand and always bear in mind their commitment's

benefits to those they serve and to themselves—assuming they provide
proper service.

b. They should never merely follow the rule but generously fulfill its spirit.
c. They shouldtry to findjoy in doinghard things well.
d. They should always regard thepersons forwhom andwithwhom they serve—

Jesus, othercollaborators, andthosetheyhope to benefit—as ends worthyof
their self-sacrifice and best efforts.

5. Religious andclerics should regularly reaffirm theirvocational commitment.
a. They should regularly recall the good reasons for which and thepassion with

which the commitment was made, and thank God for the gift of their vocation.
b. They should keep in mind the relationship between the particular actstheymust

do and the commitment those acts carry out.
c. They should avoid attachment to projects undertaken to carry out their

commitment and be prepared to give them up when they no longer serve Jesus
and his Church.

d. Despite hardships, they should persevere in undertakings thatreally docontribute
to carrying out their commitment.

6. Religious and clerics should foster inthemselves sound motivations to fulfill their
commitment faithfully.
a. They should always keep an eye on heaven, the divine-human communion

which they hope to share in withJesus (whose salvific projectthey will have
helped carry through) and with those they will have served (their spiritual
children). And outof thecorner of their eye, they should glance regularly at
the alternative to heaven.

b. They should remember that whenever they do asthey ought, they are cooperating
with the Spirit, and heaccomplishes even what seems impossible.

c. They should attend to and bring to mind any evidence of real benefits to those
they serve and have served, rejoicing without bragging, because they never
forget that thosebenefits are gifts of the Spirit.

d. They should remember that they are responsible only for a limited contribution
to God'splan—a contribution whose significance and value they generally can
see only obscurely, if at all.

e. When doing their work, they should not focus onresults (which never can be
calculated) but take satisfaction inmeeting reasonable standards, just asa person
playing a game takes satisfaction in playing well, even when losing.

7. Religious and clerics should resist temptations against their vocational commitment.
a. They should reject as a bad thought any temptation to wish they had notmade

their commitment.

b. They should avoid the mistake ofthinking themselves entitled to compensation
in self-indulgent satisfactions for the sacrifices involved in fulfilling their
vocational commitment in an authentic evangelical life.
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c. They should regard difficulties posed by those they serve or by coworkers as
challenges to be dealt with by ingenuity and skill.

d. They should not waste time thinking and complaining about bad things they are
not responsible for and cannot remedy.

E. Responsibilities of religious and clerics with respect to silence and communication
1. With respect to silence, they have special responsibilities.

a. They should not regard silence as an evil—a deprivation of the good of
communication—but simply as a (temporary and/or partial) not-communicating,
that often facilitates, and is even essential for, more effective communication.

b. They should bear in mind the benefits of silence:
(1) By limitingone's self-expression, one keeps much of oneself in reservefor

the intimate relationships one chooses.
(2) By saying little, one also gives what one does say a greater impact.
(3) By speaking seldom, one allows others to communicate themselves more

richly, since they are not constantly induced to respond to one's promptings
(verbal stimuli ofvarious sorts).

(4) By talkinglittle,one can almost entirely avoid sayingwhat one shouldnot
say and creating problems for oneself—e.g., situations in which one will be
temptedto lie or be pressedto acceptresponsibilities one should avoid.

c. They should bear in mind whythese benefits are valuable for religious andclerics.
(1) By generally reserving herself/himself ratherthan establishing or increasing

intimacy withmanypeople, a religious or clerichas resources for maintaining
and increasing intimacy with unseen persons—Jesus, the Father, the Spirit,
Mary, other saints, the angels.

(2) By beingsilentabout othermatters, a religious or clericfacilitates his/her
communication about the things of God, and avoids inadvertent expressions
that would interfere with that communication.

(3) By being receptive to others' richer self-communication, a religious or cleric
can respond morefully to themas real and wholepersons—persons as they
are before God—with spiritual needs, including needs to be convinced,
helped, and encouraged withrespect to heavenly communion.

(4) By talkingwith fellow religious or clerics as much, but only as much, as
necessary for the flourishing of fraternal community and commonwork, a
religious or cleric contributes to an authentic communion of mindsand hearts
without encumbering communaland/or collaborative relationships with
superficial sociability or deepening them in inappropriate ways.

d. They should observe the following norms in respect to silence:
(1) One should be silent unless one has a reason to speak. (While binding for

everyone, this norm is more exigent for religious and clerics.)
(2) One should enlist others' cooperation and otherwise strive to forestall

situations likely to occasionempty or even harmful communication.
(3) Communities of religious or of men associated in ordained ministry ought

to establish and carefully keep reasonable rules of silence.
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2. With respect to communication, clerics andreligious have special responsibilities.
a. They shoulddistinguish communicative behaviorfrom authenticcommunication.

(1) Communication involves self-manifestation with a view to communion,
which depends on understanding the same purpose and sharing it

(2) Communicative behavior canbe abused to manipulate others, conceal one's
true self, block communion, and maintaina modus vivendi satisfactoryto
individuals unwilling to makethe sacrifices required by real communion or,
perhaps, even unwilling to share in such communion.

b. They should bear in mind thespecial importance of communication for religious
and clerics.

(1) Communication is needed to build up the communities at stake: primarily,
the kingdom; secondarily, communities that oughtto be sacraments of
the kingdom.

(2) Abuses of communicative behavior undermine credibility withthose with
whom communion needs to be initiated or built up.
(a) Sincere communication is essential for witness, and abuses impede

that witness.

(b) Sincere communication also is essential for the apostolic andpastoral
servicesprovided by religiousand clerics.

(3) Just as silence and recollection are necessary for individual self-awareness,
and noise and talk that minimize that self-awareness facilitate personal self-
deception andimpenitence; so candid communication is necessary for
communal self-awareness, and abuses of communication facilitate communal
self-deception and impenitence.

c. In theiracts of communication, theyshould observe the following affirmative norms:
(1) Bear witness to the gospel's truth.
(2) Admonish fellow religious and clerics whenever appropriate. (If this seems

unthinkable, communion is dying ifnot dead.)
(3) Build upothers and genuine communion. One often should offer a word of

gratitude orpraise, anapology, a word ofencouragement, anexpression of
concern and readiness to help meet others' needs.

(4) Call attention to his/her community's orcollaborating group's ignored needs
and overlooked opportunities.

d. Whenengaging in communicative behavior, they also should observe
negative norms:
(1) Never lie.
(2) Nonlying deception may bejustified in certain circumstances (e.g., games,

warfare); still, religious andclerics should avoid it whenever communication
concerns matters pertainingper se to their specific vocations.

(3) While silence often is called for (see above), it is wrong to withhold
communicationnecessary to initiateor build up communion, even when
doing so involvesgreat personalsacrifices.
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F. Responsibilities of religious and clerics with respectto virginity/celibacy for the
kingdom's sake
1. Religiousand clerics should sincerelylove those they are pledged to serve and those,

beginningwith Jesus, with whom they cooperate in that service.
a. They should regularly nurture hope.

(1) Recall the gloryJesus enjoys and alreadyshares with Mary and the other
saints, rejoice with them in it, and give thanks for it.

(2) Dwell on the prospect of sharingin that glory.
b. They shouldput their sexualcapacity in service of their commitment.

(1) The genitals themselves cannotcontributepositively to fulfilling the
commitment of religious life or celibate clerical service.

(2) Fulfilling one's sexual capacity in marriage involves many aspects of oneself
other than one's genitals.

c. Theyshouldbe attentive to what is trulygoodfor those they are pledged to serve
and will that good.

d. They should foster affection toward those theyare committed to serve andtoward
those, first of all Jesus, with whom they collaborate.

2. Religious and clerics shoulddevelop and carryon chastefriendships.
a. Theyshouldrecognize the many benefits appropriate friendships offer.

(1) Toreligious andclerics, they offer all thebenefits theyofferdevout laypeople.
(2) Theyalso help integrate the specific commitment of a religious or clericwith

his/her capacity for marital communion.
(3) By theirchaste and open friendships, religious and clerics bearwitness to the

heavenly communion and give good example.
b. In shapingthese friendships, they shouldobserveall relevantnorms.

(1) They should observe the norms all Christians should observe.
(2) Like everything else in their lives, their friendships must be subordinated to

their commitment to serve Jesus and his Church.

(a) This does not mean that their friendships will be merely instrumental.
As in other cases, so here: What is intrinsically good and intended for
its own sake can also be sought for the sake of, and thus subordinated
to, a more inclusive good.

(b) It does mean that one must avoid friendships thatwould impede cooperation
with fellow collaborators and/or with those one serves and may engage only
in friendships that, at leastindirectly, facilitate that cooperation.

(3) They have a special obligation to avoid eroticism in their friendships: it is
incompatible withthe inclusivity of the loveproper to a life of virginity or
celibacy for the kingdom's sake.

3. Religious and celibate clerics should avoid all sexual acts, complete or incomplete,
and all impure thoughts.
a. Theyshould rule out notions of celibacy/virginity that allowany choices that are

wrong for othersingle Christians who have no prospect of marriage. In other
words, they should excludefrom their practical reflection, as incipient
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rationalizations, all theories proposed by others or arising from their own
speculation that would admit any intentional venereal satisfactionwhatsoever,

b. They shouldavoid wrongfully accepting sexualarousal—e.g., in optional
entertainment and recreation.

4. Religious and clerics should recognize and dealappropriately with erotic feelings that
arise spontaneously.
a. They shouldexpect, recognize, and acknowledge such feelings to themselves.

Theyshould bear in mindthat the feelings are naturally good,but inappropriate
for them to act on—like hunger pangs felt by one who should diet.

b. They should direct attentionto something else and away from what is arousing
the feelings, or bring to mind what will mitigate them.

c. If they experience eroticfeelings toward someone with whomthey have a
continuing relationship, they shouldshapethat relationshipaccording to the
precise requirements of the relevant common good, keepingtheir own and the
other's proper role in mind.

d. When an erotic attraction arises, they should not discuss it with the person to
whomthey are attracted, but describe the situation to anotherand suitable
person—e.g., their spiritual director.

e. They should avoid unnecessary occasions of sexual sin and of erotic attraction.
f. Theyshouldpray for the grace to remain chasteand engage in those ascetical

practices that many have found helpful in the past.
5. Close collaborators with Jesus who are married should strive for perfect marital chastity.

a. Theymust avoidthe sins any married couple shouldavoid.
b. Being in a form of evangelical life approved by the Church, they should strive to

avoid all venial sin.

c. Forthe samereason, they should exercise their sexuality, not only for the goodof
marriage, but, as witheverything theydo, for the sakeof the kingdom. So,they
shouldintegrate their marital sexual behavior with their service to the Church.

d. They also should strive to practice perfect marital chastity in orderto bearwitness
to thekingdom, by being both countercultural anda clearsignof the fleshly
aspect of the divine-human heavenly communion.

G. Responsibilities of religious and clerics with respect to theuseof material goods and
other resources

1. Like all Christians, religious and clerics should use material goods only to meet
intelligible needs andalways in accord with the requirements of justiceand mercy.

2. Religious and clerics should limitthe level at which they meet needs in accord with
the requirements, not of justiceandmercy in general, but of justice and mercy as
specified by their specific commitment.
a. A religious or clerical commitment replaces the claims of thosenaturally nearand

dear with the claims of those to whom one is specially related in one's special
apostolate. These are claims of the kingdom—not of the kingdom as a whole or
insofar as it is yet to come, but of the part of the kingdom the commitment serves
and insofar as that service realizes the kingdom here and now.
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b. Fairness toward those one serves and with whom one serves requires giving them
more than one otherwise would owe them, and, since they are a group wider than
one's near and dear otherwise would be, their claims often require one to forgo
what otherwise could be used reasonably in meeting one's own needs.

c. Just insofar as acts of mercy will fulfill one's special religious or clerical
commitment, that commitment also makes it reasonable to sacrifice self-interest
in ways thatwould be unreasonable if practiced by otherChristians.
(For example, M. Kolbe could have thought that he should nottake the family
man'splace, so as to survive to provide presbyteral service; but, being a religious,
he recognized that the signvalue of sacrificing himselfprovided an adequate
reason to lay down his life.)

3. Religious and clerics should avoid orlimit individual ownership ina way that helps
them fulfill their special commitment.
a. A prior gave uphis own room and lived inhis office; as superior, hetook the lead

in making do with limited space in the crowded studium.
b. Diocesancelibateclericsgenerally shouldlive economically and fraternally

in Church-owned quarters adjacent to thechurches theyserve. Doing so facilitates
their service and provides a signof charity and unity (see CD 30).

c. Diocesan celibate clerics should bear in mind that the worldly goods they acquire
bytheir ecclesiastical functions are closely connected with their sacred office,
andso they should contribute liberally to thematerial needs of the diocese
according to the bishop's directive (see CD 28).

4. Religious and clerics should care for things whose use they share as if those things
were their own.

a. They should resist the temptation tobecareless, to abuse or waste things.
b. When using anything they will not use up, they should imagine that Jesus will be

the next person to use it.
5. Religious andclerics should deal justlyand mercifully with others.

a. Religious and clerics should treat people outside their institute or clerical group
justly and mercifully in matters pertaining to work, money, and property.
(1) They shoulddo the following:

(a) Fulfill contracts conscientiously orprovide justcompensation for failing
to do so rather than legalistically evade responsibility.

(b) Provide employees with fair wages, hours, working conditions, job
security, andbenefits; treatmercifully thosewith special needs.

(c) Apart from cases inwhich people have anobligation to donate services
(e.g., to their parish), neither expect people to donate services nor take it
for granted that services rendered are beingdonated. Instead, when
arranging for people to provide anyservice, make a clearagreement
about the basis on which it will be rendered.

(d) Appropriately express gratitude for services when those rendering them
do not seek compensation or refuse it.
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(2) For the following reasons, clerics andreligious musttake special care
in forming their consciences in these matters.
(a) Their lack of relevant experience sometimes prevents themfrom

appreciating others' rights.
(b) Since religious and clerics often receive donations, theymay have

unreasonable expectations and/or be unclearabout the intentions of
those providing a good or service.

(c) Thework of religious andclerics often benefits the laityanddeserves
something in return, and what is deserved often is unclear. So, religious
and clerics may taketo be—and evenclaim as—compensation for their
efforts more than they deserve or others intend to give.

(3) Several factors can aggravate the gravity of wrongdoing in these matters by
religious and clerics.
(a) Holding fast to what one possesses despite its being owed to another

often violates evangelical poverty.
(b) Wrongdoing in these matters often impairs the witness religious and

clerics should give.
(c) Wrongdoing in these matters often injures relationships bydistorting

them and/or provoking resentment.
(d) Wrongdoing in these matters canbe scandalous in the strictsense:

the bad example can leadothers into sin or the injury canprovoke a
sinful reaction, such as cutting off morally required contributions to
the Church, withdrawal from participation in parish affairs, or even
abandonment of faith.

b. Religious and clerics should exercise relevant virtues withrespect to making
donations and giving gifts.
(1) Even if their own resources are very limited, mercy may require that they

help people in desperate need.
(2) Religious communities should establish policies regarding members'

donating to good causes. Those policies andthe practices of clerics without
a vow ofpoverty should regulate such donations in accord with the specific
religious or clerical commitment.

(3) Gifts strictly so-called (as a token ofgratitude, affection, orthe like) can be
appropriate but they shouldbe modest.
(a) If the relationship is appropriate, gifts strictly so-called may benecessary.
(b) Sometimes a verbal (especially written) expression or a service can

substitute for giving moneyor some material gift.
(c) In the caseof material gifts, modest expenditures are sufficient, because

the thought is more important than the cost.
6. The requirements ofevangelical poverty apply not only to money and material goods

but, byanalogy, to resources that cannot be owned: time, energy, and talents.
7. Consecrated individualsnot living in community, married clerics, and married

members of institutes approved by the Church also arecalled to practice evangelical
poverty according to their specificvocations.
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H. Responsibilities ofreligious and clerics with respect to cooperating with fellow close
collaborators of Jesus—i.e., responsibilities with respectto obedience.
1. Since religious and clerics can carry out their commitment ofsingle-minded service

to the kingdom only bycooperating with one another, they must conscientiously
exercise authority and practice obedience.
a. All Christians should cooperate in seeking and spreading the kingdom.
b. Genuine cooperation, asdistinct from the coordination ofpurely self-seeking

behavior, always requires theexercise of authority andthe practice of obedience.
c. Jesus' close collaborators shouldobey as he himself did, always putting the

Father's will first and"emptying himselfand taking on the form of a slave" in
carrying out that will.

d. Religious superiors and bishops insome sense rule inthe place ofJesus himself.
e. Cooperation among close collaborators is essential for their cooperation with

Jesus himself.

2. Areligious orcleric should cooperate incommon life and service according tohis/her
superior'sor bishop's conscientious judgments.
a. Whenever one has no morally acceptable alternative to a certaincourseof action,

one's responsibility to choose thatcourse of action is definite.
b. While every Christian vocation entails some definite responsibilities thatmust

be fulfilled in cooperation with others, thevocations of religious and clerics,
which involve fraternal community and/or clerical association for the sake of
ministry, entail many such definite responsibilities.

c. When those who exerciseauthorityarticulatesuch definite responsibilities,
they are notmaking decisions, butonly calling attention to true norms thatin any
case should be followed, and exhorting or requiring conformity to those norms
for the sake of the good to be served cooperatively.

3. In carrying outtheir specific commitments, religious and clerics should proceed ona
presumption favoring cooperation with fellow religious and clerics.
a. Theircommon and tightly focused commitments to the kingdom both free them

from responsibilities to act for most other goods andcannot be implemented
without cooperation in undertakings of the institute and/ordiocese.

b. So, religious and clerics, whose lives are nottheir own, should devote themselves
more completely to cooperative undertakings thantheywould if theyhad more
complex vocations, as lay people often have.

c. The time and energy of religious and clerics not needed for the common
cooperative projects organized bytheir institute or diocese also should be used in
ways thatcontribute to the fulfillment of their specific commitments.
(1) This norm is satisfied when resources areused for necessary and appropriate

personal care or in doing other things thatreally do prepare onefor direct
service to the kingdom.

(2) Thisnorm also canbe satisfied when resources are used in carrying out
initiatives other than those the institute or diocese organizes that really do
contribute to fulfilling the common commitment.
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4. Religious and clerics should use a method ofdecision making that contributes to their
special commitment and lifestyle.
a. Certain methods of decisionmaking, though suitable in special situations, are

generally inappropriate or impractical.
(1) If one course ofaction is morally required, treating either the agreement ofa

certain portion of the group or even a general consensus as an adequate basis
for actionis subjectivism. In suchcases, a soundjudgment rather than a
choice—making a choice—is called for.

(2) Ifdecisions were usually made byconsensus, there would belittle cooperation,
and therefore virtually no common apostolate or coordinated ministry.

(3) Making decisions bymajority rule (or byother proportions, such as3/5,2/3)
is problematic for several reasons.
(a) Regularly involving the entire group in decisions is inefficient. Every

participant must be fully informed on eachissue considered, and
meetingsmust be regularand will be time-consuming.

(b) The main advantage of a system of making decisions by majority rule
is that participants, being vulnerable to unfairtreatment whenin the
minority, are motivated to protect themselves by treating others fairly
whenthey are in the majority. However, the specific commitment of
religious and clerics should render such self-protection unnecessary in
their dealings with one another: in makingtheir commitment, they
should rejectthe inclination to avoid allowing others to limit their self-
realizing actionand accept suchvulnerability for the sake of
overcoming original sin.

(c) Majority rule tends to generate parties andfactions, which hardly bear
witness to the kingdom—where all comes down from the Father, and
where all live together in perfect communion.

(4) The reasonable method is for either a single individual or a collegial body to
make decisions, with consultation whenever likely to be useful.

5. Religious and clerics should distinguish between cases that call for judgments of
conscience and those that call for decisions, and in cases of each sort should exercise
authority in accord with appropriate norms.
a. Religious superiors, bishops, and other clerics exercising authority should take

this distinction into account.

b. Religious and clerics who participate ina collegial exercise of authority should
take this distinction into account.

6. Religious and clerics should observe several norms insubmitting to obligations and
obeying decisions.
a. They should contribute to their superior's deliberation whenever asked.
b. When directed to do what seems unreasonable, they should respectfully indicate

facts or reasons that their superior may have overlooked.
c. If theythink that they cannot obey in good conscience, theyshould observe the

following norms:
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(1) They should bear in mind the precise meaning of not being able toobey in
good conscience.
(a) Itmeans that one judges: If I doasdirected, then, even despite myduty of

obedience, I (more likely thannot)willbe committing a sin. In otherwords:
If onejudges that doing whatone is directed to do is at least as likely as
not sinless, in obeying one can be certain one is not committing a sin.

(b) It does not mean: Doingthat wouldbe intrinsically evil. An unjust act
that is not intrinsicallyevil can be absolutely morally excluded in a
given situation.

(c) It does notmean: I amquite sure that if I were the superior, I would
think it wrongto directa personin my place to do that; or: Ifmy superior
were not requiring this, it would be wrong for me to do it; or:
The superior is going beyond his/her rightful authority (whichonly
indicates the need to judge by the common good, all things considered);
much less: It is obvious that this directive is unreasonable.

(2) Since conscience canbe mistaken, theyshould reexamine the reasoning and
assumptions that led themto conclude that they may not obey.

(3) They should notenlist others' support to oppose decisions theythink wrong.
(4) They should calmly tell their superior thatthey cannot obey and explain why.
(5) Respecting thesuperior's authority and taking his/her good will for granted,

they should not be angry but sadabout being unable to do as theirsuperior
wishes. A superior oftenwillwithdraw an order if good will is manifested
by someone who cannot obey in good conscience.

(6) Theyshould nevergive in and act against their conscience.
d. When obedience is called for, religiousand clerics should not take a legalistic

attitude toward their superior's directives.
(1) They should strive to serve well the good the superior intends, notmerely

meet the letter of her/his directive.

(2) They should respond to their superior's clearwishes evenwithout waiting
for them to be expressed as formal directives and even if they are unlikely
to be enforced.

e. When compliance withtheirsuperior's judgmentor decision is appropriate
despite some defect in the exercise of authority, religious andclerics should not
resentthe authority or assume an attitude of opposition. Rather, they shouldrecall
their commitment, by which theywilled to dedicate themselves to the kingdom.

7. Religious and clerical superiors should observe several norms in overseeing the
execution of their authoritative judgments and decisions.

I. Responsibilities of religious or clerics with respect to determining who will
exercise authority
1. Religious and clerics should observe several norms with respect to thepossibility that

they will be put in a position of authority.
a. In this matter, they should not attempt to discern God's plan for themselves

unless they are calleduponto serve. If called upon, they must discern whether to
undertake the responsibility.
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b. Having dedicated themselves to a life of service in the Church, they shouldnot
cherish personal career goals.
(1) In general, they should not try to promote themselves by influencing those

responsible for filling positions of authority.
(2) Theyshould projectthe image appropriate to their specific commitment to

serve, not alter it to conform to the image they think would make more likely
their appointment to a position ofauthority.

c. If they seekoffice without knowing precisely whichposition they will obtain if
theirquest succeeds, theparticular office theyobtain, if it does succeed, may not
be the one for which they are well suited. (For example, a careerist monsignor
who successfully strives to be a bishop maybe appointed to CenterCity, for
which he is ill fitted, rather than Littletown, where he could have served well.)

2. Religious and clerics charged with determining who will exercise authority should
observe several norms.

a. They should carefully follow the prescribed process.
b. In evaluating each candidate for a position, they shouldconsider whether he/she

has the relevant gifts, opinions, character, and skills.
c. They should exclude from consideration candidates who. are certainly unfit.

Otherwise suitable candidates can be rendered unfit by any of several factors:
(1) Certain sorts of pastbehavior (even if repented) or personality traitscanbe

incompatible with the image of holiness andservice the Church should
present—the Churchmustseem to be what she is.

(2) Unsound opinions, especially whenheld with certainty as truths, can be at
odds with faith itself or with a right understanding of the religious or clerical
commitment that should shape the superior's exercise of authority.

(3) Habitual patterns of behavior, whether or not the individual is a mortal
sinner (which only God knows), can involve what the Church regards as
grave matter.

d. They should consider each candidate's willingness to accept the responsibility.
e. They should consider each candidate's availability—i.e., the other service he/she

would perform ifnot appointed.
f. They will examine their own feelings toward candidates, especially those with

whom they have associated closely, and exclude irrelevant feelings.
J. Responsibilities of religious and clerics with respect to dress and other externals

1. the importance of these matters can be clarified in terms of the notions ofpersona
and image..
a. Whatever individuals and organizations present to others or allow them to

perceive communicates a message.
(1) Communication occurs even if it is not intended.
(2) Theintelligible content of intentional communications oftencontributes less

than other factors to arousing and shaping the emotional responses that
directly influence others' attitudes and actions.

b. Advertising agents oftencreate a moreor less falsepersona for a client in orderto
realize the client's purposes, and select images to express that persona.
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c. A similartechnique can be usedto convey truth: understand the client's real
persona andappropriate goals; select images thatbothmanifest that persona
and—by appealing to emotions harmonious with sound reasons for cooperating—
motivate others to cooperate in pursuing the goals.

d. Thepersona of religious andclerics should be whatGodhas called themto be,
andanyproject for whose success they need others' help should implement their
specific commitment. Therefore, they should take care that the images they
provide manifest theirpersona truthfully and appeal to emotions harmonious with
others' worthy cooperation.

e. Byacting in this way, religious andclerics will bearwitness to the kingdom and
invite others to share their friendship with Jesus.

2. Religious and clerics should weardistinctive clothing.
3. Religious and clerics should take into account how others will perceive their use of

time, and theiruse or possession of realproperty, vehicles, and other material goods.
4. Religious andclerics should take into account howothers willperceive theirbehavior

notonly toward oneanother, those they serve, andthose who serve them, but also
when traveling, relaxing, and so on.
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Chapter IV: Responsibilities proper to religious

A. Responsibilities with respect to vocation and the institute's charism
1. Religious must maintain fidelity to their vocation according to the charism oftheir

particular institute.
a. All members, and especially superiors, must promote the institute's charismatic

identity and avoid "genericism" (FLC, 46).
b. All members must limit participation in groups having an authentic but different

charism, however valuable such participation might be.
(1) If a religious becomes involved with a group having a different charism

(e.g., with a new ecclesial movement) and becomes alienated in affection
from his/her own institute, or becomes so involved (even with superiors'
consent) in the other group that he/she fails to fulfill responsibilities to
his/her own community (or, worse, no longer functions as a member of it)
that is clearly bad.

(2) If a religious participates compatibly with all his/her responsibilities
(including full knowledge and approval by superiors) to his/her own institute,
is renewed in faith and hope, and so in dedication to the commitment already
made, that is clearly good.

2. Members and prospective members of religious institutes should not regard their
vocations individualistically (see FLC, 44).
a. Each individual's commitment corresponds to the institute's acceptance.
b. All members together accept a common life to which they are called.

3. Religious should pray both as the institute specifies, in accord with its charism, and
as other aspects of their unique personal vocation require.
a. Prayer is necessary to keep in mind that vocation is a gift and to remain faithful

to the community's charism.
b. Religious must take the trouble and make the sacrifices to participate together in

the Eucharist and community prayer.
(1) Common prayer expresses what they are—a communion with God in Jesus

and so with one another.

(2) Common prayer is a prime responsibility—Pray always—but also contributes
to the witness of genuine communion.

(3) Prayer is necessary to sustain real community, which derives from a divine
gift of communion.

(4) Communities need to pray together to sustain and nurture their common work.
(5) Members of a community spontaneously and consensually praying together

can facilitate reconciliation with one another and nurture fraternal solidarity.
B. Responsibilities with respect to formation

1. Superiors should select formators prudently.
2. The superior to whom those in charge of a formation program report should get to

know each person in formation well enough to judge his/her progress and ultimate
acceptability as a permanent member of the institute.
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a. Without personal acquaintance with candidates, superiors cannot decide
responsibly about each one because they are forced to rely on their
inadequately informed discernment, others' recommendations, or a
combination of the two.

b. More important: Unless the superior of those in charge of formation bonds with
those in formation, they are not integrated fromthe beginning into the institutebut
onlybonded to one or more members of the formation team.

3. If a candidate's gifts cannotserve the institute's specific common good,he/she should
not be accepted.
a. Sometimes a person has the gifts and good will required to be a good religious

but lacks the gifts requiredfor life and work in a particular institute and/or is
richly endowed with gifts appropriate for another.

b. In such cases, the ongoingunityof the institute must be used as a criterionand the
possible candidate should be encouraged to lookelsewhere.

4. Ongoing formation should help religious fulfill their vocation insofaras it is to be
a member of their institute.

a. It should include attentionto and deepening appreciation of the institute's charism
(seeFZC, 45).

b. It shouldhelp integrate members into one community despite significant
differences from one another.

(1) Somediffer from others in ethnic, socioeconomic, or other such respects;
such differences must be understood and accepted.

(2) Some had an initial formation different from that of others; if the two groups
are to form a community, the differences must be understoodand dealt with.

(3) Subsequent to initial formation, some had special experiences, whose benefits
need to be shared and whose residual bad effects need to be dealt with.

5. If an institute includes clerics, the program of forming them as clerics should be
specifiedby the charism of the institute.

C. Responsibilities with respect to vows in general
1. With respect to making vows, notonly those vowing but others should observe

various norms.

a. Both individuals makingvows and communities accepting them as members
shouldconsciously committhemselves to fraternal life in which membersreally
are united without being absorbed.

b. Everyone concerned should exercise due care aboutvows.
(1) Formators andsuperiors should foster careful discernment anda commitment

that is both altogether free and wholehearted.
(2) Those makingvows should discern carefully, proceed only if certain that God

is calling them, and commit themselves withoutany reservation.
2. Religious should keep inmind that they made vows inresponse to God's gift and call.

a. God is always faithful.
(1) He always provides those who ask for grace with the help they needto fulfill

their vows as he wills.

(2) Failuresto keep vows always involve personal sin.
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b. Having made vows, one should avoid thoughts that sadden one about their
burdensomeness and cultivatethinking that makes keeping them a joy.

3. With respect to dispensations, both those seeking them and others should observe
various norms.

D. Responsibilities withrespect to particular vows
1. Chastity ought to be practiced so as to serve certain purposes.

a. Its practice should facilitate an emotionally intense human relationship with Jesus.
b. Its practice should free religious not only from the slavery ofbad sex but from the

openended responsibilities of marriage and family life.
c. Its practice should bear witness to the intimate but inclusive familial communion

of the kingdom.
2. In accordwith the charismof each institute, povertyshould be observed in a way that

contributes as fully as possible to the common purposes of religious life.
a. Religious should eschew and entirely avoid private ownership, notonly

legalistically, but opereet veritate.
(1) Every institute must, so far as possible, meet its members' genuine needs ata

modest level.

(2) The good reasons for instituting private ownership in other human
communities must not be used as reasons for regulating the holding and use
of items by members.

(3) Any practice of"poverty" isunauthentic if it fails to bea clear sign ofthe
kingdom and a real liberation from theburdens of private ownership.

b. Eachinstitute should work out general norms for fulfilling poverty that will—
harmoniously with fulfilling the other vows, duties of apostolate(s), and the
various requirements of fraternal life in diverse communities—as much as
possible both contribute to the community's value as a sign of the heavenly
kingdom and liberate members from the moral and spiritual burdens and
disadvantages of private ownership.

c. Each part of the institute (at the inter-province, province and community
levels) should implement those general norms by means of policies and
practices that achieve the norms' purpose as effectively as possible given the
specific circumstances.

d. Each membershouldabidecarefully by the norms and their implementing
policies and practices, and should practice poverty personally inusing what
his/her community provides.
(1) Members should bear in mind the real value of poverty and embrace

it joyfully.
(2) They should practice custody of thoughts and imagination about material

goods withthe same care required for chastity.
(3) Since communities sometimes make available to members much more than

they should and inevitably make available to members more than they need,
members must restrain themselves in using what is available.
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3. In accord with the charism of each institute, obedience should be observed in a
way that contributes as fully as possible to the commonpurposesof religious life.
a. With regard to decisions (as distinctfromjudgments of conscience regarding

communityresponsibilities), apresumption should favor the superior's making
them without consultation and everyone obeying without question or comment—
but this presumption is rebuttable and often is rebutted.
(1) The simplicity of proceeding in accord with the presumption comports well

with following Jesus like a child and doing so instantiates the self-giving
(abandoning one's autonomy, in this case) that religious life shouldinvolve.

(2) A communityof mature andjoyful adults that operates on this basis and yet
really works is a very powerful sign of the kingdom.

(3) Still, consultationoften shouldbe carried out for the common good's sake.
(4) Superiors shouldnot micromanage: makingdecisionsabout small matters

likely to be decided well by individuals or working groups is likely to be
wastefully inefficient.

b. Decision-making structuresshould not in practice leave it to individual members
to make decisions about their careers..

(1) Leaving career decisions to individuals virtually abandons common
apostolate,even if everyoneis asked to keep its requirements in mind.

(2) It also undercuts the ascetic valueof obedience by exposing individuals to the
temptations of careerism.

c. Superiors generally should givetheir reasons for decisions unlessthe reasons for
them are obvious.

(1) Giving reasons is not a defensive maneuver: the reasons should be grounded
in the hoped for instrumental goods, if any, and eventual benefits.

(2) Providing reasons helps individuals to act properly and to contribute to the
common good as the superior intends.

(3) When the reasons are genuine benefits, obedient individuals are enriched
insofar as their actions serve more goods; and this draws each person more
fully into the good act, which promotes holiness.

(4) Someone might object thatomitting reasons is more effective mortification.
The reply is that thereare many opportunities for mortification that do not
require giving up the goods of moreeffective cooperation and personal
enrichment by doing good.

4. The additional vows taken by members of various institutes should be observed in
accord with the specific charism of the institute that requires them.

E. Responsibilitieswith respect to apostolate
1. In all they do, all religious shouldcarry out their primary apostolate of bearing witness

to the heavenly kingdom.
a. They must bear witness to the kingdomby faithfully fulfilling what is common to

all forms of religious life.
(1) In bearing witness to the kingdom, religious arouse people's hope, and so

promote faith—i.e., make faith "available."
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(2) Faith is the central act by which Jesus' revelatory acts are received and
become effectively salvific.

b. Any specification ofapostolate must not only beconsistent with the primary
apostolate but contribute to it.
(1) These requirements exclude becoming involved even in some genuine

service in a waythatcompromises or gives up what is characteristic of
religious life in general.
(a) Religious in a parish apostolate should notbecome so involved in

pastoral ministry that their life and action become virtually
indistinguishable from thatof diocesan clergy or their lay assistants.

(b) Religious "inserted" (see FLC, 63) into poor neighborhoods should not
become so immersed in serving and sharing life with the poor that they
virtually become layapostles, muchless meresocialworkers or
movement initiators.

(2) These requirements mean that small communities entrusted with
specifications ofapostolate close to the daily lives and problems ofpeople
mustbe manifestly genuine religious communities (seeFLC, 64).
(a) Superiors should insist that small communities follow a program

that includescommunity life, prayer, and so on according to the
institute's charism.

(b) Members of a small community must maintain ties with their larger
community, not become isolated and marginalized.

2. In determining whether to undertake and terminate apostolic works, religious
institutes and theirparts should keep in view both theirparticular giftsand the
opportunities for using them inaccord with the institute's charism for the common
purposesof religious life (see FLC, 67).

3. In carrying on apostolates thatare differentiated according to eachinstitute's
charismand that involveper se religious actions, religious should intend to promote
eitherfaith itselfor some aspect(s) of the life of faith, or to remove impediments to
either or both of these.

a. Promoting various aspects ofthe life offaith makes "available" various salvific
acts of Jesus.

(1) All Jesus' salvific acts are included inhis revelation in the sense that they are
partof his self-gift to hisbrothers andsisters.

(2) But notallJesus' salvific acts are included inhis revelation inthe same way;
some unfold more basic aspectsof revelation—e.g., his sacrifice that we
remember in the Eucharist fulfills his offer of the new covenant, that we

accept by baptismal faith.
(3) So, religious institutes can and do differ in focusing ondifferent aspects of

faithand its unfolding, and intending especially to promote someaspect(s)
rather than others.
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b. There is a difference between the responsibility to make Jesus' acts available of
religious as such and of men in ordainedministry as such.
(1) The ordained man as suchis concerned with the availability to thosehe

serves of the acts of Jesus that he himself, whether individually or
cooperatively, does inpersona Christi.

(2) Religious as such are concerned with the availability to those they can
affect of acts of Jesus—which, of course, are present in the world because
done in his person by some particular ordained minister(s) or other(s)—
without regard to anyparticular ordained minister's making (or having
made) them present.

c. Apostolates are differentiated according to charisms.
(1) They are differentiated in two ways.

(a) By the object of the actions undertaken to carry on an apostolate.
(b) By the benefits for apostolate of the side effects ofactions undertaken

to carry on apostolate.
(2) Two examples of both sorts of differentiation.

(a) The object of the actions of contemplatives' prayer is to nurture
their own relationship with God and to seek graces not only for
themselves but for others (e.g., to support the work of ordained
ministers and the struggles of people trying to overcome sin).
Doing this also has apostolic side effects of two kinds. First, prayer
is contemplatives' special way of witnessing to the heavenly kingdom
(spending time in prayer plainly would be pointless without it);
second, their prayer provides an example for others to imitate, by
praying if not by being contemplatives.

(b) The object of the teaching actionsof religious whose apostolate is
catechetics is to practice love of neighbor (become holy) and to help
others appropriate their faith as a whole and live it out. Doing this also
has apostolic side effectsof two kinds. First, devoting one's whole life
to catechetics gives special witness to the heavenly kingdom by
making it clear that the kingdom is real and worth preferring to
anything this worldcan offer; second, such catechetical work provides
a model for all Christians (including parents) to imitate, by helping
others appropriate and live their faith if not by being catechists.

4. Any actions carried out in the course ofan active apostolate that are notper se
religious should be directed immediately to a religious purpose.
a. The apostolate of religious should not be simply a lay apostolate—i.e.,

recapturing some nonreligious human goods for the kingdom.
b. Any apostolate of religious musthave as its immediate purpose religious benefits

to those served.

(1) Of course, moral responsibilities that bear on nonreligious human goods
must be fulfilled.

(2) Benefits in respectto otherhumangoods(even basic ones such as cultural
formation and health) must be used, ifpossible, as means to religious benefits.
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(3) If that is not possible, the achieving of religious benefits always should
be preferred to promoting nonreligious benefits that those involved in the
apostolate have no duty to promote,

c. The nonreligious acts of religious involved in any apostolate should not only
be acts of generosity but be works of mercy—the intention should be to help
overcome some evil.

(1) A preferential option for service to the poor helps meet this condition.
(2) Simply developing people's natural gifts is not merciful; helping young

people to become mature Christians, especially despite the pervasive secular
culture, is merciful.

(3) Dealing with sickness or injury is inherently merciful (provided the good
ofhealth/life is intended as an end, not only as a means of, for instance,
making money).

(4) But since an apostolate for religious must extend to the spiritual well-being
of the person, the mercy must bear primarily on the evils that impede
salvation: ignorance of revelation and sin.

5. Each institute and its members should facilitate and promote nonmembers'
participation in its specific apostolate in accord with their own personal vocation.
a. This must not be done in ways that compromise the institute's responsibilities

with respect to anything other than apostolate or with respect to the specific
apostolate pertaining to the charism.

b. This must not be done in ways that induce nonmembers to compromise their
fulfillmentof any of their prior vocational commitments or exploit them for the
benefit of the institute and its works.

F. Responsibilitieswith respect to life in cornmunity
1. With few exceptions, religious should live together in a genuinely fraternal or

sisterly community.
a. Because religious life is a commitment of persons as wholes—not the limited

commitment of partners in a good business, or fellowcitizens in a goodpolitical
society—itcalls foxfraternal or sisterly community.

b. Developments since Vatican II have generated problems for life in community
so that somehavepreferred small "communities" (of friends or like-thinking
associates) and others were satisfiedwith living alone or in an arrangement
similar to a boarding house.
(1) Some works formerly done by religious as common apostolic projects have

been taken over by others or become impossible, due to decreasing numbers;
many religious have taken upworks not shared by othermembers of their
institute, and many spend so much time working outside the community that
common life is minimized.

(2) Some religious have reduced the apostolic aspectof their work so that it
becomes a profession, with the result that the common purpose needed for
community is removed.
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(3) Individualism emerged together with an ideal of community formed by
"quality" interpersonal relationships (those between/among only those
able to enjoy them) and minimization or rejection of "formal" aspects of
regular life together—structures that ensure that everyone is included..

(4) New governing structures emerged involving greater participation,
sometimes in ways that greatly reduced or virtually eliminated superiors—
the exercise of authority by certain members of a community.

c. Though sometimes permissible for religious as an exception, living alone (i.e.,
apart from a community of their institute) is never an ideal (see FLC, 65).
(1) Members living alone for a long time without a superior's permission

(or with permission only so as to retain the individual as a nominal member)
should not be tolerated.

(2) Still, superiors sometimesshould direct or permit a member to live alone.
(3) When members live alone, they should continue to live insofar as possible

according to the charism of their institute.
(4) When members live alone, both they and their communities (especially their

superiors) should see to it that bonds with them are maintained.
2. Religious generally shouldpreferto maintain and improvecommunityover

alternatives that would contribute to genuine apostolate of other sorts.
a. The relationship between community life and other forms of apostolate varies

with the charisms of diverse institutes: monastic, conventual, and most active

("diaconal").
b. Good community contributes greatly to witness to the kingdom.
c. Good community is real love of one another, and such love ofneighbor carries

over into love of those to be served by the community's other apostolate.
d. Good communityhelps members persevere, and so to bear witness to the

kingdom's permanence through God's fidelity (see FLC, 57).
3. Each religious should practice self-sacrifice for the sakeof life in community.

a. Christians in general oughtto loveone another indiscriminately, unreservedly—
and must even love enemies.

(1) Jesuscommands us to love others as he lovedus and he does not demand
anything that is impossible.

(2) Having received the giftof God's limitless love in Jesus, Christians are able
to love others without reservation.

b. Community requires not only giving up sins and defects that block communion
but limitingotherwise acceptable ways of fulfilling oneself.

c. Community is formed and strengthened by cooperation; cooperation presupposes
unity in the decisions that shape it; and that unity requires obedience.

d. Members should live in a community and associate with others in it because the
Lord has chosen them to fulfill their individual vocations and their common

vocation in just these groupings.
(1) Assignments to communities shouldbe made by a superior on the basis of

discerning how best to distribute members so as to carry on the community's
life according to its charism.
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(2) Members and superiors should not agree to divide communities according to
preferences that are not subordinated to the common good—e.g., a preference
to live with a congenial group having similar tastes.

(3). Unless some reason grounded in the common vocation indicates doing
otherwise, members ought to associate with one another indiscriminately
whenever doing so is possible,

e. One must not expect perfect community.
(1) Each member must strive constantly to overcome immaturity and sin, so as

increasingly to integrate his/her volitions and feelings with his/her
reborn/adopted status as a child of God.

(2) Each member must be patient with others and not use others' imperfection as
an excuse for limiting his/her own contribution.

4. Religious should use and regulate communication with one another for the sake of
improving fraternal/sisterlyl community.
a. Before Vatican II, many religious communities did well in communicating about

.essentials but were weak with regard to the personal communication that builds
up emotional bonds.

b. Communication is necessary for any sort of community, because community
exists in cooperation, which requires commonly intending a commonly
understood good, mutual awareness of this common intention, and enough unity
in feelings to carry out the common choices that are made with that intention.

c. Personal communication—sharing of experiences and feelings—is necessary for
people to know one another as whole persons, and such mutual knowing is as
necessary for a community of religious as it is for friendship and marriage.

d. Communities must cooperate in making prudent use and only prudent use of the
public media of communication.

e. Communities in which members are polarized about matters that some regard
as essential can be truly fraternal/sisterly but inevitably are gravely imperfect.
(1) Everyonemust assume sincerityon others' part and avoid judging their state

of soul; everyone must desire the salvation of all and act for it—e.g., by
sincerely praying for it.

(2) Members need to agree that there is a heavenly communion and that their life
together should bear witness to it, and they should work together to identify
the more limited goods which all of them can intend and cooperate for.

(3) Members need to agree to disagree, not by agreeing that the issues concern
nonessentials (which would require those who think they concern essentials
to violate their conscience), but by understanding that the disagreement
concerns whether various matters are essential, that this disagreement ought
not to be, but that they are not competent to settle it.

(4) The community envisaged here would be very unlike one in which
straightforward communication is avoided, members stay out of one
another's way, and the existence of radical disagreement is never openly
acknowledged and perhaps even denied.
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5. Eachmember of a religious institute should strive constantly to build up community
byhelping his/her brothers/sisters to contribute more effectively to fraternal life and,
thereby, to be more personallyfulfilled in it.
a. The community shouldbe "keepers"of brothers/sisters with problems—

compulsive misbehavior, emotional problems, chronic physical illnesses, acquired
handicaps, deterioration due to age.
(1) Even in a large community, members' mutual concern should forestall finding

a member's deadbodyonlyafter decomposition has become perceptible.
(2) Help withquasi-compulsive behaviors should not be delayed until theperson

becomes a nuisance, but should be given as soon as the problem emerges.
(3) Help should be given outof unselfish love, for the individual's benefit, and

that intention should be clear by the way it is given.
(4) Everyone should bepatient and affectionately indulgent, not rancorous, with

others' inconvenientor annoying behavior if it is unavoidable/uncorrectable
or so insignificant as not to warrant the trouble of tryingto bring aboutand
undertake change.

(5) Theemotionally immature need to be brought upjust as adolescents do:
theyshould be helped to grow upby experiencing genuine affection along
withgood example anda clear expectation of more mature behavior,
which often might well be manifested by gentle kidding.

(6) Communities should actupon symptoms of psychological illness.
(a) Real psychological illnesses—e.g., depression or a severe neurosis—

need treatmentjust as much as diabetes or a heart attack, and are just as
unlikely to be helped by home remedies.

(b) Superiors should make sure thatthetherapist is notonly technically
competent buta believing andpracticing theistwhoholds thatpeople
can make free choices and that God has revealed himself and will

reward/punish people for their choices.
(c) Nobody should be sentforpsychological treatment unless there are

symptoms of psychological illness, which arenot to be confused with
conscientious resistance to abuses—e.g., deviations from the institute's
rule, doctrinal dissent,unauthorized innovations in the liturgy.

b. A religious community should bealert for indications thatany member is
habitually doing something in grave matter, and should take appropriate action
whenever such indications are noted.

(1) The community must confront alcoholics and drug abusers and see to it that
they obtain treatment, even if reluctantly.

(2) Communities must deal with members who seem to be involved with
pornography, or in a sexual relationship, or otherwise seemto be
experiencingspecial difficulty in remainingchaste.

(3) Communities must deal with members who habitually and seriously violate
poverty as it should be practiced.

(4) Communities must deal with members who are seriously disobedient.
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c. Both elderly religious and institutes/communities should promote
fraternal/sisterly community with elderly members and a fulfilling religious
life for them.

(1) Those growing old should both remain active as long as possible and prepare
for declining ability.

(2) They should contribute by their example, prayer, and in every other way
possible as long as they can make choices.

(3) Communities must honor memberswho are no longer strong and healthy
enough to contributeactively—the declining elderly and those who have
become handicapped.

(4) Institutes should keep such members in ordinary communities provided
they judge that the members' needs (including psychological ones) are
better met in this way and that providing care is compatible with the
community's other responsibilities.

(5) Institutes shouldcooperate in regulating the provision of health care.
(a) Institutes shouldformtheir members in making reasonable decisions

about health care.

(b) Members able to make choicesalways should communicate directly
with health care providers and always should be fully informed about
their condition.

(c) If competent, religious should refuse health care unless they judge they
have an obligation to accept it.

(d) Superiors should see to it that care is provided until they are assured
that the individual is ready to die and that limiting care will be fully in
accord with members' sense of security and outsiders' view of the
community as a loving family.

(e) Members should execute a durable powerof attorney authorizing
someone other than a superior to refuse care and authorizing a superior
to require it despite the refusal.
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Chapter V: Basic responsibilities of allclerics: to make Jesus' acts presentand to strive
to make them available and fruitful

A. A cleric shouldidentify the acts Jesus wishes him to makepresent for others' salvation,
bear in mind that his ordained ministry is to make these acts present by his action in
persona Christi, and determine precisely what words and gestures will beappropriate.
1. If clerics keep in mind thatthe Church is very different from anymerely human

society, they will realize that their role is very different from thatof office holders in
any such society.
a. The Church's central commongood is the divine-humancommunion itself,

to which all Jesus' acts are single-mindedly directed. The ordained serve that
common good mainly by making Jesus' acts present.

b. The Church's members should be one in faith, and their diverse interests should
never leadto anyconflict within the Church. In fact, of course, shortcomings lead
to divisions in faith and conflicts of interest. But differences that do not arise from
any shortcoming can beharmonized, because they concern human goods which
canbe integrated with living faith andcontributed to the heavenly communion.

c. In this respect, the Church is unlike other human associations—such as political
societies and businesses—whose members have diverse shares in a common

good. She especially is unlike political society, whose unity consists in fairly
harmonizing members' conflicting world views andinterests so that they can live
together in peace and cooperate to the extent thattheir interests do coincide.

2. In exercising theirordained ministry, clerics should consider two things: first, what
Jesus wants to do here and now; and next, what words and gestures to utter and
perform in order to do what he wants.
a. Sometimes, what is necessaryto do the action is clear, because the action is

among theChurch's practices forwhich words and gestures areprescribed—
for example, in administering sacraments, the ordained minister must intend to
administer the sacramentand use the required matter and form. If the minister
fails to do this, he does not act inpersona Christi, and the sacramentis invalid.

b. Sometimes, what is needed to do the actionis not prescribed, but utterances and
gestures that would beinconsistent with what the Church accepts as divinely
given must be excluded.
(1) Clerics should never assert any proposition inconsistent with Catholic

teaching or do anything thatpresupposes the truth of a proposition
inconsistent with Catholic teaching.

(2) Clerics should notdoor prescribe anything that is inconsistent with
authoritative and applicable norms ofpastoral practice—e.g., canon law.

3. The munus of acting inpersona Christi excludes an ordained minister's choosing his
words and gestures to achieve purposes of his own or of others thatarenotpartof
Jesus' salvific purpose or subordinated to it.
a. He should not choose his words and gestures with a view to advancing his career.
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b. He should not choose them on the principle that he must please people and keep
them in the Church.

c. He should not choose them on the principle that he must prevent tensions and
divisions among members of the Church.

4. Determining precisely what Jesus wants done and what words and gestures will be
needed to make Jesus' salvific acts present always is a matter of finding out what to do
and never a matter of choosing between morally acceptable alternatives.
a. Action inpersona Christimakes present Jesus' actions insofar as by them he

intends salvific benefits here and now. One must find out what he wants to do.

To regard what Jesus wants done as something about which anyone else has a
choice is inconsistent with his gracious Lordship and our utter dependence on
him. So, it entirely misses the point of ordained ministry.

b. In trying to find out what Jesus wants done, the ordained should consider the
possibility that Jesus wants to say something unwelcome, reject someone's
attempt to abuse a sacrament, justly punish a wrongdoer, and so forth.
(1) Ministers tend to overlook such possibilities.

(a) They may be influenced by the secularist culture, which mistakenly
regards emotional pain as a greater evil than sin and regards knowingly
causing such pain as virtually always wrong.

(b) They are overreacting against past abuses by some pastors who—being
overbearing and/or insensitive or even cruel—were severe or harsh
without sound reasons.

(c) Anxious not to provoke resistance and hostility that might prevent
people from accepting and cooperating with Jesus' salvific actions on
their behalf, some ministers suppose that Jesus would not want to do
anything that risks such provocation.

(d) Aware that Jesus wants to exercise mercy, some ministers tend to
assume that he would never want to do anything that will not be
experienced as merciful.

(2) At times Jesus does want to say something unwelcome, reject an attempt to
abuse a sacrament, justly punish a wrongdoer, or do other things unlikely to
be experienced as merciful.
(a) Jesus does want to exercise mercy—i.e., to overcome real evil by healing

and re-creation.

(b) The fundamental evils to be overcome are sin and death, not
psychological suffering and sentient evils. If psychological suffering
is an awareness of a real evil as repugnant, it is an intelligible good,
which motivates a person to take appropriate action to deal with the evil
that is causing the suffering. That is the case, for example, with the guilt
feelings of anyone who is really guilty.

(c) As Jesus' own ministry makes clear, overcoming sin and death
sometimes requires doing what causes pain and suffering. Then too,
to overcome sin and death, Jesus as man suffered and died, and taught
his followers to take up their cross.
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(d) Jesus never wantsto do any act that causespain and sufferingexcept
insofar as that act will be conducive to the conditions necessary for
effectively exercising mercy.

(e) Accepting and acting on unwelcometruths, fruitfully using the
sacraments, and cooperating with legitimate ecclesial authorities are
necessary conditions for fallen humans to cooperate with Jesus' mercy.

(f) So, Jesus often wants to say something unwelcome, reject an attempt
to abuse a sacrament, justly punish a wrongdoer, and so forth for the
sake of the effectiveness of his acts that are per se merciful (for
example, forgiving sins, sharinghis resurrection life in the Eucharist,
and raising human beings to glory in the new creation).

(g) Objection: Since Jesus is God, he should be able to exercise mercy
effectively without meeting any prior conditions. Reply: Jesus' salvific
acts made present by the ordained are human acts. So, though they are
acts of the Word, they require suitable preconditions just as other
human acts do. Specifically, just as human persons' mercy toward
neighbors requires their cooperation, so God's human acts ofmercy
toward fallen humans require their cooperation.

(h) For example, the ordained must preach about hell so that people can
hope for heaven and seek the kingdom first of all; they must refuse to
baptize people who make it clear that they are unwilling to meet the
conditions for receiving baptism fruitfully; and they must justly punish
those who violate the norms of orderly ecclesial life—unless the
expected bad side effects of imposing the penalty render it
unreasonable to do so.

c. Insofar as it involves or presupposesasserting propositions, including moral
truths, acting inpersona Christi is not administering a body of law. Revealed
moral truths are not rules. They never need to be adapted and applied prudently
in the way that laws, including the Church's laws, sometimes do.

d. In making authoritative directives for pastoral action (including canon law)
and in making pastoral judgments in particular cases in accord with such
directives, clerics often find that revealed truth does not determine one thing as
the thing to be done. In such cases, those acting inpersona Christimust
conform to existing determinations of higher authority, if any, and, if there are
none, must seek to do precisely what Jesus wants, not choose as if the option
were theirs personally to settle.

e. Even insofar as there is a creative element (for example, in articulating what one
is convinced Jesus wishes to convey by a particular homily), one must select the
words and gestures that will serve Jesus' purpose (e.g., convey that message) as
well as one can.
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B. A cleric not only should make Jesus' acts present by appropriate words and gestures done
inpersona Christi but should do all he can to make Jesus' acts humanly available—i.e.,
to promote people's cooperating with and benefiting from them.
1. Clerics should share Jesus' intention in doing his acts: to bring people into the new

covenantal communion of the Church and build up that communion with a view to its
fulfillment in the heavenly kingdom.
a. People will not benefit from Jesus' acts unless they really cooperate with them.

Cooperation requires not merely suitable outward behavior but sharing Jesus'
understanding and purpose in doing what he does.

b. Even an ordained minister who does nothing to make Jesus' acts humanly
available can make them present—ex opere operato.

c. But Jesus wants his ordained ministers to be united with him in love and to share

his cause. If so, they will share his love for his people, and thus will share his
intention to benefit them and will encourage them to cooperate fully with him.

2. Clerics should order everything they do inpersona Christi to people's participating
fully and fruitfully in the Eucharist.
a. In the Eucharist, Jesus makes available both his covenant-making act of self-

sacrifice and the communion it forms, so that those who have been united to him

and his Church by baptism and faith can consciously and freely join in his
sacrifice, offer themselves with him, cooperate in actualizing the divine-human
communion his sacrifice brings about, experience with faith themselves doing so,
and thus anticipate the communion's heavenly fulfillment.

b. Everything the ordained do inpersona Christi other than the Eucharist itself is
ordered by Jesus' own intention to the faithful's proper participation in the
Eucharist and its fruitfulness for the remainder of their lives.

c. The ordained should intend this ordination in all non-Eucharistic acts inpersona
Christi—evangelizing, catechizing, administering the other sacraments, praying
the liturgy of the hours, and pastoring the Church as a human communion.

d. Acts done inpersona Christi for those who never (or never again) will be able to
participatepersonally in the Eucharistare exceptional: they aim at helping those
served to share in eternal life in the heavenly kingdom, even if they can never
(again) sacramentally anticipate that communion.

3. With respect to acting inpersona Christi on a particular occasion, the ordained will
shape whatever else they do or refrain from doing that bears on that occasion to
promote people's benefiting from what they then do inpersona Christi.
a. Clerics should never try to make Jesus' acts humanly available by doing what

might compromisemaking thempresent. (For example, a cleric should not omit
verses 41-46 when reading the gospel for Christ the King in the A cycle [Mt
25.31-46] so as to avoid upsetting sinful people; he should not use possibly
invalid matter in the Eucharist to avoid offending people who prepared it.)

b. Clerics should do what they can to make the acts they do inpersona Christi
recognizable and understandable as to what they really are, in order to invite
cooperation, which always presupposes common understanding.
(1) They should carefully follow the Church's liturgical prescriptions.
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(2) Clerics should exercise theirministry reverently, and avoidblurring the
boundaries between the sacred and the secular.

(3) They should help the faithful to participate actively, as Vatican II urged.
c. Clerics should avoid unnecessarily doing anything likely to impede or discourage

the faithful's genuine cooperation with the acts done inpersonaChristi.
(1) Clerics should avoid givingbad example.
(2) They should avoid unnecessarily doing anything likely to provoke hostility

and resistance, includingunnecessarily causing pain, discomfort, or suffering.
(3) Theyshouldavoidsaying, implying, or insinuating that peopleneednot

cooperate withgrace when andas they canor that people canremain in
God's love while deliberately choosing contrary to his will in grave matter.

d. Clerics should do what they can to facilitate and encourage the faithful's full
participation in andreal cooperation with the acts theydo in persona Christi.
(1) Theyshould provide good example by the way they live.
(2) When doing in persona Christi something Jesus wants done andforeseeing

that the act is likely to cause bad side effects—such as to provoke hostility
and resistance—they shouldtry to forestall or remedythose bad side effects.
(a) They should make it clearthat theyare aware (andthat Jesusalso is

aware) that the act is likely to provoke hostility and resistance and that
they (and he) regret that.

(b) They should point out thebenefit Jesus mercifully intends to bestow and
explain (in the lightof faith) whythe hardship is necessary.

(c) They should point out the insignificance of the hardship by comparison
with the importance of the benefit (see Rom 8.18).

4. Except when morally obliged to do otherwise, the ordained should shape aspects of
their lives that are not specifically relevant to their acting inpersonaChristi so as to
become more able and effective ordained ministers.
a. This norm has somewhat different implications for celibate diocesan clerics, for

clerics belonging to a religious institute, and for married clerics.
(1) Forcelibate diocesan clerics, few if any moral obligations limittheirability

to be completely dedicated to the ordained ministry, so that theirpursuit of
personal holiness andtheir most fruitful possible exercise of ministry are
virtually identical.

(2) The clerical commitment of those belonging to an institute is partof their life
committed according to the institute's charism, and this commitment as a
whole shapes their whole life.

(3) Asalready explained, nonmarried clerics should respond radically to the
counsels, and married clerics will respond as radically as possible. For
married clerics, their marriage-family commitment cannot be subordinatedto
their clerical commitment, and the fulfillment of each is shaped by the other.

.(a) However, if a married cleric'schildren are grown andhis wife
cooperates as fully as she can in his ministry, the coupletogether will
have few moral obligations whose fulfillment does not contribute to the
effectiveness ofhis ministry.
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(b) A married cleric engaged in a secular occupation (e.g., a permanent
deacon working as a professional) should carry on his ministry even
during his working hours, much as a consecrated layperson in a secular
institute should, and also will, when opportune, act inpersona Christi—
e.g., administer blessings.

b. Clericsshouldnot do any of the following things if they are at odds with either
full ecclesiastical communion, their identity as clerics, or their fulfillment of
their clerical duties: found or join associations, engage in public life, practice
professions or trades, or have hobbies or personal ties withpeople.

c. All clerics should practice evangelical poverty.
(1) Doing so is essential to living an evangelical life

(a) Theevangelical poverty of clerics is notexactly the same as the vowed
poverty of religious.

(b) Clerics, like all Christians, should practice poverty according to their
personal vocation, but the vocation of a cleric requires a poverty more
radical than the vocation of a lay person requires.

(2) The cleric's practice of poverty is essential for the example he ought to
provide, andthe argument thata radical practice of poverty is fitting for
clerics is at least as strong as the argument that celibacy is fitting for them.

(3) Clerics should never use theChurch's resources to satisfy theirmere desires
or even to meet their own genuineneeds at a more-than-modest level.

d. Clerics should never waste time and should organize both their "personal" prayer
and their nonreligious activities—tending to the necessitiesof life, recreation,
optional relationships—with a view to maintaining theircapacity for service and
disposing themselves for more effective service.

5. The ordained should avoid clericalism and strive to help others overcome it.
a. Inpart, clericalism is spiritual snobbery (which sometimes is found in religious as

well as clerics) rooted in the assumption that closecollaborators of Jesus sue per
se holier than the lay faithful.
(1) To counter this, clerics should bear inmind thatholiness is a gift.

(a) The holiness pertaining to theclerical or religious state is a nonmoral gift
(for clerics, the gift of being an extension ofJesus),

(b) Personal holiness also is a giftandis proportionate to thefulfillment of
one's vocation, whatever it is, not to having this or that vocation.

(2) Clerics should pay attention to the holiness of lay people.
(a) They should remember that allare called to holiness, and should avoid

supposing thatanything thatpertains to holiness as suchis proper to
religious or clerics.

(b) They should strive to become well acquainted with the mostdevout of
the laity they serve.

(3) Clerics should bearin mind thata close collaborator withJesus canbe a
worse sinner.

(a) No cleric should presume thathe will never fall into the sins other clerics
have committed.
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(b) Clerics should remain conscious of their personal sins.
(c) Clerics should neverjudge others.

b. Inpart, clericalism is theclergy's form of two things found in all professions:
theperversion of solidarity among colleagues and lowexpectations about
professional responsibility.

c. In part, clericalism is grounded in the assumption that, for their share in its
common good, other members of the Church depend on ordained ministers in
ways they really do not.
(1) Clerics should bear in mind that thecommon good to be distributed is God's

gift, andthat theyneither merit norbring about that gift. Theiressential
service is only to mediate the gift, and their mediation is nothing but a
necessary condition for immediate cooperation by the faithful with Jesus.

(2) The following exemplify this element of the clericalistmentality:
(a) Treating the laity as if thepriesthood of the faithful did not exist—as if

the laityeitherneeded only to receive passively the benefits the clergy
deliver to them or could be active only by participating in the ministry
properto clerics by exercising some sort of ecclesial "ministry."

(b) Guiding the laity as if they didnotneed to shape theirownlives in the
light of moral truth butneeded only to behave more or lessaccording to
"the Church's rules."

(c) Managing the Church's temporal affairs (e.g., money) with little
consultation and much secrecy, as if the laity were unable to
understand and appreciate the Church's needs and reasonable actsof
clerical administration.

d. Sometimes, clericalism is shared in by religious and laypeople who cooperate
closely withclerics andparticipate in (and sometimes evenusurp) clerical powers
and activities.

e. Clericalism is a serious obstacle to the human availability of what clerics do in
persona Christi.
(1) Clericalism impedes clerics from rightly understanding theirresponsibility

to encourage and helpthe laityto carryout all of their responsibilities;
clericalism also impedes clerics from beingas well motivated as they should
be to fulfill their responsibility in this regard.

(2) Clericalism tends to provoke some lay people's resentment and cynicism at
the offending clergy's highhandedness andpretensions of superiority.

(3) Clericalism tends to foster both passivity and spiritual complacency in other
laypeople, namely, those who accept the clericalist view of the role of the
lay faithful.

6. Clerics should cooperate withone another underthe supreme authority of the Church
in meeting the challenge posed by cultural differences between themandthose they
are trying to serve.
a. Culture includes everything whoseessence depends upon (i.e., which is what it is

due to) human thinking, choosing, and/ormaking.
b. Cultures are more or less integrated complexes.
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c. Culturesare neither monadicnor static: they internally diversify, greatly overlap,
and are ever changing.

d. Since God fully reveals himself inJesus asman, revelation includes Jesus' unique
and complete culture: his teachings, the practices hereformed/transformed or
instituted, his human relationships, and the community (theearthly Church)
initiatedby certainof those relationships.

e. Carrying out the mission Jesus gave—teach all nations—requires making
available all and only what God wished to make available to allhumankind.

f. Nobody can receive that revelation except by giving up some elements ofhis/her
present culture and integrating the rest ofitwith Jesus' revelation and culture.

g. Those carrying out the Church's mission fail to make Jesus' acts available if they
fail to take advantage of the receptors that arepresent in the culture of those to be
served.To do so is to use whateveris good in the culture as a point ofdeparture
for helping the people being served to receive Jesus' whole gift.

h. Apeople's reception ofJesus' gift not only transforms what isgood intheir
culture, byelevating it, but also purifies their culture byhelping them give up,
rid themselves of, or free themselves from what is bad in their culture.

i. This process, which can be called "inculturation," benefits not only those who
receive God'sgiftashe intended buttheChurch herself. She is enriched by these
new human goods, which also are recaptured forthe kingdom. Thus, in carrying
out her primary apostolate, the Church brings about asa bonus side effect some of
what lay apostolate intends.

j. Giving upanything of the gift received or adulterating it in any way is
inconsistent with genuine inculturation; so, clerics should resist the temptation
to facilitate their task by concessions to the cultures of thosethey are trying to
evangelize and catechize. Making such a concession is self-defeating—a case
of trying to make Jesus' acts available bydoing what prevents them from
being present.

k. Mistakenly using one's own culture rather than Jesus' culture as a standard
inevitably involves treating at least some of what is good in theexisting culture
of those servedas if it were bad (failing to appreciate and respect the goodness
ofgood aspects of the culture, and urging ordemanding their replacement).
This error or sinprovokes resistance and provides ammunition forattacks by
those who have heard the gospel but prefer darkness.

1. Inculturation also is necessary for thosewho already acceptthe faith, insofar as
they are not saints, and for those who have sinfully rejected the faith, insofar as
they could repent. However, when ministers deal with cultures that, having been
presented (more orlessadequately) with theGospel, include resistance and
opposition, the challenge is more complex. Such ministers should discriminate
between thegood and bad inprevious ministries and the extraneous elements of
the ministers' culture that accompanied them, the good and bad in the resistance
and opposition to the previous ministries, and the good and bad in the ecclesial
culture of those who accepted what they offered.
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7. Clerics should take into account the signs of the times.
a. Signs ofthe times refers to new things emerging ina society and culture.

These include trends, ideologies, and fashions, andusually are things being
welcomed oraccepted as inevitable by most, or at least many, members of
the society who attend to them.
(1) The signs ofthe times constitute part ofthe social dimension ofatleast some

of the people to be served.
(2) They may be good or bad things; they do notper se indicate what to do.

b. Clerics should interpret the signs of the times in the light of the Gospel
c. Overlooking the signsof the times vitiates discernment.

(1) As individuals must do inpersonal discernment, the Church's pastors at
every level must discern among possible acceptable courses by considering
her gifts and mission, on the one hand, and the opportunities and available
means for service on the other.

(2) Signs ofthe times indicate what opportunities and needs there are for
service, and thus canhelp clerics see how Jesus' acts can and should be
made available.

d. Treating bad signs ofthe times as good orgood signs ofthe times as bad seriously
impedes ordained ministry.
(1) Treating bad signs as good leads atworst to compromising the gospel and at

best to futile efforts to make positive use of what is not onlyuseless but an
obstacle to ministry.

(2) Treating good signs as bad at worst spiritually injures people and atbest fails
to exploit opportunities to carry outtheChurch's mission.
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Chapter VI: The responsibilities ofbishops who are ordinaries, and the complementary
responsibilities of other clerics and of religious

A. Diocesan bishops' responsibilities withrespect to evangelization and catechesis
1. Bishops should preach the gospel to theends of theearth (see LG24).

a. They shouldbear in mind the nature and importance of this mission.
(1) They receive it from Jesus, and areempowered by the HolySpirit to fulfill it.
(2) It is a true service to theirneighbors, a diakonia or ministry of charity.
(3) The point of this mission is to helpall humans to attain salvation through

faith, baptism, and keeping the commandments (a good Christian life).
b. A bishop exercises his prophetic office whenever he speaksas a bishopon matters

of faith and morals, and about their explanation, application, and defense.
Exercisinghis pastoral (kingly) office rather than his prophetic office, he may,
as a bishop, speak on other matters—e.g., Church architecture or finances.

c. When exercising their prophetic office, bishops should observe two norms:
(1) No bishop should assert or deny anything unless he either means to do so in

persona Christi or believes he should do so to make Jesus' teaching available.
(2) Whatever a bishop asserts or denies to make Jesus' teaching available should

be limited: he must be certain it is true and his certainty must be derived from
witnesses of faith and his personal competence in theology; it must not be
based on human faith in the opinions of others (theologians, experts) or on
his personal competence in nonreligious matters.

d. These norms apply to all the ordained, but are especially exigent on bishops,
because the faithful owe religious assent to what bishops say in exercising their
prophetic office and nonbelivers reasonably take such utterances to be
authoritative expressions of the Church's views.
(1) A cleric who violates either or both of these norms abuses his office by using

it to do something other than what he was ordained and authorized to do.
(a) He is likely carelessly to mislead people about matters that fall within his

prophetic responsibility.
(b) Anything he says beyond what serves the purpose for which he was

ordained is likely to detract from fulfilling that purpose: distract attention,
lead to misinterpretation, provoke irrelevant feelings, and so forth.

(c) He is at best wasting the time of those whose sole reason for listening to
him is that he is a Catholic cleric.

(2) If a cleric is not speaking as a cleric, he may speak in other capacities,
including that of a theologian.
(a) Since a cleric speaking in other capacities is likely to be thought to be

speaking as a cleric, he should make it clear that he is speaking outside
his office whenever two conditions are met: he is not speaking as a.
cleric and someone might, even unreasonably, suppose him to be
speaking as a cleric.

(b) A cleric sometimes must speak as a citizen or in some other role because
his nonclerical responsibilities require him to do so.
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(c) A cleric sometimes does well to speak as a theologian, a concerned
citizen, or in some other role because doing so indirectly contributes to
fulfilling his clerical responsibilities. For example, a presbyter-religious
teaches a college subject to obtain opportunities to help students
consider, accept, or grow in faith. Again, a bishop speaks to the city
council in favor of a bill he thinks will justly help Hispanics, hoping that
doing so will dispose them to come to Catholic churches,

e. A bishop should deal with false teachings on faith and morals in his diocese.
(1) He should correct, reprove, and admonish.

(a) Teaching the truth clearly and persistently is not enough; omitting
mention of errors suggests that they are acceptable alternative views.

(b) Because people generally learn by understanding and setting aside
mistaken views, the truth cannot be conveyed clearly and fully except by
making explicit the main errors that oppose it.

(c) A bishop should identify clear instances of erroneous teaching by
Catholics, label them as such, and call on those proposing them to desist.

(2) A bishop's special responsibility for the exercise of the prophetic office by
his own clergy will be dealt with below.

(3) A bishop should see to it that a suitable response is made to non-Catholics'
challenges to Catholic faith, arising in or being propagated in his diocese.

2. Bishops should preach the gospel to everyone in their dioceses (see LG 27; CD 11).
a. A bishop should regard with charity those who do not yet believe (see CD 16).

(1) He should consider them entrusted to his care (see LG 27).
(2) He should seek their conversion to Jesus and their baptism.

b. A bishop should witness to non-Catholic Christians (see CD 11).
(1) He should exercisekindnessand charity toward them and encourage the

faithful to do likewise (see CD 16).
(2) He should encourage ecumenism as the Churchunderstands it.

c. A bishop should reach out to fallen-away Catholics and call them to repentance.
d. A bishop should preach the gospel to his people and catechize them.

(1) He shouldtry to help the faithful to develop a living, explicit,and active faith.
(2) He shouldtry to help everyonebear effective witness to the Gospel by

discerning, accepting, committinghimself/herself to, and faithfully fulfilling
his/her personal vocation.

(3) He should base his catechesison Scripture and tradition, and on the liturgy
and life of the Church.

(4) He should see to it that catechists are sound in faith and properlyprepared.
(a) They should make the profession of faith and oath of fidelity with

sincerity and live exemplary Catholic lives.
(b) They need to know the content that is to be communicated.
(c) They need to know educational method, including relevant psychology.
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(5) A bishop appropriately assigns permanent deacons to catechesis—especially
those who are married to marriage preparation, instruction in NFP, help with
marriage troubles and problems in parenting, providing the Church's
charitable help with family economic problems, and so on (see DMVDP, 33).

e. A bishop should try to motivate the faithful to engage in apostolic and
missionary activities.
(1) Motivating the faithful to engage in apostolic activities means teaching them

about personal vocation and encouraging them to find and fulfill their
personal vocations.

(2) Motivating the faithful to engage in missionary activities includes enlisting
their help in evangelizing non-Catholics within the diocese.

f. A bishop should make a preferential option for the poor—take special care to
evangelize the poor and little people whom the Lord commissioned the apostles
to evangelize (see CD 13).
(1) Jesus wants all to be evangelized.
(2) Though the poor and "insignificant" are likely to be more receptive, they tend

to be overlooked.

(3) Moreover, evangelizing the lowly bears more effective witness to the gospel
than does evangelizing the rich and powerful, which provokes the suspicion
that the Church is interested in gaining prestige and obtaining their support.

3. Bishops should focus their teaching on "the whole mystery of Christ" and "the way,
divinely revealed, to give glory to God and thus attain eternal beatitude" (CD 12).
a. The "whole mystery of Christ" means all those truths ignorance of which means

ignorance of Jesus—i.e., all the truths of faith.
b. Since these truths are to be taught to all, a bishop should never catechize

nonbelievers (i.e., instruct them about their responsibilities with respect to justice
and peace) without evangelizing them (i.e., presenting the gospel in a way that
calls nonbelieving hearers to repent and believe).

c. A bishop should show that terrestrial things and human institutions, if ordered
according to God's plan, can contribute to salvation and the building up of the
body ofJesus (see CD 12).
(1) He should explain how the Church's teaching recognizes nonreligious human

goods ("how highly we should value these things").
(2) He should expound theprinciples for solving grave problems about economic

social justice, war and peace, and the fraternal coexistence ofall peoples.
d. A bishop should both safeguard revealed truth and present it in a fresh way

(see CD 13).
(1) He should safeguard doctrine, and teach the faithful to defend and propagate it.
(2) He should present revealed truth in a way that makes it clear that Jesus offers

redemption from all the real evils people recognize.
4. Bishops should regularly study the witnesses of faith and competent theological

works, and carefully prepare for particular acts of evangelization and/or catechesis.
a. A bishop should always be a student of the faith, working to grasp it more

precisely and completely, and to understand it more profoundly and synthetically.
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(1) His primary textbooksshould be Scriptureand other witnesses to the faith
of the Church.

(2) His main texts for theological study should be the writings of Church Fathers
and doctors, and other classical theological works.

b. In dealing with questions that call for using theological and other experts, and
recent or current publications and other materials prepared by them, a bishop
should carefully select and use who and what he uses..
(1) He should not confuse faith with theology; he should never believe a

theologian or a theological work.
(2) He should use sound criteria in evaluating the competence and fidelity of

experts and authors.
(a) Certain grounds are inadequate for considering someone able and

faithful: clerical status and proper behavior (he wears his collar and
speaks respectfully to bishops), prominence in the academic community,
holding a prestigious appointment, having a Roman degree.

(b) In evaluating competence, he should consider the individual's accuracy
in matters he knows about, the logical quality of analysis and argument,
attention to relevant witnesses of faith, care and fairness in considering
and dealing with others' views.

(c) In evaluating fidelity, he should consider the individual's derivation
of positions from or their harmony with relevant witnesses of faith,
and the use of other sources as subordinate to the witnesses of faith

rather than as coordinate with them.

(3) When consideringdisputedmatters, a bishop should study the most careful
and competent available works on both sides, and/or call on the most
competent availableperiti on both sides,hear them both/all in one another's
presence, listen to their mutual criticisms and responses, and questionthem.

(4) Afterattending to theological and otherexperts, a bishop shoulddrawhis
own conclusions or form his opinions using as his standard ofjudgment
nothing but his own grasp on the Church's faith.

5. Bishops should use appropriate methodsto evangelizeand catechize.
a. The appropriateness of a method is determinedby three factors.

(1) What is to be communicated is God's self-revelation; the method must not lose
anypart of it or distort any of it—e.g., by inappropriate imagesor expressions.

(2) The capabilities of thoseto whom the communication is directed can limit the
effectiveness of a method—e.g., print media are not suited to preschool
children or to adults who read very little.

(3) Those communicating must be able to use a medium effectively.
(a) They must know how to use it.
(b) They must have adequate financial and other resources to use it well.

b. A bishop should use dialogue (see CD 13).
c. He should take advantage of all occasions and all media, including the newest.
d. He should adapt the order and method ofcatechetics to the character, ability, age,

and lifestyle of those to be catechized.
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B. Diocesan bishops' responsibilities with respect to administering the sacraments and
regulating their administration (see LG 26)
1. "It is therefore bishops who are the principal dispensers of the mysteries of God, and

it is their function to control, promote, and protect the entire liturgical life of the
Church entrusted to them" (CD 15).
a. A bishop should try to promote his community's sharing in prayer.
b. A bishop should encourage the worthy and fruitful reception of the sacraments.
c. A bishop should instruct and exhort the faithful to take their proper part in the

liturgy, especially in the Mass, with faith and reverence.
d. A bishop should try to build up the life of his Christian community, which is

formed by baptism and the Eucharist: "He should so unite and mold his flock
into one family that all, conscious of their duties, may live and act in the
communion of charity" (CD 16).

2. Bishops should provide for and regulate the adult catechumenate.
3. Bishopsshouldcelebrate the Eucharist and direct its celebrationby their presbyters

and faithful.

a. A bishop shouldpresentto the divine majesty the cult of the Christianreligion.
b. A bishop should direct worship in accord with the Lord's injunctions and the

Church's regulations.
c. A bishop should further specifythese regulations as appropriate for his diocese so

as to promotethe availability of the sacrament's integral benefits to the faithful.
d. A bishop should provide properly for Sunday celebrations in the absence of

a presbyter.
(1) He shouldnot allow such a celebration when a presbyter is available.
(2) He should not allowa religious, a layperson, or a nonclerical group to

conduct a Sunday celebration when a deacon is available.
(3) He should not falsely say that attending the Sunday celebration in the absence

ofa presbyter "fulfills the Sundayobligation."
(4) He should see to it that every Sunday celebration in the absenceof a

presbyter includes prayers that the HolySpiritwill move those with a
vocation to the presbyterate to listen to and respond to that call.

4. Bishops should regulate the discipline of penance.
a. A bishop should see to it that the third form is never abused, and shouldcatechize

those who may have invalidlyattempted to obtain forgiveness in this way.
b. A bishop should encourage the appropriate use of both the first and second forms.

C. Diocesanbishops' responsibilities with respect to governing
1. Governing shouldbe strictly a service in persona Christi: to build up the flock in truth

and holiness (see LG 27).
a. Since bishops exercise their authority in the name of Jesus, and will have to

render an account to God for people's souls, they should follow Jesus' example
and lay down their life for their people.
(1) A bishop should seekto provide his people with what Jesus wants for them,

even if that is not what they want for themselves.
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(2) Recognizing his own weaknesses and defects, a bishop should be
compassionate toward the ignorant and erring,.

(3) A bishop should listen to his people and seek their collaboration.
(4) A bishop should regard the faithful as his children in Jesus. He should

promote his people's welfare by prayer, preaching, and charitable deeds.
b. Exercising the office of father and pastor, bishops should use their divinely

conferred authority with such love and solicitude that they elicit the faithful's
willingness to submit to it (see CD 16).
(1) A bishop should strive to adapt his manner of acting so that he can be

effective in building up communion.
(a) Training courses for managers may include some morally unacceptable

suggestions, but they generally also include some sound guidance.
(b) A carefully considered, earnest, humble, calm, and candid communication

is likely to win the cooperation of those who are well disposed.
(2) A bishop should try to learn the needs of those he is to serve; in doing so,

he should make prudent use ofmethods of social research (see CD 16).
(3) A bishop should not discriminateagainst or neglect any ofthose he is to serve.

(a) He should not pay disproportionate attention to pressure groups (such as
radical feminists and militant homosexuals) to the neglect of other
groups (women who embrace the traditional role of wife-mother-
homemaker and people with other moral problems).

(b) He should attend to the pastoral care ofpeople belonging to linguistic
and cultural minorities—e.g., Hispanics in many U.S. dioceses
(see CD 23.3).

(c) He should cooperate with his fellow bishops (perhaps within the
framework of the national conference) to make provision for serving
those who are not served (or are inadequately served) by ordinary
pastoral ministry: migrants and refugees, sailors and airmen, temporary
residents and tourists (see CD 18).

(d) He should make provision for people of different rites living within his
diocese (see CD 23.3).

2. Diocesan bishops should obey the authorities to which they are subject.
a. A bishop exercises his power personally, in his own right, directly and

immediately; but he obtains jurisdiction from the pope.
(1) Maintaining communion with the pope and other bishops while acting in

persona Christi requires a bishop to obey the pope insofar as he can do so in
good conscience.

(2) If a bishop judges that he cannot fulfill his office, he ought to resign.
b. A bishop should conform to the law of the Church universal.

(1) He should see to it that the rights of all Catholics in his diocese are respected
by everyone who assists him in the exercise ofhis pastoral service..

(2) He should teach and encourage everyone in the diocese to conform to the law
of the Church.
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(3) If the conditions for justly imposing a canonical penalty are fulfilled, he
generally should impose it.
(a) Doing so generally protects others' rights and preserves good order in

the Church.

(b) In exceptional cases, it will be obligatory to refrain from doing so—
almost always because the common good of the Church will be more
injured than benefited by imposing the penalty.

(c) In respect to imposing canonical penalties, a bishop should take care not
to rationalize and deceive himself: feelings are not reasons.

(d) Whichever course of action is obligatory, the decision almost always
should be accompanied by teaching (at least to the individual concerned,
and usually to some others if not publicly) designed to promote
appreciation ofwhat is at stake and future conformity to the law. If a
penalty is imposed, the teaching also should promote appropriate
attitudes on the part of everyone concerned in respect to it.

(e) Whichever course of action is obligatory, a reasonable effort should be
made to mitigate bad side effects.

c. A bishop should exercise power to dispense from the general law of the Church
only within limits.
(1) He should do so only for the spiritual benefit those dispensed and without

spiritual harm to others.
(2) He should never claim to dispense in a matter reserved to the Church's

supreme authority.
d. A bishop should recognize rights conferred by law on patriarchs or other

hierarchical authorities (see CD 11).
e. A bishop should obey just and applicable public laws, and sometimes should

conform even to unjust ones.
(1) Doing so is both a general obligation and in the Church's interest.
(2) A bishop generally should resist unjust interference by public authorities in

his own and other Catholics' religious activities (see CD 19).
(3) A bishop should point out that his own and other Catholics' activities in

accord with their faith serve the genuine common good: the faithful are
taught to respect legitimate authority and obey just laws, to work for the
true good of neighbors and promote justice, etc.

3. A bishop should be an example to his flock by his manner of living (see LG 26).
a. He should make it clear that he is living for heaven, not for some set of this-

worldly goals: "give an exampleof sanctity in charity, humility, and simplicity
oflife"(CD15).

b. He should abstain from all wrongdoing.
c. He should change his conduct for the better and strive for perfection.

4. A bishop should govern by advising, exhorting, and exercising sacred power.
a. He should explain to all those subject to his authority how he will make decisions.

(1) When a decision is to be made, he will explain what the topic is, and, as well
as he can, what the issue(s) seem to be.
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(2) If he already has made a tentative decision, he will say so and make it clear
that he wishes only to make sure that he has not overlooked something.

(3) He will consult and listen.
(a) Doing so involves gathering information, ideas, and reasons for pursuing

each course of action.

(b) He will consider each alternative's pros and cons, not the number of
those supporting it.

(c) Those asked for advice ought to try not to adopt a definite position on
what is to be done.

(4) The bishop will make the decision.
(a) Letting others vote would be divisive and often would be unfair.
(b) The bishop ultimately has the responsibility to act inpersona Christi,

as father and pastor.
b. A bishop should legislate for and pass judgment on his people.
c. A bishop should regulate everythingthat concerns the good order of divine

worship (dealt with above).
d. A bishopshouldregulate everything that concerns the good order of the apostolate.

(1) He should encourage all kinds ofapostolates and coordinate them, so that
participants will collaborateclosely and the unity of the diocese will be
clearly manifested.

(2) To make clerical (and religious) apostolates more effective in serving their
essential purposes,he should adapt (or encourage the adaptation of) their
accidental features to current conditions and use (or encourage the use of)
research to improve their effectiveness.

e. A bishop should fulfill his responsibility of visitation.
(1) He should tell those to be visitedwhat to expect and instruct them about how

to cooperate.

(2) Of course, he should meet the canonical requirements for visitation, and he
should meet them carefully, not minimally.

(3) When evidence indicates a needfor visitation, his duty of visitation of may
well extend beyond what he is canonically required to do to whatever he has
a canonical right to do.

(4) Episcopal visitation oughtnot to beproforma, and ought not to be mingled
with socializing or other pastoral activities.

(5) He should take care that delegatedvisitors are instructed properly and he
should examine their reports.

(6) A bishopshouldact on whatever requires or calls for action, and see to it that
his directives are carried out.

5. Bishops should teachand encourage the faithful to fulfill their dutieswith respect to
the apostolate.
a. A bishop shouldsee to it that the faithful maketheir appropriate contributions to

the Church's religious activities.
(1) He should encourage all acceptable forms of spirituality and devotion.
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(2) He should encourage all acceptable initiatives to spread the faith, defend it,
and catechize the faithful,

b. A bishop should urge the faithful to share in and contribute to various forms of
lay apostolate.
(1) He should encourage organized forms that have some sort of clerical

involvement and recognition, such as Catholic action, parish St. Vincent de
Paul societies, etc.
(a) He should encourage efforts to work for social, civic, and occupational/

professional goods.
(b) He should encourage efforts to serve the poor and those with special

needs.

(2) A bishop should encourage the apostolate proper to each Catholic: to fulfill
faithfullyhis/her entire personalvocation as a witness to faith.

6. Bishops should gather and allocatediocesanresources solely with a view to promoting
the salvation of souls.

a. A bishop should deal with the problem ofkeeping open parishes and establishing
new ones.

(1) A bishop legally may act on these matters on his own authority (see CD 32).
(2) However, he morally ought to consult; he should try to get people to

understand the problem and cooperate in solving it, rather than secretly work
out a plan on his own and impose it on the faithful, perhaps without even
preparing them to accept it.

(3) This consultationmight be conducted by bringing together representatives of
parishes likely to be closed and of those needing resources, and asking them
how best to serve all.

(a) This process in some cases will bring to light possible solutions
previously overlooked.

(b) In other cases, this process will at least help those affected to understand
and accept unwelcome change.

b. A bishop should arrange for the sharing of resources amongparishes, including
the sharing by poorer parishes in the abundance of wealthy ones.

D. The diocesan bishop's responsibilities as pastor of the cathedral parish
1. The bishop should functionas a true pastor of his cathedral parish.

a. He cannot fulfill his responsibility as the pastor of his diocese without serving as
a real pastor ofhis own parish.

b. The faithful ought to be invitedand encouragedto come to the cathedral, at least
occasionally, on Sundays and holydays of obligation.
(1) All the faithful in the dioceseshould regard the cathedral as their own parish,

and should be welcomed and served there.

(2) A bishopcould designate a Sunday on which each parish would be
encouragedto come to the cathedral. The parish presbyter would
concelebrate with the bishop, and the main Mass (if more than one) of the
parish would be suppressed that day.
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2. The bishop should regularly celebrate the Eucharist and other liturgies in his cathedral.
a. Celebrating the Eucharist is the central, church-forming and upbuilding act;

nothing the bishop does can be more important.
b. These liturgies should be a model in all respects. .

3. The bishop should preach regularly in his own cathedral.
a. Regularly means on all Sundays and holydays ofobligation, unless impeded by

a serious reason.

b. Given the centrality of this responsibility, he should devote to it the time and
effort necessary to fulfill it properly.

c. His homilies should be made available in some form, so that all the faithful in
his diocese will be able to take advantage of them, and other clerics will have
the bishop's preaching as a model for their own.

4. While reasonably taking advantage of substantial assistance from a vicar (and
assistants, if necessary) for the cathedral parish, the bishop should take an interest in
all aspects of its administration and pastoral activity.
a. He should oversee these matters more closely than he need do for other parishes.
b. He should carefully pick personnel for the cathedral parish.
c. He should, when possible, take a direct part in all aspects ofpastoral care—

catechizing, hearing confessions, visiting the sick, and so on.
E. Diocesan bishops' responsibilities with respect to their clerical helpers

1. A bishop should foster vocations, especiallymissionary vocations, to the presbyterate,
the diacoriate, and consecrated life (see CD 15).

2. A bishop should oversee the formation ofclerics for service in his diocese.
a. He should establish a personal relationship with each prospective deacon and

presbyter, and become sufficiently acquainted with him to have a real basis for
judging whether he ought to go forward (RFIDP, 19).

b. The bishop should guide prospective clerics to commit themselves rightly to the
work of formation and, if they complete the program, to the order they receive.

c. He should see to it that the special requirements for clerical formation are met by
any seminary or other formation program he uses.
(1) The program must cultivate personality and character traits conducive to a

cleric's conscientiously fulfilling his office of making Jesus' acts present
and available (RFIDP, 66-70).

(2) The program must nurture spiritualityspecifically suited to ordained ministry.
(a) It should cultivate attachment especially to Jesus doing his saving work

on earth—Jesus living his public life—with energy, singlemindedness,
and willingness to fail rather than compromise.

(b) It should promote a sound Christian response to suffering: confidence in
God's trustworthiness despite his permitting evil, and a perspective of
eternity on this-worldly evils. This Christian response helps a cleric to
avoid professional detachment and allow himself to share in the
sufferings of those he serves, while carrying on his ministry energetically
and with confident hope, not only that the tears of those he serves will be
wiped away but that they will truly be benefited day by day.
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(c) It should promote love of the Church as a human society in this world
and the sacrament ofthe heavenly communion, inasmuch as this
penultimate common good is the specific object of clerical service.
(Being officials of the earthly Church, clerics should relate to it somewhat
as public officials should to political society. Perhaps this is at least part of
what the documents mean by "ecclesial sense.")

(d) It should instill the servant attitude Jesus enjoins to overcome
temptations to ambition: readiness to give up anything so as to provide
needed service.

(3) It should provide sound doctrinal and pastoral formation.
(a) These two aspects of formation shouldnot be compartmentalized.
(b) The program should emphasize what students will most need to know to

exercise their order well. No intellectual formation should be undertaken

except for a pastoral benefit (at least developing the man so he will be
more effective in making Jesus' acts available).

(c) No pastoral technique and exercise should be undertaken that does not
embody a theological understanding ofwhat is to be done and why—
an understanding of relevant "rules" ofpastoral action as Christian
moral norms or as reasonable ecclesial norms for clerical activity.

(d) From the outset and regularly, the program should present students with
cases that could occur in pastoral practice and that will require
knowledge they do not yet have, so that they will realize they are still
too ignorant to be ordained.

(e) Examinations should focus on what students most need to know.
Standards should be high, and those who fail to meet them should not
be permitted to retake any examinationbefore sufficient time has passed
for them to master the material.

(f) The programshouldprovide tutors (possibly fellow membersof the
program) for slow studentsand those with learning disabilities.

(g) Assignments should help students learn to do what they will need to be
able to do—e.g., write decent paragraphs and prepare decent homilies,
rather than do long research papers summarizing various opinions.

d. If a bishop has his own seminary, he should see to it that it forms seminarians
properly, conforming to all authoritative norms and encouraging only faithful
and fruitful exercises of the order to be received.

(1) Allseminary personnel responsible for formation should have certain qualities:
(2) The rector should have these qualities:
(3) The spiritual director should have these qualities:
(4) The academic dean should have these qualities:
(5) The dean of students should have these qualities:
(6) The director of apostolate should have these qualities:
(7) Teachers should have these qualities:

(a) They should be exemplary Catholics, according to their personal
vocation. If they are clerics, they should be exemplary clerics.
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(b) They need abilityand dedication to teach candidateswith little academic
interest and/or ability who otherwise are good prospects,

e. If a bishop doesnot havehis own seminary or allows some of his seminarians
to go to other seminaries, he should choose carefully any seminary to whichhe
sends candidates.

(1) He should not send any seminarian to any seminary that does not meet the
standards indicated above.

(2) He shouldnot be moved to compromise those standards by extrinsic
considerations: the student's desires, fellow bishops' persuasion, historical
bonds with a seminary, the idea that sending someone to a seminary will help
its rector to fulfill promises gradually to reform it.

(3) If no available seminary meets the standards, a bishop shouldundertake to
train his seminarians himself, taking advantage of whatever suitable help he
can find in tutoring them.

3. A bishop shouldtake reasonable account of married clerics' special responsibilities
bothin providing for theirformation andin shaping theircooperation withhimself
and other clerics.

a. Neither the commitment to marriage nor the clerical commitment can rightly
be subordinated to the other; the two must be coordinated in an integral life of
living faith.

b. No married man should be ordained unless the marriage is stable and the couple
are committed to their marital-familial responsibilities as part of God's vocation
for them and are faithfully fulfilling them (RFIDP, 37)—e.g., not using
contraception(on sterilization, see CIC, c. 1041, 5).

c. No married man should be ordained unless his wife consents (see RFIDP, 37,
though a stronger requirement is needed).
(1) Reluctant consent is notadequate. What is needed is that the candidate's wife

commitherself to serving insofar as she can, compatibly with her existing
responsibilities, as the ordained minister's helper in his service—i.e., to do
what she can to make available the acts her husband makes present when he
acts inpersona Christi.

(2) A cleric'swife should participate in his formation. Ideally, theprocess should
be a formation of the couple together (see RFIDP, 56; also mentions the
candidate's children).

d. Having committed themselves to diaconal service, a couple should cooperate in
fulfilling the commitment(see DMVDP, 61).
(1) They should pray together and communicate sufficiently to integrate with the

diaconal ministry whatever other responsibilities they have.
(2) Theyshould livetheirentire marriage and family life in a waythat helps

make available Jesus' acts which the deacon makes present.
e. A bishop should make sure thatwidows and children of deacons whohave died

receive appropriate help.
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4. A bishop should prudently judge whether eachcandidate is to be ordained.
a. Onlythose are to be ordained who meet all the canonicalconditions (see CIC,

c. 1029, cfic. 1051,1).
b. A bishop shouldpromptly dismiss anyone he is sure beyond a reasonable doubt

should not be ordained, and never ordain anyone unless sure beyond a reasonable
doubt he should be ordained.

c. He should carry out the requiredscrutinies, and also seek advice from those,
including lay people, who know the candidate.

d. He should ordain only those who love the Church, are eager to serve, and are
willing to live an evangelical life.

e. He should ordain only those who have the personality and character traits needed
to make Jesus' acts available (see RFIDP, 32).

5. A bishop should provide suitably for the permanent formation of his clerics.
a. He should provide a soundprogramof ongoing study of the disciplines—e.g.,

Scripture study,moral theology, canonlaw, liturgical studies—needed for
ministryin order to equip clericsto deal with new challengesand authentic
developments, such as new Church documents.

b. He shouldprovide and strongly encourage participation in soundprograms of
continuing spiritual formation.

c. He should provide pastoral formation after ordination to help clerics perfect their
abilities to fulfill well difficult ministries, such as hearing confessions.

d. He shouldprovide instruction about situations, such as changing social conditions
and emerging ideologies, that clerics should take into account so as to meet
effectively needs of the faithful.

e. He should provide instruction on pastoral methods and encourage clerics to share
their pastoral experiences.

6. A bishop shouldseekneeded help, exercise care in making appointments, and work
closely with his auxiliaries and appointees.
a. He should ask for auxiliaries or a coadjutor as needed.
b. The bishop and his auxiliary/coadjutor should strive to be of one mind so that

their diocese has a single episcopal principle.
(1) Auxiliaries should show respect andreverence to the diocesan bishop who,

in turn, should show them esteem and fraternal affection.
(2) Thediocesan bishop should consult withhis auxiliaries on matters of

importance unless there is a good reason not to.
(3) A diocesan bishop andhis coadjutor should function as a team,dividing

responsibilities by mutual agreement—though, if necessary, the diocesan
bishop retains the authority to make decisions.

(4) The diocesan bishop and his coadjutor shouldconsulteach other on all
matters ofmajor importance.

c. In choosingpeople for his diocesan curia and councils, and in organizingand
managing the workof thesepeople, the bishop's sole concernshouldbe to
increase as much as he can the effectiveness of his own service both as

administrator and pastor.
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(1) A bishop should carefullychoosesuch personnel.
(a) In selecting them, he should meet all relevant canonical requirements.
(b) In choosing them, he shouldconsider the gifts (including the moral

character and holiness) ofpossible appointees and the requirements of
each position, matchingthem as well as possible.

(c) He should not choose anyonefor an irrelevant reason—e.g., to placate
various clerical factions, to promote personal friends, or to obtain some
payment (simony), perhaps ofa subtle sort.

(d) He should not combine positions in ways that overload the few most
competent (and easiest to work with) when assigning different people
to different jobs is likely to be more effective.

(e) He should not keep people in positions when replacing them is likely
to be more effective.

(2) Whileavoiding micromanaging, a bishopought to oversee subordinates'
activities closely enough to be able to evaluate the quality of their work, to
be alert to intervene when problems are not being handled properly, and to
listen to complaints alleging their mistakes or wrongdoing.

(3) A bishop should never omit required consultations, and should carry them
out in the way specified—e.g., in a meetingrather than individually, when
that is specified—and generally should be open to, and even seek, advice
from all his helpers.

(4) For the canonically required college of consultors, a bishop shouldassemble
a body who will havethe ingenuity and wisdom to give soundand thoughtful
advice, and the selflessness and courage to give unwelcome advice.

(5) For the canonically required council of presbyters, a bishop should assemble
a truly representative body, andhe should see to it that this bodyprovides
effective help in the deliberation necessary for making diocesanpolicy,
solving pastoral problems, and making major decisions.

(6) A bishop should seeto it thatthe canonically required pastoral council
functions as an effective help in deliberation about pastoral matters.
(a) He shouldinclude people with relevant specialcompetence and people
whose involvement in the work of the diocese will be affected by decisions

to be made.

(b) Hemight well include thewhole council of presbyters in thepastoral
council, and normally consult the council of presbyters separately
immediatelyafter consulting the entire pastoral council.

(7) A bishop should notabdicate his own decision-making responsibility by
taking votes on everything or delegating authoritytoo freely; he should
not allow himself to be paralyzed by the lack of consensus.

(8) Those holding positions on a diocesan curiaand/orcouncils, and especially
vicars general and episcopal vicars, ought not to act against their bishop's
mind and will, and should confer regularly with him and one another in order
to maintain consistent, harmonious action.
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d. A bishop should choose andreplace pastors of parishes with the goodof soulsas
his sole criterion.

(1) He should consider all qualities necessaryfor the care of souls: knowledge
and soundness of teaching, piety, zeal for the apostolate, and personability—
i.e., the set ofhuman qualities required for good relationships.

(2) He should not use age as a criterion in appointing pastors; nor shouldhe use
other irrelevant criteria, such as someone's right to gratitude for past
faithfulness or the demands of some minority for pastors of their sort.

(3) He should not automatically move pastors after a fixed term.
(a) Regularly moving pastors is questionable. It undermines at the parish level

the image ofJesus-the-spouse-of-his-church and the role of the pastor as
the spiritual fatherof his parishfamily. It also impedes mutualaffection
from developing as it shouldand frustrates it when it does develop.

(b) Arguments basedon the good of the faithful can be givenfor rotating
pastors, but if a term is adopted, exceptions also shouldbe madefor the
good of the faithful.

(4) When a pastorfinds that he cannot (or cannotcontinue to) fulfill his
responsibilities adequately, he oughtto resignhis pastoral office; if he does
not resign and the bishopis aware of the pastor's failing, he should ask the
pastor to resign (whichneed not mean asking him to retire).

7. A bishop should shapethe cooperation of his presbyters and deacons with himselfand
one another.

a. The basis of the cooperation should be unity in pastoral charity—sharing the
salvific will of Jesus.

(1) A bishop andhis clergy share onemission: acting inpersona Christi and
makingthose acts available for the peopleof this diocese (religious
presbyters in a diocese share in this more or less, depending on whattheir
superiors have assigned them to do).

(2) All presbyters and deacons of the diocese should think of themselves as
assistingthe bishop in his responsibility for the whole diocese, though
generally they will do so mainly by caringfor their assigned part of it.

b. The end of the cooperationshouldbe to provide Jesus' people with the service he
wants them to have and, in doing so, to working out the clergy's own salvation by
providing the service they have committed themselves to give.
(1) Thespiritual welfare of those served requires clericsto sacrifice themselves

by subordinating their other desires and preferences to their serving Jesus
and his people.

(2) The needs of those to be served should be matched with presbyters' and
deacons' gifts, and other factors—too far from mother, cannot get along with
that pastor, etc.—should be disregarded.

c. A bishop shouldoversee the clerical activities of his clerical helpers.
(1) He should see to it that they teach and preach as they should.

(a) He should pay attentionto what they are teaching and preaching.
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(b) He should require that anything to be published on faith or morals be
submitted for censorship, and that any presentation to be given in public
or through the media be approved in advance.

(2) He should see to it that clerics provide the sacraments as they should.
(3) He should see to it that clerics provide or arrange for spiritual guidance—

especially but not only with respect to personal vocation—to everyone
entrusted to them and use and take care of ecclesiastical goods in accord with
canon law and other relevant norms.

d. A bishop should give and withdraw each of a cleric's faculties as genuine service
to the faithful requires.
(1) He should not automatically give faculties to every newly ordained and

visiting cleric but give them only on evidence of their competence and
intention to use any faculty they receive properly.

(2) When it is evidentthat a clericcannot, or does not intend to, use a faculty
properly, the impedimentshouldbe dealt with promptly; if that is not
possible, the faculty should be withdrawn.

(3) When a bishop withholds and withdraws faculties, he should explain the
basis for doing so.
(a) It is not a penalty imposed on individuals, but is a necessary protection

of the faithful and a duty of the bishop.
(b) A bishop may not authorize anyone else to do what he judges he may not

do himself.

(c) Not everyone suited to be ordained as a deacon or presbyter is
adequately prepared to preach homilies; to avoid embarrassing anyone,
no one should get the faculty to preach until he passes a later test
adequate to demonstratehis ability to preach. (Some never will pass
the test.)

(4) When faculties are withheld or withdrawn, bishops should make a special
effort to help the individual remedy the defect so that the faculty can be given
or restored—both for his own fulfillment in exercising his order and, more
importantly, for the benefits to the faithful to be hoped for from his
exercising it properly.

e. A bishop should treat the presbyters and deacons, his helpers, as sons and friends
(see LG 28, CD 16).
(1) He should show them affectionand cultivate fraternal familiarity.
(2) He should keep lines of communication open by being accessible and ready

to listen, and should engage in dialogue with his presbyters and deacons,
both individually and collectively. He should do so regularly, not merely
occasionally.

(3) He should not give feminist religious or other persons or groups greater
access than he gives his clergy.

(4) He should not use vicars, committees,and staff members to shield himself
from his clergy's problems that call for the exercise ofhis authority.
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f. Presbyters and deacons should regard their bishop as a true father and obeyhim
with respect.
(1) In their ministry, they should conform their obedience in listening and in

radical availability to the obedience of Jesus—the servant-pastor par
excellence (see DMVDP, 8).

(2) Theirobedience by no means precludes their contributing to the bishop's
deliberation by offering reasons for or against a certain possible action.
This applies to assignments, though a cleric's ambition is no reason for his
receiving the position he prefers.

(3) Theirobedience should not be legalistic: "I will do what I must to avoid
being disciplined"; "I will obey if given a canonical precept"; "The bishop
will never know"; or "By the time the bishop finds out what I am doing,
the parishioners will not accept doing things his way."

(4) When a bishop insists thatclerics obey andtheycannot in good conscience
do so, they should say that they cannotobey and explain why—e.g., "I cannot
use marriage preparationmaterialsthat offer contraception as a legitimate
option for birth regulation."

(5) When clerics can obeyin goodconscience, they shouldacceptthe bishop's
wish, even if it seems unreasonable, as Jesus' command—e.g., if the bishop
forbids Latin Masses, they will never say a Latin Mass.

g. Presbyters and deacons should helponeanother spiritually and temporally
(see LG 28).
(1) They sharein orders anda common mission, and are bonded together as

brothers by their common relationship to their bishop.
(2) They should helponeanother with fraternal charity in bothpastoral and

personal matters.
(3) Pastors and their curates and deacons shouldhave a fraternal relationship

(see CD 30.3).
(a) Mutual respect and charity shouldprevail.
(b) Theyshould workharmoniously for the good of the parish.
(c) Theyshould assistone another withpractical help, advice, and example.

(4) Presbyters (perhaps including seminarians) shouldmeet, share experiences,
and help one another.

(5) Deacons (perhaps including those preparing to be deacons) shouldmeet,
shareexperiences, and help one another; the bishop should foster a spiritof
communion among them while avoiding "corporatism," which led to the
decline of the permanent diaconate (see DMVDP, 6).

(6) Neitherpresbyters nor deacons shouldform or join associations similarto
unions or pressure groups.
(a) They are not employees of their bishopor ofthe communities they serve,

nor are they independent contractors free to negotiate terms of service.
(b) Associating in unions or pressure groupswould be at odds with the

obedience due to bishops and with the clerical commitment to serve the
faithful at large.
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(7) Especially if caring for the same people, presbyters and celibate deacons
should live in common.

(a) Their common life gives the faithful an example ofcharity and unity.
(b) The poverty involved in it helps make Jesus' acts available.
(c) Living together also facilitates shared pastoral work.

h. Clerics should help meet their diocese's needs with the worldly goods they
acquire through their ecclesiastical functions.

8. A bishop should take good care of his clerical assistants both as Christians and as
human beings.
a. He should be solicitous for the spiritual welfare of his clerics.

(1) He should provide extendedretreats for their spiritual renewal.
(2) He should be compassionate and helpful to those who are in danger or who

have failed in some way.
b. He should provide for his clergy's material needs (note the special situation of

part-time deacons: see DMVDP, 15-20).
(1) He should provide for a proper living according to canonical norms.
(2) He should provide for emergency needs and health care, if they are not

otherwise supplied.
(3) He should makesuitable provision for presbyters who become incapacitated

or too debilitated by age to continue serving.
c. He should care for the deacons ofhis diocese with solicitude, and give special

care to those with personal and/or family problems (see DMVDP, 3).
d. He should do what he can to look after presbyters living in the diocese who are

neither incardinated in it nor contributing significantly to its work.
(1) The bishop is responsible for the universal work of the Church.
(2) Such presbyters often are doing some work for other parts of the Church or

preparing to do such work.
(3) Even if they are not, they are a potential (or past) asset or liability to the

Church that calls for the bishop's solicitude.
e. A bishop shoulddeal prudently with special problems.

(1) He should deal appropriately with celibate clerics engaged in (or alleged to
be engagedin) sexual activity, including sexual abuse of minors.

(2) He shoulddeal appropriately withsimilar illicit sexualactivities of married
clerics, and also with instances of adultery, contraception, sterilization,
abortion, and divorce involving them.

(3) He should dealappropriately withalcoholism and drug abuseamong clerics.
(4) He should dealappropriately withclerics' serious psychological problems,

including depression and so-called burn out.
F. The responsibilities of a diocesan bishopand his clergy, on the one hand, and religious

communities active in the diocese, on the other, to cooperate with one another
1. Bishopsand religious superiors, bishops' conferences and major superiors should

consult one another and coordinate the apostolates religious will undertake.
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2. Members of institutes ofconsecrated life ought to work zealously and diligently, in
line with their charism, for building up of the whole Church and for the good ofthe
particular churches (see CD 33).
a. Consecrated persons promote theseobjectives primarily by prayer,penance, and

the example ofholy lives.
(1) Those in active lifealso should apply themselves more zealously to external

works of the apostolate in conformity with their charism.
(2) No matterhow urgent the needs, contemplatives shouldnot be calledon to

assist in works ofpastoral ministry (see CIC, c. 674).
b. All religious belong in a special sense to the diocesan family.

(1) They ought to help the hierarchy and usually do help.
(2) With increasing needs, they must work harder to meet them (see CD 34)and

must avoid involvement in activities inconsistent with their own charisms.

c. When diocesan needs are urgent, the bishop may call on all noncontemplative
religious,not only presbyters,to help in pastoral ministry.
(1) Bishops musttake into account the character of the institute and obtain the

superior's consent.
(2) Superiors should provide the requested assistance insofar as they can (see

Ecclesiae sanctae, 36).
3. Bishops should direct religious in thecare of souls, the public exercise of divine

worship, and otherworks of the apostolate (see CIC, cc. 678, §1; 681, §1).
a. Eachcommunity's propercharism mustbe respected, lest it lose its own character

andbecome impotent to enrich thediocesan program with its special gift (seeFLC,
60): "... theparticular church cannot dispose, according to its own pleasure and
according to its needs, of a religious community or of any of its members."

b. Bishops and superiors are to proceed by consultation (see CIC, c. 678, §3).
c. Institutes should cooperatewith one another, religious clerics with the diocesan

clergy; all should work together under the direction of the bishop (seeCIC,
c. 680; CD 35.5).

d. Bishops areto insist that religious be faithful—as in anycasetheyshould be—to
the discipline of their institute andobey their superiors in the exercise of apostolic
works toward people outside their communities (see CIC, c. 678, §2).

4. Religious holddiocesan offices by agreement between superiors and bishops (see
CIC, c. 682).

5. Bishops should respect the autonomy of religious institutes with regardto their
internal affairs (see CIC, c. 586, cf. c. 578).

6. Just as bishops shouldoversee otherassociations of the faithful, they shouldoversee
those that religious direct and control (see Ecclesiae sanctae, 35).
a. This is true even if the association has been erected by the Holy See.
b. Of course, such associations also are subject to the bishop in those matters in

which even religious institutes themselves are: external works of the apostolate
and the promotion of divine worship.

c. Neither the religious institute nor the association itself enjoys autonomy with
respect to the association's internal affairs.
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7. Bishops shouldfairly provide for or contribute to the sustenance and care of
elderly religious (and others) who have served the diocese and lack resources to
care for themselves.

G. Diocesan bishops' responsibilities to cooperate with one another for the common goodof
their diverse dioceses

1. Bishops should fulfill their responsibilities as members of their ecclesiastical province.
a. The archbishop should exercise oversight of suffragans.
b. All the bishops should fulfill their commonresponsibilities.

2. Bishops should cooperate in and maintain control over their episcopal conference.
a. Similarbodies in the past did wellby determining a commonprogramfor teaching

the truths of the faith and regulatingecclesiasticaldiscipline (see CD 36).
b. Bishops shouldworktogether to devise forms of apostolate and apostolic

methods suitably adapted to the circumstances of the time (see CD 38.1).
c. Bishops should make and enforce the rule that no board, committee, otheragency,

or staff member of the conference undertakes or works on anything unless clearly
authorizedto do so by a substantial majority of the conference as a whole.

d. Bishops shouldworkagainst initiatives and structures that involve the conference
in inappropriate activities.
(1) They should prevent projects outside theproper competence of bishops.
(2) Theyshouldworkagainst establishing or continuing officesthat do not

effectively serve either genuinepastoral needs of their particular churches
or their common responsibilitieswith respect to missionary activity and the
universal Church.

(3) They should workto ensure thatonly the substantial majority (say2/3)of the
bishops can bring about any act whatsoeverof the conference as such.

e. Prelates of the oriental churches, in trying to improve morals and promote
religion, should take into account the common ecclesial goodof the whole
region in which there are Churches of various rites, and should consult
representatives of the other rites.

3. Bishops should cooperate with other bishops in dealing withmatters of common
apostolic concern.
a. Bishops should consider establishing stable structures for cooperation among

their dioceses in certainapostolates, perhaps even having a bishop appointed to
head them (see CD 42).

b. Bishops confronted withspecific pastoral problems not shared by mostother
bishops in the sameregion or nation should worktogetherad hoc or more
permanently in dealing with those problems—ministry to a specific group of
immigrants,presbyterless parishes, ministry to favellas or urban ghettos, etc.

4. Bishops should release some presbyters forservice in the military vicariate (see CD43).
5. Bishops should collaborate withother bishops andthe popein promoting the mission

adgentesand in helping dioceses in special need (see LG 23, CD 6).
a. They should contribute both spirituallyand materially to this cause.
b. They should try to motivatethe faithful to support and promote evangelization

and apostolate.
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c. They should encourage seminarians to be concerned for the whole Church, so that
they will be ready to serve where needed with the bishop's approval.

d. They should see to it that suitable presbyters and deacons, and religious and lay
auxiliaries are trained for the missions and for regions greatly lacking clergy.

e. They should share presbyters and deacons with mission territories and churches
in great need—arrange insofar as possible that some of their clerics go to these
missions or dioceses to exercise the ministry, permanently or for a term.
(1) A bishop should not refuse a cleric permission for such service unless he

greatly needs him in the diocese, and should judge such needs reasonably.
(2) Bishops should see to it that anyone who undertakes such service is

adequately prepared for it.
(3) A bishop who releases a cleric for service in another diocese should ensure

that his rights and duties are determined by a written agreement with the
other bishop, and, if the transfer is for a limited time, should keep the cleric
incardinated (see CIC, c. 271).

6. Bishops should provide fraternal assistanceto other churches (see CD 6-7).
a. In using ecclesiastical resources, bishops should take into account the needs of

other individual churches.

b. They shouldhelp when otherdioceses or regions are struck by disaster.
c. Theyshouldextendbrotherly careto persecuted bishops and to others impeded

from exercising their ministry.
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Chapter VII: Responsibilities common to bishops and other diocesan clerics

A. The responsibility of pastors (bishops of dioceses and pastorsof parishes, and clerics who
assist in their pastoral work) to know well those they serve
1. Pastors should take an interest not only in each person's ultimate salvation but in his

or her growth in holiness.
a. Eitherby personally providing necessary assistance, including but not only

instructionregarding discernment or by training others to provide that assistance,
pastors should help each person to find and accept his/her personal vocation.

b. They should support each person in fulfilling his/her personal vocation.
2. Pastorsshould visit people—in their homes, schools, and so on—whenever necessary

to provide pastoral services and more often ifpossible.
3. Pastors should pay special attention to certain people when appropriate.

a. They should give special attention to people with special needs and to those who
help personally with an apostolate of the parish.

b. They should not give special attention to people whose high social status is
irrelevant or to their favorites.

B. Pastors' responsibilities with respect to evangelization and catechesis
1. Though closely related and often inseparable, evangelization and catechesis can be

distinguished: evangelization conveys the gospel message that a nonbeliever must be
prepared to embrace ifhe/she is to be validly baptized; catechesis conveys all that
Jesus wants his disciples to know.

2. Clerics are especially responsible for evangelization and catechesis.
a. Since Jesus is the only teacher, there can be no evangelization or catechesis unless

those who can act inpersona Christi are its principal agents.
b. The ordained should make all decisions about ecclesial programs of

evangelization and catechesis.
c. The ordained should initiate the actual work and regularly participate in it, not

merely take an occasional, minor part in it.
d. The ordained, according to their office, should provide the model for

evangelization and catechesis, and should direct and supervise the work they do
not personally do.

3. All clerics should follow certain norms in evangelizing and catechizing.
a. Those engaging in evangelization and catechesis should draw the content they try

to communicate from the deposit of faith (from revealed propositions, practices,
and ecclesial structures) and in trying to facilitate that communication and
promote its fruitfulness they should say and do only what is in perfect harmony
with that same deposit of faith.

b. The goal of evangelizing-catechizing should be to help all non-Catholics see that
they should be Catholics and to help all Catholics to be saints.

c. So, evangelizing-catechizing should to be directed toward all—nonbelievers,
non-Christian believers, separated Christians, fallen away Catholics, and
practicing Catholics. ("Furthermore, the care of souls should always be inspired
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by a missionary spirit, so that it extends with due prudence to all those who live
in the parish." [CD 30])

d. Evangelizing-catechizing separated Christians is to be carried on by appropriate
ecumenical efforts; inappropriate ecumenical initiatives are to be avoided.

e. Catechizing Catholics should focus on personal vocation.
(1) Catechists should teach the Catholic doctrine of grace.

(a) God never asks the impossible, only the very difficult, which may seem
impossible. So, God will make possible whatever he wants one to do,
and one should not assumethat he is not asking one to do something
merely because it seems impossible.

(b) All salvific realities, including one's merits, are God's gifts; grace has
provided what one already has and will bring about what one is to do by
one's free choices.

(2) Catechists should guide and encourage all Catholics to discern and commit
themselves to their personal vocations.

(3) They should inculcate the fulfillment ofcommon responsibilities in accord
with personal vocation.
(a) They should emphasize common religious responsibilities—e.g.,

personal prayer and devout participation in the liturgy.
(b) They should include in catechesis the social teaching of the Church, and

encourage people to apply it in their social and economic lives.
(c) They should not overstep the competence of a catechist by trying to

make people's prudential judgments for them.
(4) They should guide and encourage people to fulfill their personal vocations

insofar as faith illumines specific responsibilities.
(a) They should inculcate faithful fulfillment of the duties of marriage and

family life, and help people solve problems in carrying out those duties.
(b) They should catechize about work responsibilities and should not limit

such instruction to certain groups, such as physicians, but extend it to
all—to students, merchants, factory workers, and so on.

4. Pastors should set up and carefully oversee the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine
(CCD) in every parish.
a. They shouldprovidefor the catechesis of all school children who are not in

Catholic schools.

b. They should help parents begin the catechesis ofpreschool children.
c. They should enlist and train adolescents and young adults to help catechize all

grade school children with respect to their personal vocation and individual life
of devotion.

d. They should enlist and train matureand happily married couples to catechize and
advise younger and troubled couples.

e. They should enlist and train people to contact regularly every nonregistered home
in the parish.
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5. Clerics should carefully oversee the participation of the nonordained in the work of
evangelization and catechesis.
a. Only the ordained can act inpersona Christi; though they cannot personally do

all the work, they must fully control the content of evangelization and catechesis
and oversee those who do it.

b. Ideally, every parish ought to have a properly trained and competent deacon to
direct catechesis and evangelization.

c. A nonordained director of religious education should be used as an adviser,
resource person, administrator ofmeans, and (at most) assistant in training with
regardto methods; pastoral responsibility for content and oversight should not
be delegated to such a person.

C. Priests' (i.e., bishops' and presbyters') responsibilities with respect to the Eucharist
1. Priests should make the Eucharist the center and fulfillment of everything else in their

dioceses and parishes (see CD 30.2).
a. Priests should encourage devout and frequent participation in the Eucharist.
b. Priests should work for and encourage attentive, intelligent, active participation.

2. Priests should prepare proximately to celebrate Mass.
a. They should keep in mind what they are doing and do everything possible to

convey the importance and centrality of the Eucharist.
b. They should try not to be rushed beforehand.
c. They should keep the eucharistic fast and even expand it.
d. They should not celebrate while in mortal sin.

3. Priests should see to it that a suitable place and all the things needed are available for
fittingly celebrating Mass.
a. They should understand architectural requirements and take into account the

convenience and reasonable comfort of the faithful in matters such as lighting and
heating/cooling.

b. They should make sure that required vestments are available.
c. They should never use matter unless certain it is valid—if in doubt, they should

not proceed.
4. Priests should try to ensure that Mass is available to the faithful.

a. They should schedule Masses for the convenience of the faithful rather than for
their own.

b. They should publicize the Mass schedule and adhere to it, including being
on time.

c. They should encourage the handicapped, the sick, and children to come or be
brought; they should encourage parishioners to bring those who need help and to
free those whose family responsibilities impede their coming.

5. Priests should plan all aspects of the liturgy and carefully select, train, and closely
regulate the contributionsof nonordained ministers: musicians, cantors and/or a choir,
lectors, eucharistic ministers, servers, and ushers.
a. They should choose among legitimate options according to pastoral need rightly

understood—what they judge likely to maximize spiritual benefits.
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b. They should obtain the services of a competent organist and follow all official
norms regarding music; they should allow only hymns that are doctrinally sound
and musically fitting.

c. They should use extraordinary eucharistic ministers only if doing so is really
necessary and they are adequately instructed.

6. Every priest should coordinate the celebration of the Eucharist with other clerics—
e.g., the pastor with priests presiding in his parish, the chief celebrant with
concelebrants, presbyters with deacons.
a. Carefully following all liturgical norms eliminates most coordination problems.
b. In genuinely optional matters in which there is a disagreement, the superiors are

the pastor in his parish and the chief celebrant vis a vis concelebrants.
c. Nobody should be expected to do anything contrary to his judgment of what is

right and fitting.
7. Priests should celebrate the Eucharist carefully and reverently.

a. They should observe all liturgical regulations with care.
b. If they consider a commentary necessary, they should read (or preferably have a

lector read) it before Mass begins, and they should make any essential
announcements after Mass (before the recessional).

c. They should avoid merging Mass into secular life by always omitting
conventional greetings (Good morning, folks! Have a nice day! Say it again, with
enthusiasm!), friendly side remarks, and so on except very incidentally during the
homily or before the blessing at the end ofMass.

d. They should follow the rubrics (see Peter Elliott).
e. They should proceed prayerfully, not by pretending, but by becoming prayerful.

(1) They should focus on the mystery and direct attention toward Jesus rather
than distract it to themselves—i.e., adopt the stance of John the Baptist.

(2) They should do their best to concentrate on the meaning of what they are
saying as they say it.

(3) They should keep in mind and carry out their own responsibility as members
ofthefaithful to offer Mass—i.e., at least in spirit adopt the stance of facing
toward God rather than toward the people.

f. Priests should manage Communion properly.
(1) Priests should respect the faithful's options to receive standing or kneeling,

on the tongue or in the hand.
(2) When people not eligible or not properly disposed to receive Communion are

likely to do so, priests should make an appropriate announcement to try to
forestall such abuses.

(3) If those surely ineligible to receive Communion nevertheless attempt to do
so, priests should give them a blessing, not the Lord's body and blood.

8. Priests should catechize the faithful about their role in the Mass.

a. To a great extent, general catechesis should fulfill this responsibility.
b. But people need to be instructed about reverence—showing up on time, not

chatting, wearing proper clothes (often this can be done by a written hand out,
something in the bulletin, and discrete reminders by properly trained ushers).
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c. Priests should encourage proper responses, kneeling and standing, singing hymns.
d. Priests should instruct the faithful regarding the proper dispositions and way of

receiving Communion, and should try to encourage appropriate behavior.
9. Priests should fulfill their responsibilities with regard to stipends, and with regard to

obligatory and contracted Mass intentions.
a. They should abide by canonical requirements that exclude pooling—i.e., saying

one Mass for many contracted intentions.
b. They should never sell Masses or even seem to do so; in many situations, they

should agree to say a Mass without requesting a stipend.
c. They should bear in mind and pray for the accepted intention.
d. They should make careful and easily legible records of intentions accepted to

ensure their fulfillment.

10. Priests should promote weekday participation in the Mass.
11. Priests should properly conduct or regulate the distribution of Communion outside

Mass, and arrange for and oversee Communion for shut-ins
12. If Sundaycelebrations in the absenceof a priest are unavoidable, priests should train

ministers to conduct them and regulate them.
13. Priests should conduct and/or encourage some person(s) properly to conduct the

liturgy of the hours in each parish church.
D. Clerics' responsibilities with respect to preaching

1. Clerics should preach to the faithful so that each of them can grow in faith, hope, and
charity and so that the parish can give the witness in charity that the Lord commanded.
a. Liturgical preaching should not be replaced by catechesis unrelated to the liturgy

being celebrated and the scriptural readings pertaining to it.
b. Liturgical preaching should not be replaced by announcements, fund raising

appeals, and so forth.
c. Since preaching is an integralpart of the liturgy, it should not be omitted to save

time or mitigate participants' discomfort.
2. Only the ordained may preach homilies, and all liturgical preaching by clerics is in

persona Christi.
a. In homilies, clerics should say inpersona Christiwhat Jesus wants to say to the

people likely to be present.
(1) The main point will be a truth pertaining to faith—a truth certainly present, at

least implicitly, in Scripture and tradition.
(2) This point will be selectedfor the sake of its prospective benefits in

promoting repentance, fidelity, and growth in holiness.
b. Homilists also should say what they can in the time available to help hearers

understand the main point, accept it, and benefit by doing so.
(1) If Scripture and/or tradition include elements likely to be helpful, homilists

should call attention to them.

(2) Taking care to avoid offending or misleading, homilists should use examples,
analogies, and other rhetorical devices to help hearers appropriate the main point.

(3) If the main point calls for action, homilists should, if possible, suggest one or
several concrete ways of initiating it.
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3. Clerics should prepare themselves for liturgical preaching.
a. As has been explained in III, they should shape their lives by appropriate prayer

and live according to the counsels.
b. Clerics should try to know well and cultivate genuine affection for the people

they serve, so that they will be acquaintedwith their flock's spiritual needs and be
able to motivate the faithful to take full advantage of the means the Church offers
to meet those needs.

c. Clerics need prayer, fasting, silence,and ascetical striving; if these are omitted,
the cleric has little to say and lacks relevant knowledge of the people whom he
should serve.

4. Clerics should carefully prepare their sermons.
a. They should not use publishedhomilies, outlines, or other aids to avoid or lessen

the work ofpersonal preparationbut should use such resources, if at all, with care
as one tool among others in their work ofpreparing to say what is uniquely
appropriate to these people on this occasion.

b. They should take into accountthe liturgical day and the kind of celebration
(Sunday,weekday, holyday, wedding, baptism, funeral, Mass of Holy Spirit,
children's Mass, liturgy of the hours, etc.).

c. They should study the proper parts and readings well ahead of time' after each
Sunday's liturgies, they usually should study these as soon as possible for the
next Sunday.

d. They should study Scripture, making good use of commentators.
(1) They should read and study Scripture prayerfully, trying to hear what the

Holy Spirit is saying.
(2) They shouldbegin by reflecting on Scripture and should use commentaries

only as tools.
(a) They shouldnot believe what commentators say even if they are Catholic,

and/or generallysound,and/orhighly respected among their peers.
(b) Other things being equal, they should prefer commentators who manifest

their faith in the reality of miracles.
(c) They should compare commentators who differ sharply with each other,

because doing so helps one think through difficult passages for oneself.
(d) They should value commentators' help in seeing truths they can verify

for themselves, but would not otherwise notice.
(e) Havingused commentaries, they shouldput them aside and go back to

the scriptural text.
(3) Theyshould nevermake theirhomily a reporton their Scripture study; they

should never mention commentators or any of the points commentators make
that they cannot verify for themselves.

e. A homilist is not adequately prepared until he knows not only what Jesus wants
conveyed but how to put the point and how to promote its appropriation.
(1) Homilists should considerthe spiritualneeds of those likely to hear the

homily. The needs ofpeople vary greatly: they may need instruction,
guidance, reproof, encouragement, warning ....
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(2) Homilists usually will find in the scriptural passages the (or, at least, a)
main point which Jesus wishes to convey to the expected hearers.
Homilists may find help, and perhaps the main point, in a nonscriptural
liturgical text—e.g., in one of the proper prayers of the day.

(3) Theyshouldconsider how to helpthe people understand the main pointand
appropriate it fruitfully.

f. Clerics mightwell seekthe help of faithful in carrying out the reflection required
to prepare good homilies.

5. Clerics should satisfy several norms in delivering their homilies.
a. In delivering homilies, clerics should strive to combine good organization and

sound content with the vitality of spontaneous speech and personal conviction.
(1) To achievethis combination, most clericsshould speak from notes that list in

order each thing to be said without formulating fully any but the main point.
(2) Thosewho compose a complete text shouldwrite with the simplicity of

spontaneous speechand read with its pace and inflections.
(3) Homilists mustalways manifest theirpersonal faith in the truths they utter.

b. Homilists should attend to the technical aspects ofpublic speaking; especially in
novel situations, they should practice speaking and should test their homilies with
critics able and willing to suggest improvements in delivery.

c. They should refrain from saying anything unnecessary.
(1) Everythingthey say should be relevant to the main point.
(2) Theyshould say nothing to drawattention to themselves or for the sakeof

any other sort of self-gratification.
d. They shouldpreach standing at the placewhere the gospel is read, not seated or

walking about in a casual manner.
e. Generally, discussion is not appropriate during a homily. However, when

preaching to a small group of people, all of whom are capable of participating,
a homilist might propose the main point and invite dialogue to promote its
appropriation and application.

E. Responsibilities of clerics in baptizing, preparing those to be baptized, and receiving into
the Catholic Church those baptized in churches and ecclesial communities not fully in
communion with her.

1. Clerics should observe several norms with respect to infant baptism.
a. Theyshould catechize the faithful about baptizing infants (and otherswhen

appropriate) who are in danger of death.
b. They should prepare parents for their baby's baptism.

(1) Theyshouldencourage preparations before babiesare born for baptism soon
after birth.

(2) They should encourage parents to choose a Christian name.
(3) Theyshouldfind out whether there is a realistic hope that a child will be

brought up in the faith.
(a) They should conformto provisions ofparticular law, if any.
(b) If such hope is absent, they should encourage changes to provide it.
(c) If such hope remains absent, they should not baptize the baby.
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(4) Theyshould instruct the parents, encourage them to select suitable sponsors,
and instruct the sponsors.

c. Theyshouldtake care to avoid unreasonably impeding or delaying baptisms.
(1) Theyshould schedule baptisms frequently and conveniently.
(2) They should make it clear that no stipend is necessary.
(3) They should avoid embarrassing unwedparents.

d. They should record baptisms as canonlaw requires.
2. Clerics should conduct the RCIA and admit no abuses in the program.

a. They should not bargain withpotential converts by settingasideunacceptable
doctrines or moral requirements.

b. Bearing in mind that those being initiated are vulnerableto false and confusing
instruction, they should train and oversee all who participate in the program.

c. They shouldprovideappropriate postbaptismal catechesis.
3. In preparing separated Christians to enter the Catholic Church, clerics should avoid

treating them as if they werepagans and should welcome them to the sacraments as
soon as they are properly prepared.
a. They should not require those alreadybaptizedto undergo RCIA.
b. Theyshouldneverbaptize anyone, evenconditionally, knownto be already

validly baptized.
c. They should not delay admissionuntil the Easter vigil.
d. They should provide appropriate catechesis, perhaps withthe help of parishioners,

after the person's reception into the Church.
e. They should helptheperson to be admitted to prepare to for the sacrament of

penance andto make a sound judgment regarding the needto receive it.
F. Responsibilities of clerics withrespect to thesacrament of confirmation

1. Clerics should see to it that those to be confirmed are prepared properly.
a. Clerics should instruct and encourage parents to do their proper part in preparing

for confirmation their children who have the use of reason.

b. Requiring candidates to do community service is not appropriate; doing so
suggests that confirmation empowers Christians for special activities rather than
for apostolate in Christian lifeas a whole, not least in carrying out the ordinary
responsibilities of one's personal vocation.

c. Clerics shouldtry to help candidates hear and respond to the call for holiness.
(1) They should seeto it thatcandidates are instructed about personal vocation

and guided in discerning.
(2) They should try to elicit each candidate's commitment to an evangelical life.

d. They should seeto it thatan appropriate sponsor is selected andprepared.
2. Clerics should encourage people to be confirmed when appropriate.

a. They should encourage the faithful to prepare for andreceive confirmation when
doing so appropriate.

b. They generally should encourage those who are not yet confirmed as marriage
approaches to be confirmed; butthey should notencourage people obdurately
living in sin to receive confirmation or any othersacrament of the living.
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c. Bishops and presbyters should confirm everyone in dangerof deathwho is not
confirmed, even babies, and should, if possible, prepare for the sacrament with
appropriate catechesis.

d. Theyshouldconfirm adultcatechumens immediately after baptizing them and
baptized but unconfirmed persons received into the Church whenreceiving them.

3. Likeall liturgy, confirmation andanyMass during which it is administered shouldbe
celebrated reverently.
a. Confirmation is a sacred rite whether in or out of Mass, not merely a social event

to mark a stage in natural life.
b. A partyor reception mayhe appropriate after the liturgyhas been completed.

G. Responsibilities of clerics withrespect to the sacrament of penance, personal spiritual
direction, and help in rightly forming conscience
1. Clerics should encourage the faithful to use the sacrament ofpenance.

a. Bishops andpastors of parishes should seeto it that the sacrament of penance is
available under conditions that facilitate receiving it.
(1) They should provide confessionals thatprotect the sealof confession, allow

penitents to maintain anonymity, andminimize occasions for real or falsely
alleged misbehavior by confessors.

(2) They should make the sacrament easily available.
(a) They shouldnot permitor makepoliciesexcludingconfessions on

Christmas eve or during Holy Week.
(b) They should schedule convenient times for confessions andoffer to hear

them on request whenever possible.
(3) They should learn to hear confessions in the languages of those likely to seek

their serviceor shouldprepare to referpenitents to a priest who will be able
to hear their confession.

b. They should encourage grave sinners to use the sacrament by preaching about
heaven, hell, and God's mercy.

c. They should catechize about thehelpfulness of the sacrament in overcoming
venial sin and dealing with temptations, and in providing an occasion to discuss
problems of conscience and matters on which spiritual advice is needed.

d. They should use the second form judiciously to encourage regular reception of
the sacrament.

e. They should advertise theavailability of the sacrament of penance—for example,
bymeans of billboards outside churches and come-home-for-Christmas and -
Easter campaigns.

2. Clerics should prepare intellectually to administer the sacrament of penance and to
provide spiritual direction and moral guidance.
a. They should carefullystudyand regularly reviewsound moral theology.
b. Theyshouldknowrelevant canon law—not only the canonsconcerning the

sacrament, but those a confessor must follow in reconciling penitents and any the
faithful might violate.

c. They should studymoral psychology so that they will be able to help peopleavoid
sin and fulfill their purpose of amendment.
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d. They should be prepared to explain indulgences and theyshould encourage
penitents to obtain them.

3. Clerics should listen to penitents andto others who seekspiritual direction and/or
moral guidance.
a. Listening means attending closely with the intent to understand fully so as to

provide real help.
b. Listening well manifests pastoral care and elicits the confidence of penitents and

people needing help.
c. Clerics sometimes fail to listen well.

(1) While a cleric rightly insists that penitents and people seeking spiritual help
focus on relevant matters, he should seek the relevance ofwhatever is said
rather than assume anything to be irrelevant.

(2) One canblock communication notonly bya verbal interruption butbyfacial
expressions and gestures that manifest impatience.

(3) Questions asked without anticipating the answer often encourage fuller
communication and are part of listening well.

d. Clerics should presume sincerity and resist categorizing people. They should
respond to eachperson's uniqueness and avoidstock responses.
(1) Failing in these matters blocks communication of the problem, and so

prevents respondinghelpfully.
(2) When people seem insincere, tryto think of reasons why thatis so,

presumingthey are sincere.
(3) When people seem to present a mere instance ofa familiar type, try to find

and payattention to respects inwhich they deviate from the type.
e. In responding to anyone, clerics should notignore anything buttake into account

all that the person has said.
(1) Take into account need not mean agree with; it may mean setaside, question

or restate in order to clarify,or partly or wholly disagree with.
(2) Faced with resistance, one should never merely repeat what one has said.

Rather, one should treat the resistance as communication that callsfor an
appropriate response.

4. In administering thesacrament ofpenance, confessors should observe several norms.
a. They should trynever to communicate anything Jesus would not, and always to

communicate what he would.

(1) They should be interested mainly ineach penitent's salvation and growth in
holiness, and should manifest that interest.

(2) They should convey relevant truths ina balanced, straightforward, confident,
and gentle fashion.

(3) They should avoid expressing feelings Jesus would notexpress and freely
express those he would.

b. When possible, they should take the time to establish an appropriate context,
including reading or inviting thepenitent to read a briefpassage from Scripture.

c. If a penitent seems inexperienced orconfused, they should explain what he/she
needs to do.
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d. If necessary, the confessor shouldhelp the penitentmake an integral confession.
(1) Thismayrequire asking for information, if it is not volunteered: how long

since the last confession, whether the penitent is married, and so on.
(2) If a confessor has reason to think penitents have not saidenough to confess

all their mortal sins in kind and number, he should ask for the information
needed to fulfill this requirement for validity.

e. If whata penitent says indicates that one or more previous confession(s) was/were
invalid, the confessor should help the penitent determine how far back his/her
examination of conscience must go, and help carry it out, or provide guidance
about doing so and arrange to hear the confession as soon as convenient.

f. Unless morally certain from the confession itselfthat a penitent has a firmpurpose
of amendment, the confessor should try to elicit a sincere promise to amend.
(1) That excludes gradualism that amounts to saying: You may continue for now

choosing to do this act that you realize is grave matter, but cut down the
frequency of doing it or try, at least, to do somethingso that you eventually
will be in a position to stop doing it.

(2) If lackof purpose of amendment seems to be due to the penitent's conviction
that he/she cannot avoid the sin, the confessor should explain the Catholic
doctrine of grace.

(3) If lack of purpose of amendment seems to be due to overattachment to the
"good" for whose sakethe sin is committed, recall the fundamental message
of the Gospel: by comparison with that good, heaven is unimaginablybetter
and hell unimaginably worse.

g. If restitution ought to be made, instruct the penitent.
h. Work out an appropriate penancewith the penitent, or, if he/she prefers, assign a

modest penance and encourage him/her to undertake additional, suitable penance,
i. Nevergive absolution unless the conditions for giving it are fulfilled.

5. Confessors should safeguard the seal of confession.
a. Insofar as possible, clerics should arrange conditions for hearing confessions

so as to protect penitents' privacy; when hearing confessions, confessors
should do what they can to prevent others from overhearing anything said by
either party.

b. Theyshould neverviolate the sealand should avoid sayinganything they are not
morally obliged to say that might leadothers to infer, even unreasonably, that
they are violating the seal.

c. Theyshouldtake care to forestall temptations to violate the seal.
d. Except in private andconfidential conversations, theyshould not useexamples

drawn from their confessional experience.
e. They should admonish anyone who actscontrary to any of the preceding norms

and shouldreportto the bishop anyone theyhave reason to think has violated the
seal deliberately.
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6. When asked for moral guidance, clerics should help the questioner find and attend
to relevant truths, and encourage him/her to judge conscientiously in accord with
those truths.

a. They should teach that moralnormsare truths, not rules.
b. They should make it clearto those seeking moral guidance that theymust identify

the relevant truths and judge in accord with them.
c. Theyshould help the inquirer to attend to all relevantfacts and moral norms.
d. They should not attempt to relieve people of their responsibility to make their

own judgments as to what they ought to do.
e. They should review others' moral reflection, question what is questionable, and

point out mistakes.
7. Clerics should observe several norms with respect to spiritual direction.

a. When people askquestions in or outof confession or seem to need andbe open
to spiritual advice, clerics should provide or offer help.

b. When a penitent seems in serious needof spiritual help that the confessor thinks
he couldbettergiveoutside confession, he shouldinvite the penitentto meetfor
that purpose, whilemaking it clearthat doing so is not required by the sacrament.

c. In deciding whether to givesomeone regular spiritual direction, a cleric should
consider his existing pastoral dutytoward the person and the importance of
his/her holiness for the Church.

d. If a cleric undertakes to provide someone with regular spiritual direction
(understood in the narrow sense), that cleric shoulduse some accepted approach
and should avoid reducing spiritual direction to psychological counseling.

e. If giving spiritual direction andthe sacrament of penanceduringthe samesession,
the cleric should make clear the sacrament's beginning and end.

H. Responsibilities of clerics with respect to marriage preparation, the celebration of
weddings, and marriage counseling
1. Clerics should prepare intellectually for this ministry.

a. They shouldbe familiar with relevant canon law.
b. Theyshouldstudythe sociology of marriage and the psychology of the marital

relationship from works consonantwith Catholic faith.
c. In dealing with problems common to manyindividuals or couples, they should

have and follow a definite plan. If possible, such plans should be worked out at
the diocesan level and applied consistently by clerics in the diocese.

2. Inpreparing a couple to marry, clerics should tryto ascertain thatevery condition for
marrying validly and holily is met.

3. The cleric should make sure he may and should accept responsibility for this couple's
preparation and wedding.
a. He shouldcomplywith all relevant and legitimate diocesanpolicies and rules,but

should not consider doing so as sufficient to meet his responsibilities.
b. He should carefully completethe prenuptial inquiry to make certain that this

couple can marry validly and licitly.
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c. He should catechize the couple as well as he can or see to it that they are well
catechized by someone truly competent.
(1) He should try to ensure thatthe couple understands whatmarriage and its

responsibilities are—exactly what theywill be consenting to and undertaking,
in particular that theyare committing themselves to an indissoluble union.

(2) He should explain to thecouple that theyshould marry if andonlyif God is
calling themto do so, and should guide and encourage them to discern
sincerely and carefullywhether that condition is met.

(3) If the wedding will occur within a liturgy, he shouldintegrate the planning of
that liturgy into premarital catechesis, e.g., by using the readings offeredin
the Lectionary as material for study and reflection.

d. He should complete the paper work in timely fashion.
e. He should try to ensure that no couplewill be in mortal sin when they marry.
f. If a Catholic partyhas not yet beenconfirmed, he shouldtry to induce him/her to

prepare properly—including making a good confession if necessary—and be
confirmed before the wedding.

4. Clerics who reasonably doubt that a prospective attempted marriage will be valid
should not witness it; clerics reasonably certain that a prospective marriage will be
valid should not delay it without a just cause.
a. Acting inpersonaChristi, they shouldcarefullyjudge these matters.
b. Theyshould do theirbest to helpcouples whose plan to marry is questionable.

3. Clerics should see to it that weddings are conducted reverently.
a. They should determine the appropriate liturgy (if any) andorganize it according

to relevant norms.

b. They should exclude the adulteration of the liturgy by secularelements and
should strive to forestall all irreverence and abuses.

c. They should address theirhomily notonly to the couple, but to other participants
in the liturgy and to guests whomaynot be participants in the liturgy.

4. Clerics shouldpractice detachment withregard to their involvement in weddings.
a. Theyshould makeit clearthatpoorcouples need not pay for the service of

witnessing their wedding.
b. They should follow a consistent policy withregard to participation in the social

events associated with weddings at which they officiate on the basis of their
pastoral assignment (rather thanon thebasis of some personal connection).

5. Clerics should observe several norms in counseling couples and individuals about
marital troubles, separation, civil divorce, and annulment.

6. In theirpastoral ministry to divorced andcivilly remarried couples, clerics should
observe several norms.

I. Responsibilities of clerics withrespect to the pastoral care of the sick and dying, the
sacrament of anointing, wakes, and funerals
1. In their pastoral care of the sick, clerics should observe severalnorms.

a. Onlyproperly trained individuals should participate in providing such care.
b. Clerics should be preparedto respondto common questions, such as: Why must I

(he, she) suffer this (so much)?
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c. Clerics should strive to obtain timely information about people who may be in
danger of deathor dying andto learn exactly whatpastoral services they need.

d. The presbyter should be available for penance and anointing whenthese
sacraments are appropriate.

e. In the rite of Communion outside Mass, prayers with and for the sick, and so on,
clerics should not hurry and should carefully avoid all irreverence.

2. Inpastoral care of those in danger ofdeath ordying, clerics should do several things.
a. They should make sure thattheperson realizes his/her situation—both his/her

presentperil and his/herprospects afterdeath.
b. They should encourage eachdying person to accept responsibility for his/her own

preparation for death and judgment.
c. Thepresbyter should visit (or, at least, communicate directly) with each Catholic

in such a condition and offer confession, anointing, and Viaticum.
d. Clerics should try to elicitthe cooperation of eachdyingperson, his/her family,

andothers personally concerned in praying andotherpreparation for death.
3. In arranging and conducting wakes andfunerals, clerics should observe several norms.

a. Complying withreasonable preferences of thebereaved, clerics should organize
the liturgy according to relevant norms, exclude its adulteration by secular
elements, and strive to forestall all irreverence and abuses.

b. Theyshoulddo what they can to protect the bereaved againstfuneral directors'
exploitationand should never participate in it.

c. They should usethe words the Church provides, and say nothing more unless sure
beyond reasonable doubt it will help. They should listen attentively, andprudently
judgehow to respond, andwhether to respond at once or to delay doing so.

d. A homily and/or other remarks bya cleric should not be a eulogy; in preparing
and delivering it, the homilist should never assume that the personwhodied is
already in heaven or certainlysoon will be.

e. The focus of a funeral liturgy shouldbe on praying for God's mercy and help for
the deceased and the bereaved, and on hope for an eventual reunion in heaven.

f. If possible, the same presbyter should minister to a dyingpersonand serve at
his/her wake, funeral, and burial.

g. Clerics generally do well notto attend social gatherings related to wakes and
funerals, but to visit and consolethe next of kin a week or two after the funeral.

J. Pastoral responsibilities of clerics with respect to the liturgy of the hours, sacramentals,
and blessings
1. Clerics should promote participation by the faithful in the liturgy of the hours.

a. Clerics should faithfully do it.
b. They should catechize about it, emphasizing two points:

(1) Doing it is a service to the Church..
(2) It also is a fruitful wayCatholic communities, including families, to pray.

c. They should promote the liturgyof the hours:
(1) For various groups at their meetings.
(2) As morning or evening prayer in connection with daily Mass.
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(3) As evening prayer with benediction on Sundays and other special days.
(4) Asregular prayer and/or occasional meditative reading forthe lay faithful.

2. Clerics should catechize the faithful about the sacramentals they can use and
encourage them to do so.

3. Clerics should catechize the faithful about blessings, generously administer them, and
encourage the faithful to use those that canbe administered bythe laity.

K. Pastoral responsibilities of clerics with respect to nonliturgical individual and group
prayer, bible studies, devotional exercises, parish missions, confraternities, and soon.
1. Clerics should provide a good examplein these matters.
2. Clerics should make it clear that the faithful have the right and duty to discern and

undertake a set of religious practices appropriate for themselves.
3. Clerics should catechize the faithful about these matters.

a. They should clarify the right relationship of these sorts of religious activity to
the Eucharist.

b. They should encourage Scripture studies andthe forms of prayer anddevotional
exercisesespecially valued by the Catholictradition,

c. They should commend to thefaithful in their pastoral careevery sortof religious
activity approved by the Church.

d. They should do what they reasonably canto facilitate every suchactivity in which
any of the faithful take an interest.

4. If the faithful wish to gather for any legitimate form of prayer or devotional exercise,
clerics shouldencourage them to use a church or chapel of it is free, and gather in
the presence of the BlessedSacrament reserved.

L. Responsibilities ofclerics to elicit and direct the laity's cooperation in carrying out the
clerical apostolate
1. Bishops and parish presbyters, with appropriate consultation withoneanother andthe

layfaithful, should first consider what the Church cando toward bringing everyone in
theirdiocese or parishintothe Catholic Church, and toward helping and encouraging
all Catholics to live evangelical lives.
a. In doingthis, the clergy should assume that the laity can help and shouldbe

expected to help them fulfill their clerical responsibilities: "And if the parish
priest cannot make contact with certain groups of people he should call to his aid
others, including laymen, to assisthim in matters relating to the apostolate"
(CD 30;the preceding sentence concerns evangelizing everyone within the
parish's boundaries).

b. They should identify anddefine all theways in which the layfaithful can help.
2. Bishops andparish presbyters should catechize theirdioceses or parishes about

their pastoralplan: Every lay personwill be calledupon to help carry out the
clergy's responsibilities.

3. Rather than asking for volunteers, they should identify people with suitable gifts and
call them into service.

4. They should personally trainthose who respond, or train people to train them.
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5. Clerics should monitor the behavior of anyone assigned to a ministry and oversee
his/her performance.
a. People who publicly reject the Church's teaching or whose styleof life is not

consistent with reasonable objectivestandardsshould be removed from ministry.
b. Thosewhose performance is poor should, if possible,be helped and encouraged

to do better, but, if they do not improve, should be removed from ministry.
6. Rather than abdicating their authority, clerics should maintain the subordinationof lay

people who assist in the clerical apostolate.
a. Clerics should make decisions about the content and methods of apostolic

programs—e.g., in a parish-wide effortat evangelization, whetherto distribute
reading matter and which matter to distribute.

b. Clerics should provide clerical serviceswhen they can do so and have no serious
reason to acceptlay assistance—e.g., no lay personshoulddistribute Holy
Communion when a cleric is present or readily available.

M. Responsibilities of parish presbyters andtheirclerical assistants to encourage, regulate, and
support theirparishioners' mutual help in living their Christian livesanddoing charitable
works toward nonparishioners.
1. Pastors and their assistants should encourage parishioners to consider how their

cooperation in fulfilling theirnonreligious responsibilities might be supported by
parish resources that are not being fully used.
a. Sometimesparish resources—e.g., its employees, the parish hall, its parking lot—

are not fully used.
b. Makingunusedparish resources available for parishioners who wish to use them

in cooperatively fulfilling theirnonreligious responsibilities can bring about
several benefits.

(1) Parishioners will be encouraged to cooperate in fulfilling those responsibilities.
(2) This mutual cooperation will help build up parish communion.
(3) The parishwill become a bettersign of the heavenly communion, providing

witness analogous to that of religious living in fraternal community.
(4) The parishwill be morelikely to retain its members and attractnew ones.

2. Clerics should determine how the parish's unused resources are to be made available
to groups of parishioners.

3. Clerics shouldregulateparishioners' use of parish resources in order to safeguard the
parish's common goodand to forestall or resolve conflicts amongparishioners.

N. Responsibilities of clerics in managing theirdiocese'sor parish's temporal goods
1. Bishops and presbyters shouldpersonally fulfill certainresponsibilities.

a. They should consult the laity while deliberating about temporal goods, not inform
the laity about decisions only when seeking their cooperation.

b. Theyshouldmakemajordecisions regarding expenditures and the alienation of
property, not invite the laity to participate in making the decisions.

c. They should oversee the management of temporal goods to ensure that it is honest
and competent.
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2. Bishops and presbyters should delegate most of their responsibilities with respect to
temporal goodsto deacons or laypeople.
a. Bishops should try to recruit young men to build up a body of permanent,

celibate, full-time, lifelong deacons to serveprincipallyin handling these matters.
b. A proper attempt to do this will not detract from sound vocations to the

presbyterate, since the two ministries require diverse gifts (which should be
identified and put to appropriate use)as well as some similar gifts.

c. Entrusting such matters to lay employees, if deacons arenot available, should not
be viewed as giving up clerical control, since the lay employees willbe
answerable to the clericswho employ them; moreover, it is at least as reasonable
as, for example, employing laypeople to assist in catechesis.

3. Those managing a diocese's/parish's temporal goods should judgewhat things are
needed to serve the diocese's/parish's purposes well but modestly.

4. They should collect, conserve, and allocate theresources required to meet these needs.
a. They should accept only donations thatcanbe used to serve appropriate purposes.
b. Having accepted a donation for a specified purpose, they should never use what

was donated for someotherpurpose, unless changed conditions makedoing so
necessary and an open (not secret) process has determined thatdoing so has
becomethe best way to fulfill the donor's original intention.

c. They should notretain property notneeded (orlikely to be needed) to meet some
authentic need. Forexample, they should not retain realproperty or works of art
that are unlikely ever to serve any authentic ecclesial purpose.

5. Those managing a diocese's/parish's temporal goods should handle all matters as
openly as possible.
a. Openness requires a rather detailed accounting together with the availability of

underlying records to contributors whowishto examine them.
b. Such openness will support clerical honesty in caring for and using resources as

well as lay dutifulness in supporting the Church.
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Chapter VIII: Responsibilities of the supreme authority of the Church, i.e., of the pope
and of the episcopal college

A. The Church's supreme authority should be concerned with four sorts of matters.
1. The primary concern of the Church's supreme authority should be the ministry of

unity. This ministry includes several things.
a. Trying to prevent and overcome disagreement among bishops on essential matters

of doctrine—i.e., teachings that call for the assent of faith or an absolutely
unconditional assent based on faith.

b. Trying to forestall and overcome a schism led by a bishop or group ofbishops.
c. Trying to prevent and overcomethe acceptance ofpractices that might well—or

even surely will—invalidate the Eucharist and the other sacraments.
d. Trying to promote reconciliation withgroups of Christians whose leadership

does not include validly ordained bishops.
2. The Church's supreme authority also should be concerned with the evangelization

ofnonbelievers living outside well-established particular churches. This ministry
includes several things.
a. Instigating and coordinating missionary activities.
b. Promoting cooperation among missionaries.
c. Giving particular churches unreadyto function on their own special helps until

they can do so.
3. The Church's supreme authority also should provide certainservicesto the particular

churches. This ministry includes several things.
a. Legislating a general plan of action to be followed by both the bishopand the

other members of each particular church in their church's affairs.
(1) The elements of each particularchurch's plan of action that should be found

in all particular churches' plans are best set forth in a body of law prescribed
by the Church's supreme authority.

(2) Such a plan will provide help and supportfor good and able bishopswho
follow it carefully.

(3) Currently, part of the needed plancan be found in canon law, and part of it
can be found in official norms not included in canon law.

b. Providing fitting liturgical texts and regulations, and approvingtranslations and/or
adaptations of those documents.

c. Preparing guidelines and materials to be used in the particular churches, either as
texts or as models, for evangelization and catechesis, Catholiceducation, and so on.

d. Promoting and regulating cooperation among bishops—e.g., encouraging and
regulating various sorts of conferences ofbishops.

4. The Church's supreme authorityalso should deal with other specific matters that it is
either uniquely or better able to handle.
a. Electing the popeand appointing, transferring, disciplining, and dismissing other

bishops—ordinaries, coadjutors, auxiliaries—andapostolic administrators.
b. Establishing and making changesin dioceses, military ordinariates, and prelatures.
c. Determining the validity of episcopal orders.
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d. Canonizing saints.
e. Approving and overseeing Catholic organizations, such as certain religious

institutes, that transcend diocesan boundaries.
f. Establishing, changing, and regulating the Church's supreme tribunals.
g. Dispensing from norms from which particular bishops cannotdispense.
h. Exercisingthe Pauline privilegeand dissolvingnonconsummated marriages,
i. Granting indulgences.

B. Responsibilities of the Church's supreme authority withrespect to the ministry of unity
1. Since remaining in communionwith one another was and is obligatory, the apostles

must have had and their successors must still have the charism necessary to maintain
their communion and regain it when it is lost.
a. Each bishop should bear in mind preciselywhat kind ofunity is to be served by

this ministry.
(1) It is oneness with and in Jesus.

(a) It is the communion instituted by the new covenant.
(b) Since everything pertaining to the gift receivedfrom Jesus is essential to

the communion of the new covenant, the relevant unity is oneness in
accepting,holding, and handingon that integral gift.

(2) It is not any other sort of real interpersonal unity, however genuine and
valuable that might be, much less any sort ofmerely apparent unity.
(a) It includes a bishop's unity withhis own diocese only insofaras that

unity is part of the communion of the new covenant.
(b) It is not the unity that a bishopmay try to maintain betweenhis particular

church, on the one hand, and the pope and the college of bishops, on the
other, by mediatingbetweenthe two groups as if they were partners in a
difficult relationship.

(c) It is not an imperfect and partly only apparent unity of the bishops with
one another and the pope, a unity with respect to most things but, with
respectto someessentials, a merelyapparentunity maintained by
ignoring and concealing differences.

b. In manycases, bishops and groups of bishops can safeguard and effectively work
to restoreunity amongthemselves and with others,without any involvement of
the supreme authority. In such cases, they shouldmake sure that their faith and
morals are integral so that they can celebrate the Eucharist together as the
realization and experience of the samecovenantal commitmentof faith.

c. Thesupreme authority of the Church should be alert for cases in which disunity is
likely to become or already is too great or too widespread for resolution without
its intervention, and should be ready to act promptly.

2. Various conditions call for the supreme authority to provide this service.
a. The popeand otherbishops should be readyto exercise this charism whenever

doing so is appropriate.
b. The conditions can be distinguished by subject matter:

(1) Disagreeing aboutwhether specific propositions in mattersof faith or morals
are to be held definitively.
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(2) Refusing to acceptthe legitimacy of a claimedexerciseof the Church's
supreme authority (whichrefusal may but need not involve denyingany
proposition asserted by the authority).

(3) Adopting practices inconsistentwith what Jesus prescribed in instituting the
sacraments, thus rendering them invalid.

c. The conditions can be distinguished by two types of disunity:
(1) Sometimes opponents regard two things that are incompatible as essential,

and agree that their disunity concerns essentials.
(2) Sometimes one sideregards something as essential that the other regards as

nonessential.

d. The conditions can be distinguished by the manner and extent of the involvement
ofmembers of the collegium.
(1) Some bishops straightforwardly oppose others (and the pope) or clearly

imply their opposition by what they say and do.
(2) Some bishops speak andact—e.g., by choosing to sendmento certain

seminariesand appointing certainpeople to head sensitive programs—asif
they considered nonessentialwhat other bishops (and the pope) regard as
essential.

(3) Sometimes bishops, evenverymany, tolerate (or at least do nothing about)
dissent by theologians, abusesof sacramentsby clerics, bad teaching by
catechists, and so forth. By their omissions, such bishops fail to keep their
churches in unity with the pope and the bishops in solidarity with him.

3. In exercising its ministry of unity with respectto a conflictwithin the collegiumover
essentials, the supreme authority should pursue certain purposes.
a. The supreme authority should try to get all the bishops, including those whothink

the conflict is over nonessentials, to recognize and acknowledge that something
essential is at stake.

b. The supreme authority should try to get all the bishops to see that the issue,
insofar as it bears on essentials, is not one that can be settled by choice or
discernmentbetween open options but rather one in which the truth of the matter
must be clarified and acknowledged.

c. The supreme authority should try to convince all the bishops that, assuming their
sincere faith and good will, a cooperative effort to restore perfect unity cannot
fail. Several considerations support that conviction.
(1) Jesus is headof the Church, andwillnot be absent: he promised to remain;

he sent the Spirit; and he asked the Father, who alwayshears him, to keephis
apostles united.

(2) Everything essential is part of Jesus' gift, which was received by the apostles,
handed on to their successors, and is still present in the Church's faith, life,
and practice. So, the bishops have readilyavailableeverythingthey need to
make a sound judgment on any issue involving a claim about essentials.

(3) Objection: In the past, disunities involvingclaims about essentials have
arisen and led to still-unhealed divisions. Reply: While only God can judge,
it maywellbe that some of thesesituations resulted from sinfuldefects of
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faith and/or other sorts of ill will. The Church's supreme authority has no
divine guarantee that it will fulfill all of its responsibilities—infallibility is
not impeccability—and it may well have failed to fulfill some of them in
the cases in which disunities led to lasting divisions,

d. The supreme authority should try to get all the bishops to acknowledge that the
situation of disunity about essentials should not be tolerated.
(1) Tolerating disunity can seem acceptable for several reasons.

(a) Repugnance at the daunting prospect of confronting and trying to resolve
a conflict over essentials might seem to justify delaying action not for a
certain time but indefinitely.

(b) Some will think the disunity does not really concern essentials.
(c) Any effort to resolve a conflict over essentials will make the bishops'

disunity evident, which some will think likely to damage the Church's
image and credibility with both her members and others.

(d) Efforts to deal with disunity might seem likely to lessen the fruitfulness
of the unity that remains by reducing the cooperation that continues
within an existing modus vivendi.

(e) Tolerating some disunity about essentials might seem necessary to
maintain the unity that remains, to prevent the hardening of positions,
and to allow time for people to soften their views so that the rift will
heal spontaneously.

(f) Generally, working to overcome a conflict over essentials requires the
opposing parties to assume each other's good will and join in a
common effort that does not prejudice the outcome. If one party
considers nonessential and denies something which the other considers
essential, such cooperation will suggest to some that nothing essential
is at stake. To those convinced that something essential is at stake, that
suggestion may seem a disastrous concession.

(g) Some bishops will be convinced that any attempt to resolve the conflict
would not only fail but generate a worse situation: sharpened conflict,
which then would have to be either tolerated or ended by making the
disunity formal. Tolerating sharpened conflict would be less acceptable
than tolerating existing conflict; making the disunity formal would
involve excommunicating some, perhaps many, bishops, with
consequent injury to many innocent faithful.

(h) Even if the permanent toleration of disunity about essentials is
admitted to be unacceptable, temporarily tolerating it might seem
necessary to gain time to resolve the conflict with minimal bad side
effects—for example, by appointing better bishops, working to
intensify solidarity between the faithful and the supreme authority,
catechizing through media that bypass opponents—who can be
considered a nuisance best ignored.
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(2) The preceding reasons for tolerating disunity about a matter that is essential
are not cogent.

(a) Repugnance is only an emotional motive, not a reason, for refraining
from taking action. If one oughtto take action yet does not, solelyon
accountof repugnance, one commits a sin of omission.

(b) Those who thinkthe disunity concerns only nonessentials might
suppose it should be tolerated. But thosewho think something essential
is at stake cannot reasonably tolerate disunity. And even those who
think nothing essential is at stake ought to realize that, since some think
essentials are at stake, the conflict does indirectly concern essentials
and must be resolved.

(c) While trying to resolve a conflict overessentials will make the bishops'
disunity evidentand damage the Church's imageand credibility with
some people, the pope and other bishopscan mitigate those bad side
effects by honestly confronting and charitablydealing with their
disunity. Moreover, pretendingthere is no serious disunity damages the
Church's image and credibility even more seriously with people who
are aware of both the disunity and the dissimulation about it.

(d) While some sorts of efforts to deal with disunity may lessen the
fruitfulness of the residual unity, an honest and charitable effort by the
popeand otherbishops to overcome their disunity need not have that
bad effect. Moreover, if they succeed in restoring unity with respect to
essentials, their cooperation, unimpededby serious disunity, will be far
more fruitful.

(e) Tolerating some disunity about essentials would be the onlywayof
preserving theunity thatremains if the onlyalternative to toleration were
separation—e.g., thetwo sides' anathematizing eachother. Butthere is
another alternative: an honest and charitable effort to heal the rift.

Moreover, it is entirely gratuitous to assume that, if disunity is tolerated,
people will soften their views andthe rift will heal spontaneously. Onthe
contrary, whendisunity concerns essentials, delay allowsdisunity to
become more widespread, entrenched, and even institutionalized—

. informally, at least, and to some extent even formally.
(f) Undertaking to restore unity withrespect to all essentials while

assuming mutual good will and using a process that does not prejudice
the outcome will suggest to some that nothing essential is at stake.
However, that mistake, which clear and honest explanations of the
undertaking can prevent many people from making, is not a cogent
reason for tolerating disunity over essentials within the Catholic
Church. If it were, it would argue as well against ecumenism, to which
the Church nevertheless is firmly committed.
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(g) The conviction that anyattempt to resolve a conflictover essentials is
bound to fail and generate an even worse situation results from feeble
theological hope—lack of confidence in the Holy Spirit to sustain the
Churchprecisely by means of the effortsof those whomthe Lord
ordained to teach and govern in his person, assuming theyfaithfully do
their best. Perhaps underlying that weakness in hope are defects in both
charity and faith: in charity, judging opponents to be insincere and
entrenched by ill will in their positions; in faith, not believing that the
Lord will keep his promise to remain with the apostles and their
successors, and to prevent evil from prevailing over his Church.

(h) Temporarily tolerating disunity involving essentials to gain time to
resolve the conflict by indirect methods is mistaken for two reasons.
First, while disunity is tolerated, some persons whom the Church
should be serving are being spiritually injured; no prospect of resolving
the conflict by indirect methods can justify allowing their souls to be
imperiledby disunity temporarily tolerated to gain time. Second, it is
not reasonable to expect to restore unity by indirect methods. As
already explained, delayallowsdisunityto become more widespread,
entrenched, and institutionalized. Moreover, indirect strategies for
restoringunity are not very effective. Some appointedwith the
expectation that they will be betterbishops seem to have been liars,
and others change as they try to hold together their divided churches.
Though efforts to deepenthe faithful's solidarity with the supreme
authority may succeed with some of the faithful, opponents may
succeed in weakening the solidarity of others. Also, efforts to deepen
solidarity may succeed at the emotional level but fail to intensify the
more important solidarity of mind and will, so that some of the faithful
will have strong emotional ties with the supreme authority while
rejecting certainof its very firm and clear teachings. Opponents whose
opinions are conveyed in many periodicals and parishes are not
effectively bypassed. Moreover, they cause too much injury to faith and
morals to be dismissed as a nuisance that can be ignored.

(3) Disunity among bishops about matters at least some consider essential should
be dealt with promptly for the following reasons.
(a) All bishops presumably intend to act in persona Christi in teaching, and

in doing other things shaped by their disparateviews. But at least some
mustbe failing so to act. Jesus cannot will that inconsistent acts be done
in his person; he cannot contradict himself. It must be contrary to his will
that those he has ordained contradict one another when attempting to act
in his person. So, thedisunity cannot be whatJesus wills for his Church.
Since the bishops' duty is to maintain and restore the communion which
Jesus himself wills, they may not tolerate the disagreement, and they fail
in their duty if they do not promptly undertake to resolve it.
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(b) Mutual toleration expected to preserve or bring about a modus vivendi
acceptable to all will not in fact accomplish eventhatpurpose. With
respect to anymatter thateven oneparty considers essential, the Church
simplyis not individualistic enough to allow bishopsto keep the peace
while tolerating the conflict. Thosewho believe that something essential
is at stake sometimes will be bound in conscience to insist that others in

the Church cooperatewith it. Those who hold that the dispute concerns
nonessentials sometimes will feel compelled to resist the implementation
ofpositions they consider mistaken.

(c) Consider the disunity inapostolic times onthematter of forbidden foods.
Peter agreed thatthenew covenant didnotrequire gentile converts to follow
the old law's precepts on thismatter. Not recognizing that the conflict had
to be settled, he acted as if it were over nonessentials. In Antioch, he
himself shared in the gentileconverts' meals. But when Judaizing
Christians arrived, he joined them in eating only kosher meals. Paul
confronted him, not for holding an erroneous position—they agreed on the
substance ofthe issue—butfor toleratingthe position ofthose who believed
thatgentile converts had to beheld to theoldlaw's precepts forbidding
certain foods. Since the issue could not be left open, the Council of
Jerusalem did whatwas necessary for the Church's unity: it settledthe issue.

e. The supreme authority should actto preserve intact whathas beenreceived,
maintain or regainunitywithrespect to everything essential that is at stake,and
increase the vitality that is impaired by disunity.
(1) The popeand the otherbishops trying to resolve a conflictshouldexamine

the faith of the Church—which always is available in the faith of the whole
bodyof bishops in communion withthe pope—in order to determine whether
the conflictreally does concern something essential, and, if so, should
identify the relevant truth of faith and formulate that truth adequately.

(2) The outcome soughtmustbe genuine, not merelyan agreement worked out
and accepted,perhaps reluctantly, by all parties. For example, a common
declaration contrived to admit of disparate interpretations should not be
considered adequate.

(3) The goal should be genuine and integral unity in eodem sensu eademque
sententia, which alone can ground genuine, wholehearted, and enthusiastic
cooperation in pastoral service and evangelization.

4. The supreme authority should adopt appropriate procedures to pursuethose purposes,
a. The process should be as conciliatory as possible. Many norms for ecumenical

dialogue also shouldbe followed in carrying on an effort to resolve a conflict
within the Catholic Church.

(1) Theprocess should presuppose allparties' sincere faithand good will. This
presupposition does not imply thatall parties haveperfect faith and good
will, but that they have enough to make the effort worthwhile. This is a
workinghypothesis, not a judgment (whichthe Lord forbids), and need not
reflect one's disinterested opinion about what is more likely the case.
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(2) Theprocess should involve theparties to the conflict as much as feasible.
(3) The process should ensure that all participants focus on essentials rather

than become distracted by differences about nonessentials. Such
distractions would arouse reasonable concerns that a resolution would

result in the imposition of unnecessary burdens, and those concernswould
impede reaching the unityof understanding andjudgment needed to settle
the conflict.

(4) Theprocess itselfshould exclude all pretense—e.g., of being more collegial
than it really is or of really involving interested parties who will not be
significantly involved.

b. The process should avoid anticipating its outcome insofar as doing so would
discourage parties from participating with a cooperative attitude.
(1) When sincere believers of good will differ on essentials, bothviews are likely

to be right in important respects, and neitherview is likely to be adequate and
well-formulated in every respect. (The De auxiliis controversy could be used
as an example to suggest that, if Protestants has been presentand if their
views on grace and free choicehad been understood accurately, both Catholic
theological positions might have been found wanting, andthe truth on the
disputed matter might have become clear to all Catholics andeven, perhaps,
to many, if not all, Protestants.)

(2) Though nothing essential canbe changed, what anyone thinks is essential,
priorto its being definitively settled, can change. (Thefaith of the Church is
perfect; each individual's faith, eventhe pope's, may be mixedwith
confusions and errors and/or lacking in some essential elements.)

(3) Eachparty, assuming the other(s) to be sincere and of goodwill, must
assume that theyholdtheirview because they think they see the truth, and
will yield if they see it not to be the truth.

(4) Each party, if sincere, should assume he might havemissed something and
be willing to see it and prepared to accept the truth and admithis mistake or
prior inadequacy, if that becomes clear.

c. Theprocess should satisfy the norm: "TheRoman Pontiffand the bishops, by
reason of their office and the seriousness of the matter, [should] apply themselves
with zeal to the work of inquiring by suitable means into this revelation and of
giving apt expression to its contents [note]" (LG 25).
(1) In order to understand the opposing positions, the popeand bishops should

listen to their most able theological proponents.
(2) Since the pope andbishops are trying to find out precisely whatis revealed,

they shoulddemand explanations andreasons rootedin the witnesses of faith.
(3) The pope andbishops should work toward an unambiguous expression of the

truth they find, not settle for an ambiguous formula.
d. Theprocess almost always should involve collegial collaboration, which should

be structured in view of the character of the conflict to be resolved.

(1) The pope should retain control of the process.
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(a) Since the popebears special responsibility for promoting unity, he
should not allow collegial participationin decisions about procedural
questions, which, in thenature of the case, do not pertain to faith.

(b) Although thepope will do well not to allow others to share in decisions
about procedural questions, consultation with respect to them is likely
to be useful.

(2) Generally, collegial collaboration in theprocess will be helpful.
(a) The pope should fulfill Jesus' instruction: After you are converted, confirm

yourbrothers. Confirming others in truth seems to require, notmerely
requiring them to accept it, butbringing themto grasp it. Andthose who
participate in an effort to find thetruth are more likely to grasp it.

(b) Thesolidarity of all thebishops in bearing theirdistinct witness to a truth
collegially determined and articulated will providethe faithful who had
held inadequateor mistakenviews with a more powerful motive to
accept that truth than they would have if the pope proceeds without
collegial collaboration.

(3) Still, in some cases, the pope can, and perhaps must, fulfill hisministry of
unity without collegial collaboration.
(a) When only a fewbishops take (or seem to take) a position the pope

considers mistaken on a matter he considers essential, his working with
those bishops maybe adequate to clarifywhat is essential so that all will
grasp thetruth of thematter and theconflict (orseeming conflict) will be
resolved. In such cases,even if the pope chooses to employ other bishopsas
hisagents or assistants, theprocess will notinvolve collegial collaboration.

(b) Proceeding inthis way may well bebest when the conflict could beonly
apparent orwhen there is a prospect of restoring unity easily and quickly.

(c) Proceeding in this way also may bebestwhen a schismatic group would
be likely to feel threatened by a collegial process.

(4) Whenever there is real andwidespread conflict on something thatat least
somebishops regard as a matter of faithand morals, the process should
involve collegial collaboration.
(a) Ofcourse, nooutcome will bean act in persona Christi expressing the

faith of the Church that does not at that moment express the pope's
personal faith as well.

(b) Still, when conflict is real and widespread, thepope alone is not likely to
succeed in getting bothsides to see the truth of the matter. Acting alone,
the pope would appear to those who disagreed withhim to be isolated.
Moreover, he would not have the benefit of the diverse gifts the
collegium could bring to bear on the problem.

(c) Ofcourse, the pope always canmake a definitive judgment without
consulting the other bishops andexcommunicate any bishop whodoes
not accept his definition. But proceeding in that way is not likelyto help
those ofa different mind see what the pope sees. His vision is far more
likelyto be accepted by all if theyparticipate in defining the truth.
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(d) Moreover, if all share in articulating the truth, it is more likely to be
articulatedadequately and unambiguously—i.e., in a way that expresses
all of its elements and forestalls misunderstandings.

(5) When collegial collaboration is appropriate and the pope proceeds without it,
there are likely to be bad consequences.
(a) Ofcourse, some bishops, seeing thetruth, will agree with thepope and

teach and hand on that truth,usingthe pope's articulation of it, even if the
formulation is not as adequate and unambiguousas it might have been.

(b) Other bishops will accept thepope'sjudgment with faith, since he is the
successorof Peter. Despitetheir good will, such bishops, not grasping
well the truth the popeseesand not fully understanding his formulation
of it, are likely to find it difficult to teach that truth effectively and may
even be tempted wrongly to tolerate dissent from it.

(c) Some bishops will neither seethepointthepopeseesnor accept it, and
will eitherpretend that theydo or, unwilling to dissimulate, will leave.
Thus, the worse of those not drawn along with their brothers will remain
in their bosom, while the better of them will be lost.

C. Responsibilities of the Church's supreme authority with respect to theevangelization of
nonbelievers, serviceto existingparticular churches, and specificmatters that the supreme
authoritycan alone or better deal with.
1. The primacy of thepope bears onthese matters as it does on all responsibilities of the

Church's supreme authority.
a. The pope must exercise hisprimacy appropriately, andit should be respected.
b. Sometimes, the responsibilities of the Church's supreme authority can bestbe

fulfilled by the pope with littleor no collegial involvement.
c. Sometimes, considerable collegial involvement will be appropriate and effective.
d. When collegial involvement is appropriate, the popeshould provide for it and

determine its forms and limits.

e. Superficial andwasteful collegial involvement should be avoided.
(1) If bishops are asked to contribute to theexercise of supreme authority, their

involvement must be real, not token.
(2) Collegial involvement inthe exercise ofsupreme authority should beorganized

to ensure that the time and effort the bishops expend is used efficiently.
2. How thesupreme authority carries out its responsibilities in these matters is important,

especially because it is likely to serve as a model for diocesan bishops' pastoring their
diocesesand parish presbyters' their parishes.

3. These responsibilities canbe compared with those of the ministry of unity.
a. These matters do not bear on essentials in the sense that they do not directly

concern maintaining the integrity of the gift received so that it will be available to
people always and everywhere until the end of time.

b. Butmany of these matters do concern essential responsibilities of the Church—
e.g., the mission adgentes, which is a central element of her apostolate.

c. Other of these matters concern cooperation that is necessary for or helpful to the
life of the particular churches.
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4. These responsibilities should be fulfilled in such a waythat those to be served will
perceive in thework of the Church's supreme authority a Christlike determination
to serve well.

a. The supreme authority should be well informed about the needs of those to
be served.

(1) Those to be served should be so treated that theyperceive the supreme
authority's desire to learn from them how best to serve them.

(2) Thesupreme authority should be receptive to the faithful's communications
and shouldpublicize how the faithful can communicate with it.

(3) Thesupreme authority should systematically gather needed information and
take it seriously.

b. The supreme authority shouldavoidunnecessary delays.
(1) Thematters are important, anddelays oftenleave urgentneeds unmet.
(2) Procedures mustbe devised to minimize delays.

c. What the supreme authority directs, recommends, or offers should be genuinely
helpful, workable, and realistic.

d. Thesupreme authority's communications withthose served should be truthful,
candid, and unambiguous

5. The supreme authority's handling of these matters should take into account the
interests and motivations of bishops responsible for particular churches.
a. Often, the bishops of particular churches will be interested in the handling of

these matters because it will adversely affect or benefit their churches.
b. Most of these matters call for well-informed and energetic cooperation by many

or all bishops, andhandling these matters in a waythat corresponds to bishops'
interests in them—which is likely to be a more rather than a less collegial way—
is likely to elicit their requiredcooperation.

c. Even when the matter is one in which the bishops have no diocesan self-interest—
for example, the mission adgentes—they are more likely to keep in mind and
respond to their interest as members of the collegium if thematter is handled as
collegially as feasible.

d. Actions necessary for disciplining bishops will, if collegial, be more likely to
elicit the cooperation of other bishops and motivate those being disciplined.
(1) Bishops sometimes either need help because they arenot competent or

needto be disciplined (or evenremoved) because they are unwilling to
fulfill their responsibilities.

(2) If dealt with bythe pope acting alone, a bishop is likely to appear and feel
like a boybeing taken to thewoodshed, andthe Petrine office is likely to
appearas an enforcer of rulesagainst a reluctant episcopacy, ratherthan as
theprinciple of its cooperation for the communion's good. Suchan image
distorts the persona of the Church.

(3) A bishop being disciplined should betreated asanadult required byhis
colleagues in a common undertaking and service to fulfill his proper share
of their common responsibilities.
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(4) If bishops being disciplined were treated in that way, the needfor discipline
would decline., because most bishops, viewing their responsibilities less
legalistically, would fulfill them more conscientiously.

(5) By sharing the onerous burden of disciplining bishops, the popewould
lighten it considerably.

(6) A more collegial process of disciplining bishops should provide for initial
efforts to solve problems at a regional level.
(a) Clerics, religious, and laitywho have a seriousproblem with their

bishop and have tried to resolve it with him should be able to seek the
help of other bishops nearby. Thosebishops should be chargedwith
mediating—but not with arbitrating decisively—cases they judge
serious enough to warrant their intervention,

b No definite procedure need be establishedfor handling cases; the
bishopsof eachregioncouldfulfill their responsibility in these matters
in whatever way they considered suitable.

D. A proposed collegial procedure for theChurch's supreme authority to follow in dealing
withinjury to communion arising from a real andwidespread conflict in whichsome
bishops oppose what others consider essential
1. In such a situation, the pope and other members of the collegium would candidly

acknowledge the conflict and its seriousness.
a. Other members of the collegiumwould communicateto the pope all factual

information they have about the conflict.
b. Both the popeand otherbishops would refrain from makingstatements

suggesting that the conflict is less serious than they actually perceive it to be.
(1) Theywouldrefrain from making suchstatements for honesty's sake.
(2) They would refrain from doing so to avoid suggesting that the conflict

concerns only nonessentials—a suggestionlikely to lead some of the
faithful to accept gravelyerroneous positions.

c. In communicating with othermembers of the collegium, the pope wouldbe
candid about the seriousness of the situation.

d. Whenever the pope realizes that a stateof disunity about essentials exists, that
it requires action by the supreme authority, andthat he cannot by himselfdeal
with it effectively, he would communicate about it with the othermembers of
the collegium.
(1) He would share with the other bishops hisjudgment of the situation.
(2) Hewould try to show them why the situation cannot be tolerated and why

collegial action is needed to resolve it.
(3) He wouldmake it clearthat resolving the substantive issue will require, not

choosing between morally open alternatives and promulgating a decision, but
seeing and articulating together what, if anything, the Church's faith (or
absolutely certain judgment) is in the matter.

(4) Hewould indicate, without precisely delimiting, which elements of disunity
he thinks can and should be resolved first.

(5) Hewould express and foster confidence thata collegial effort will be effective.
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2. The pope would initiate and set up a collegial process and, in doing so, would seek
andtakeadvantage of advice from other members of the collegium.
a. He would make it clear that he is consulting about procedure, not sharing his

decision-making authority about it.
b. He would develop a process that involves all members of the collegium without

actually assembling them all.
(1) The whole collegium cannot function as a single working party; it must work

through smaller bodies.
(2) Assembling all thebishops would becostly bothin money andin the time

bishops would be away from their dioceses.
(3) Modern means of communication make it possible for bishops who are not

assembledto participate in a genuinelycollegial process.
c. Thepope would announce theprocess to be followed while making it clear that

he will, if he judges it necessary, change it as it unfolds.
(1) He would indicate more clearly what issues—or, preferably, whatsingle

issue—will be dealt with.

(a) He would do this in order to prevent the collegium from unduly
broadeningthe subjectmatter or even missing it altogether.

(b) He would take care not to anticipate the outcome.
(c) Hewould exclude from the collegial process arguments that it is

inopportune to try to resolve the issue(s), but would accept petitions
on the question of opportuneness.

(2) He would divide thebishops of the world into groups—of, perhaps,
seventy—with aboutequal numbers of members who, so far as possible,
live near one another and share a common language.

(3) In fulfilling theirresponsibilities in this collegial process, the bishops
would function as equals, regardless of differences in status in respect to
other responsibilities. The members of each regional group would meet,
pray, decide whether toallow theological advisers to bepresent at their
sessions, organize theirwork, devote several sessions to discussing the
issue(s), and electone of theirnumber to a collegial working body.

(4) This elected collegial working body would be presided overby the pope
or his representative, and eachof that body's acts would include the pope's
action or would be effective only if accepted by him.

(5) Thecollegial working body would meet andengage in exploratory
discussions. It would more precisely determine what issue(s) needto be
addressed and select teams of scholars competent to make the cases for the
opposing views. It would listen to presentations by the teams of scholars and
to each group'squestioning of andresponses to the other(as in the deauxiliis
controversy). The collegial bodywould questionthe scholars until satisfied.

(6) Thecollegial body andthe scholars would worktogether to drafta statement
of the status quaestionis that the collegial body could acceptas expressing its
members' common understanding of the issue(s) to be settled and of the
cases for the opposing views as to how they might be settled.
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(7) Members of thecollegial body would return home and meet with theregional
groups thathadelected them. The bishops in thosegroups would have
studied the status quaestionis and would be prepared to discuss it. After
doing so, each groupwouldeitherconfirmits previouslyelected
representative or replace him. Anyone newly elected to the collegial working
bodywouldstudythe entire transcript of its previous sessions.

(8) Thecollegial body would gather in conclave, where theywould pray, reflect,
and informally converse with one anotheras they proceededas follows.

(9) Eachof its members would report in writing on the discussions of his own
regional group and read the other members' reports.

(10) Interpreting the witnesses of faith to the bestof his ability, eachmember
would use as his sole criterion ofjudgment the whole set of those witnesses:
Scripture, together withtradition—that is, defined doctrine, constant and
universal teachings to be held definitively, given liturgical practices
(e.g., what is validmatter for the Eucharist), and the Church's Christ-given
constitution (e.g., the right of the laity to sound preaching). Using this
criterion, he would try to identifywhatever in each of the opposing positions
is required by, compatible with, and incompatiblewith faith.

(11) Having understood and attended to thecases for both sides andhaving
reached his tentativejudgment, each member of the collegial body would put
thatjudgment andthe reasons for it in writing as precisely as he could.

(12) Themembers would study oneanother's reasoning andtentative judgments,
and, takinginto account whatever they found cogent in them, wouldmodify
their own reasoning and judgments as they found necessary.

(13) The collegial body would consider the amended versions of its members'
tentative judgments in orderto identify pointsof agreement and difference.
If the body found that significant disunity still exists, it wouldelect a small
committee representing eachviewof howto resolve the issueand instruct
these committees to try to develop and articulate in writing proposalsthat
mightserveas a basisfor the collegial body's amendment and voting. The
body would review anddiscuss its committees' proposals, find oneof them
acceptable,or again elect committees to try again.

(14) Eventually, the collegial body would find that a common judgment is
emerging. It would thenelectonesmall committee, representative of the
wholebody, to articulate thatjudgment in writing. The body wouldthen
consider and amend this tentative articulation of the common judgment and
sendit to all the bishops of the world for comment. All the members of the
collegial body would have access to any comments received.

(15)Having considered the comments received, each member of the collegial
bodywouldpropose any amendments to the tentativearticulation of the
common judgment thathe considered opportune. These wouldbe processed
equitably anda common textwould be agreed upon. Thattext would be
circulated for approval to all bishopsofthe world, who, if they wished,
would propose amendments.
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(16) Thecollegial body would consider any amendments proposed by thebishops
of the world and would prepare the final articulation ofthe common
judgment for its declaration bythe pope andall the bishops of the world as
the collegium's definitive and irreformable judgment.

E. A permanent, representative synod could beestablished to collaborate withthe pope in
exercising the Church's supreme authority in matters other thanthe ministry of unity.
1. A continuously operating synod of bishops, presided over by the pope (or his

representative) and never acting independently from him, would carry outmany, and
perhaps almost all, the responsibilities of theChurch's supreme authority other than
the ministry of unity.
a. Vatican II, CD 5, called for a synod ofbishops that would act in the name of the

universal episcopate and share in responsibility for the universal Church, and,
in CD 10, called for a reform of the curia that would give the offices and central
agencies of the Church a genuinely universal character.

b. Paul VI responded to both of these proposals, but neither what he didnor what his
successors have donehas brought about a significant participation of the universal
episcopate in the exercise of the Church's supreme authority.

c. Thepresent proposal goes beyond what Vatican II proposed, and its
implementation would bring about significant participation of the universal
episcopate in the exercise of the Church'ssupreme authority.
(1) Thepresent proposal combines both of the Council's proposals.
(2) It also suggests a substantial development withrespect to the normal

and exceptional exercise of the Church'ssupreme authority: ratherthan
the pope normally exercising the supreme authority noncollegially and
the collegium (including the pope and never apart from him) exercising
it only exceptionally, the collegium (including the pope and never
apart from him) would exercise it normally and the popeexercise it
noncollegially only exceptionally.

(3) Thus, normally the exercise ofboth governing authority and theordinary
magisterium fortheuniversal Church would be collegial. Papal acts of
teaching andgoverning theuniversal Church without collegial collaboration
would be exceptional.

d. The present proposal does notextend to theexercise of the Church's supreme
authority in respect to the ministry of unity.
(1) The ministry of unity pertains especially to the Petrine office.
(2) In carrying out this ministry, the pope can appropriately involve the

collegium by using, whenever heconsiders it opportune, a procedure of
the sort sketched out above, with suitable adaptations in each instance for
the specific problem to be resolved.

(3) The virtually perfect unity of theuniversal episcopate withrespect to all
essential matters is a condition without which no pope could prudently
increasesubstantially the participation of the universal episcopatein the
exercise of the Church's supreme authority.
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2. The pope would determine thestructure of thepermanent synod andestablish it.
a. While reserving decision making aboutthe body's constitution and rules of

procedure to himself, he would obtain advice from the universal episcopate,
perhaps byusing theexisting synod, to help him develop a detailed plan for the
permanent synod.

b. He would divide the bishops of the world into, perhaps, one hundred regional
groups, eachof which would elect one member to the permanent synod.

c. Hewould prescribe thatonly those who have served pastorally as bishops for,
perhaps, ten years be eligible for election.

d. He would prescribe that bishops elected to this bodyserve a single term of,
perhaps, ten years.

3. In matters that the pope foresees he will decide on his own, he would authorize the
permanent synod onlyto propose options andgive reasons for its proposals', not
vote on them.

a. Thepopewouldreserve to himselfmatters he considers appropriate:
(1) The permanentsynod's constitution and operating rules.
(2) Theorganization andfunctioning of oneor more supreme tribunals,

empowered to consider appeals from alljudicialand administrative decisions
exceptthose of the popehimselfand to renderjudgmentswhich, having been
approved by the pope, would be final.

b. Sincethe pope will studythese matters and decide about them, the permanent
synod's vote would be pointless.

c. Voting on its own operating rules and possible amendments to its own
constitution would tend to divide the permanent synod into parties.

4. Proceeding according to operating rules prescribed by the pope, the permanent synod
would fulfill certain responsibilities by actingas a whole, others by assigning them to
various subbodies, and still others by assigning them to its individual members.
a. The permanent synod would act as a whole in two ways:

(1) Bymeeting, deliberating about, andvoting on specified types of important
questions requiring decision by the Church's supreme authority.

(2) By circulating to all its members for their action specified types of matters
primarily dealt with by its subordinate offices butrequiring approval bythe
Church's supreme authority.

b. Thepermanent synod would organize anddivide its workby establishing offices
more or less analogous to thoseof the presentRoman dicastries, naming a suitable
number of its own members as the members of each office, and charging them
with common responsibility for all of its actions.

c. Thepermanent synod would regularly consult with the bishops around the world
and be readily accessible to them.
(1) It would apprise all the bishops of thematters it deliberates about as a body,

invite their advice, and ensure that it is suitably taken into account before
making the decision.
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(2) Without functioning asdelegates of the regional groups thatelected them,
the permanent synod's individual members would maintain contact withthe
members of those groups.
(a) This contact would enable thepermanent synod continuously to receive

information and suggestions from the bishops aroundthe world.
(b) It alsowould serve as a medium of communication with respect to the

business of the particularchurches, thus facilitating cooperationbetween
the bishopsaroundthe worldand the offices of the permanentsynod.

5. Though the permanent synod ordinarily would exercise the Church's supreme
authority, papal primacy would be preserved.
a. Thepope andeach member of thepermanent synod would know each other

personally and strive to understand eachotherwell.
b. Thepermanent synod's offices and its members' relationship withthe regional

groups would largely replace thepresent Roman curiaand the workof the
apostolic nuncios or delegates.

c. The pope wouldstill use his ownadvisers and assistants.
(1) Hewould use their help in functioning as the Church's supreme authority in

matters he reserves to himself.

(2) He also would use the help ofhis own advisers andassistants in fulfilling his
role as head of the permanent synod.

d. The pope, being as fully informed as he wishes about all theproceedings of the
permanent synod andits offices, would exercise his primacy in whatever ways
he considered necessary.
(1) Hewould intervene to stop or redirect anyproject or process that he foresees

will lead to somethinghe will be unable in conscience to accept. His doing so
would prevent themembers of thepermanent synod andtheir stafffrom
firmly committing themselves to efforts that will both waste their time and
energy, and lead to their frustration.

(2) Hewould follow closely thedeliberations of the permanent synod whenever
it is preparing to act as a whole and indicate to its leaders priorto its final
vote on a matter any revisions that he judged essential before he could in
conscienceapprove the permanentsynod's act.

(3) Onmatters, such as the appointment of a bishop, that regularly recur and
that the popewould ordinarily leave to the permanent synod and its offices,
those offices would make specific recommendations, indicating alternatives
if there is significant disagreement. The pope's advisers would study the
matter, and if they find (or the popeotherwise finds) a reasonto take action
with respect to it, he would do so, but otherwise would allow the
recommendation to be carried out.

e. The pope would refrain from insisting thatthepermanent synod or anyof its
officescollaborate in doinganything inconsistent with the better judgment of the
proportion of the relevant body required for its action by its rules of procedure.
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F. Responsibilities ofdiocesan bishops incooperating with the Holy See (and/or the
permanent synod, if it is established)
1. Thediocesan bishops should practice appropriate virtues in this relationship.

a. They should notonly beperfectly honest butcandid: i.e., they should entirely
avoid deception and concealment.

b. They should maintain confidentiality whenever it is reasonably expected and
make it clear when expected confidentiality seems to them unreasonable.

2. They should prepare andprovide requested information in a timely fashion.
3. They should respond with dueeffort andcarewhenconsulted.
4. They should callattention spontaneously to specific problems thatmayrequire

consideration and possible action by the Church's supreme authority.
5. They should spontaneously offer the supreme authority suggestions when doing so

seems likely to prove helpful.
6. When they believe there is sufficient reason for doing so, they should confidentially

butcandidly communicate to the Church's supreme authority their criticisms of its
statements and actions that seem to them mistaken or imprudent.

7. They should conscientiously provide their evaluations of presbyters who theythink
might be named as bishops.

G. Miscellaneous suggestions for the pope and for the Church's supreme authority, whether
or not the latter is exercised collegially
1. The pope would do well toconcentrate his time and energy oncertain responsibilities.

a. He could strive to be an excellent bishop of Rome.
(1) Heis pope only invirtue of being successor of Peter as bishop of Rome.
(2) His way of fulfilling his responsibilities as bishop of Rome tends to bea

model for all other diocesan bishops and thus is one of the more important
ways for him to serve the universal Church.

b. The pope, as supreme pontiff, would do well to focus primarily onmaintaining
and/or restoring the bishops' unity on essentials.
(1) This service to authentic communion is thecentral duty ofthePetrine office

and is absolutely irreplaceable.
(2) It is thenecessary condition for the proper functioning of thewhole body of

bishops with respect to everything else.
c. While the pope is the father andteacher of all the faithful with immediate

jurisdiction over all, hewould do well notto trysinglehandedly to pastor and
teach the whole Church as if it were one large diocese.
(1) Ofcourse, thepope candeal freely and directly withanyof the particular

churches and any of the faithful whenever he judges it opportune to do so.
(2) But, like everyone else, a pope canonly do so much without doing much

of what he does ratherpoorly. Actingregularly and directly as teacher and
shepherd of the Church universal inevitably impedes a pope from fulfilling
his responsibilities as bishop of Rome andfrom vigorously carrying out the
central and indispensable Petrine ministry ofunity.
(a) Objection: The pope quite effectively carries out the ministry of unity

precisely by taking the universal Church as his diocese.
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(b) Reply: No doubt, thatundertaking can contribute in certain ways to
the unity of the universal Church. However, those benefits do not
show that the extensive time and energy required to produce them
could not be better used otherwise: to provide an indispensable service
only the pope can provide, namely, conducting a process involving
collegial collaboration suitable for overcoming real and widespread
conflict among bishopswith respect to matters at least some of them
consider essential.

(c) Objection: Byconstantly exercising the universal magisterium, the
pope addresses the whole range of issues that call for up-to-date
magisterial treatment.

(d) Reply: While a whole range of issues do call for up-to-date magisterial
treatment, the popecannot meetthis need singlehandedly. Attempting to
do so impedes the popefrom meeting other responsibilities, makes it
difficult for the bishops and the faithful to identify and study his most
important communications, andeven detracts from the precision that
should characterize magisterial teaching.

(3) Theextent and intensity of papal pastoral activity andteaching impede
otherbishops from fulfilling their role as pastorsand teachers.
(a) Bishops who agree with the pope tendto become passive, rather thanto

be motivated by his action to take manyharmonious initiatives and by
his teaching to speakwith manyharmonious voices. Rather than act
creatively, they follow the papal lead; rather than teach with originality,
they endorse papal teaching.

(b) As a result, the richness and power of the bishops' collective witness are
diminished, legitimate theological pluralism withinthe magisterium is
stifled, and sound doctrinal developmentis impeded. (Had the popes of
the patristic eraexercised themagisterium as have the popes of the past
two centuries, those counted as Fathers of the Church could not have
accomplished what they did.)

(4) The extent and intensity of papal (and also of episcopal) teaching and
activity withrespect to temporal affairs tend to impede the laityfrom
fulfilling theirproper apostolate. Themostfaithful tend to follow the papal
lead, with the resultthat theyset aside or overlook other possibilities, which
might well be sounder and more appropriate in diverse situations. The less
faithful tend to ignore theirapostolic responsibilities with respect to temporal
affairs and to engage in suchaffairs without reference to their faith.

d. Popes might well discontinue altogether or do less oftencertain sortsof things
popes have been doing.
(1) Popes might eliminate the residue of activities theirpredecessors undertook

as temporal lords.
(a) Theactivities of Vatican City as an independent statemightwell be

unpublicized and limited to essentials.
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(b) TheSecretariat of State might well withdraw from international
affairs, and the HolySeemight well stop participating in international
organizations.

(c) Popes might well intervene only rarely if ever in political affairs, and
avoid assuming the role of the laity in respect to political and other
temporal matters.

(d) Popes might well treat high public officials as Jesus would: as people
who, like everyone else, are to be evangelized and/orcatechized, and
given appropriate pastoral care.

(2) Popes might well give feweraudiences.
(a) They appropriately give audiences to individuals andgroups when they

judgethat doing so might contribute to fulfilling theirministry of unity
and responsibilities as a diocesan bishop.

(b) Despite possible benefits, thepopes might well avoid other audiences
unless theyjudge that granting themprobably will contribute
significantly to fulfilling some other specific responsibility.

2. The Church'ssupreme authority—the pope acting unilaterally and/orwith the
permanent synod, if it is established—would do well to attend to certain matters,
a. The Church's supreme authority would do well to institute certain reforms in

respect to dioceses, bishops, cardinals, and domestic prelates.
(1) The transferring of bishops from one diocese to another and the retirement

of bishops at age seventy-five mightwell be eliminated.
(a) The sacramentality ofthebishop's spousal relationship with his Church

would be maintained, and bishops no longer would be motivated by the
prospect of advancement.

(b) Someone might argue: If diocesan bishops should notbetransferred or
compelled to retire, neither should theybe separated from their
dioceses by beingappointed or elected to share in the exercise of the
Church's supreme authority. Reply: A diocesanbishop's appointment
or election to share in the exercise of the Church's supreme authority
does not obscure the sacramentality of the bishop's spousal relationship
with his Church.

(c) A coadjutor with the right of succession could be appointed to assist a
diocesanbishopno longerable alone to carry out his ministry.

(d) A bishop entirely unable to carry outhis ministry might retire.
(2) Large dioceses might well bedivided sothatno diocese would bevery large.

(a) The bishops of even the largest dioceses could know well theclerics,
religious, and lay employees serving their faithful.

(b) The creation of auxiliary bishops couldbe avoided.
(3) Both thedignity of bishops and the role of cardinals could be clarified by

eliminating all of the cardinals' prerogatives and distinguishing marks that
are not essential to carrying out their specific responsibilities.

(4) The specific character of theepiscopate andthe presbyterate could be
clarified by no longer designating certain presbyters as monsignors.
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b. Before completing work ona magisterial document—at leastonedealing with a
major issue or breaking new ground—the Church's supreme authority would do
well to allow all the bishops of the worlda reasonable opportunityto examineand
comment on a well-developed draft of the document.
(1) Thesupreme authority (which either is or includes the pope) always canact

alone, ofcourse, and reasonably does so when action is urgent or when a
doctrinal statement does nothing more than repeat points ofdoctrine
previously taught without either developing them or providing significant
new theological argument and explanation.

(2) Being a member of the collegium, each bishop shares responsibility for the
universal Church and might well participate in formulating teachings
proposed to the universal Church.
(a) Diocesan bishops headparticular churches whosemembers will oweat

least religious assent to these teachings.
(b) If thebishops are allowed a reasonable opportunity to examine draft

documentsand if they are confidentthat their comments will be
consideredcarefullyand used appropriately, many will offer suggestions
that will significantly improvethe precision ofdocuments.

(c) The magisterium of the Church's supreme authority is likelyto be more
effective if and when it is more strongly supported by diocesan bishops,
and it is likely to be more stronglysupported by diocesan bishops if and
when they more genuinelyparticipate in it.

(3) The process forobtaining and using thebishops' comments might well
include several features.

(a) The invitation to comment could make clearprecisely whatthe bishops
are being asked to do. Theysometimes might be askedto consult
widely—even to consult the faithful at large—and to report the results.
Sometimesthey might be asked to state their own consideredjudgment
or opinion, based on theirpersonal knowledge and faith ratherthanon
the adviceof theologians or otherexpertswhom they might consult.

(b) The invitation to comment could indicate how developed and nearly final
the draft is.

(c) If comments ledto profound changes in the draftof an important
document, the revised version might well be submitted again for
additional comments.

(4) Objection: Forgenuine collegiality, allbishops should notonly be consulted
but should vote—although, of course, their vote would be determinative only
if the pope approved. Reply: I distinguish between two sortsof situations.
If the bishops agree on all the central propositions to be asserted in the
document and if those assertions call only for religious assent, a strictly
collegial act is unnecessary, andconsultation generally will suffice. If the
bishops do not agree on some of the central propositions to be asserted in the
document or if those assertions call for the assent of faith or an absolutely
unconditional assent based on faith, a strictly collegial act seems appropriate.
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(5) Objection: Consulting the bishops of the worldon doctrinal matters will
manifest their division. Reply: The existence of doctrinal disunity in the
collegium is bad inasmuch as bothpositions cannotbe sound, and is very
bad when it bears on something that at least some believe essential.
However, the manifestation of disunity is not bad in itself, and is good
insofar as it prevents dissimulation and motivates the pope and other
bishops to striveto restore collegial solidarity with the mind of Jesus. Also,
if division becomes manifest on matters that all bishops agree not to be
essential, the supreme authority need not proceed with a proposed doctrinal
statement, and, if it does so, can frankly indicate that different views exist
and encourage further study. If division becomes manifest on matters at
least some consider essential, the supreme authority needs to work to
restore unity.

(6) Objection: Constant consultation would be very time consuming and costly.
Reply: If the supreme authority issued fewerand briefermagisterial
documents than recent popes have issued, consultation would neither be
constant nor very time consuming. And any consultation could be conducted
by inexpensive and speedy electronicmeans.

c. In exercising doctrinal oversight in respect to theology, the Church's supreme
authoritywould do well to focus primarilyon theological works rather than on
theologians' intentions and beliefs.

d. In regulating the formation of prospective presbyters, the Church's supreme
authoritywould do well to reform seminaryacademic programs.
(1) Seminaries should establish and maintain the conditions necessary for a

sound academic program.
(a) Spiritual formation should be tightly integrated with the academic

program bothby building on its catechetical and theological foundation
and by guiding and encouraging seminariansto strive for holiness in
theirpresent life—the life of laymen and students who think they are or
may be calledto presbyteral ordination, and who are preparing eitherfor
that or for whatever God in fact has planned for them.

(b) Seminarians' conversations with academic instructors mightwell be
protected by confidentiality just as are their conversations with spiritual
directors, and for similar reasons.

(c) Ordination to the diaconate mightwellbe conditioned on the completion
ofthe entire seminary program followed by a period—say, a year—of
living in a rectory with a good pastor and working under his direction.

(2) The objectiveof seminaryacademicprograms could be specified precisely:
to ensure that prospective presbyters gain sufficient competence both to
provide sound though limited service from the beginning of their ministry
and to acquire by their own efforts throughout their lives the additional
knowledge and skills they will need to carry out every presbyteral service
and to do so with ever-growing effectiveness.
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(3) All instruction might well be bythetutorial method.
(a) This method encourages students to understand the subject matter and

acquire skillsratherthan merely memorize.
(b) This method permits instructors toadapt assignments to students' gifts

and limitations.

(4) Admission to the seminary, advancement, and completion of the program
might well bedetermined bythe student's demonstrated capabilities rather
thanby his completion of a certain number of courses and/or years of study.
(a) Students differ greatly in ability anddiligence, and some otherwise

promising seminarians aredeficient in ability or academic diligence or
both. Strict academic standards should be established and maintained
in practice. If the standards were defined in terms of demonstrated
competence, it would be unnecessary either to dismiss or ordain anyone
for pastoral ministry who lacks sufficient competence for it.

(b) Admission to thepretheology program could be conditioned on
evidence of adequate reading comprehension, skill in composition, and
ability to use basic research tools.

(c) Admission to the theology program could be conditioned onevidence of
the knowledge and skills specified in the pretheology program, and
certificationof the completionof the theology program could be
conditioned on evidence of the knowledge and skills specified in it.

(5) Thepretheology program might well consist in instruction by competent
catechists and philosophers who are faithful Catholics.
(a) Competent and thorough catechesis could form seminarians in Catholic

faith, liturgical practice, moral life, and spirituality.
(b) Thespecific purpose of philosophical instruction could limit it to what

seminarians need: neither history of philosophy nor an introduction to
philosophizing, buttheknowledge andskills needed for theological
study and ordained ministry.

(c) Fourphilosophical subjects could be dealt with: practical logic (how to
analyze andcriticize arguments expressed in ordinary language), a
clarification of philosophical concepts used to articulate Catholic
doctrine (person andnature, substance andaccident, matter andform,
and so on), the philosophical elements of apologetics (arguments for the
existence of God and free choice, and responses to counterarguments),
and an exposition of the various ideologies of contemporary secularism.

(6) The specific purpose of instruction in sacred Scripture and theology might
well be servedby a more limited and more integratedcourse of studies.

e. The supreme authority would dowell to develop the permanent diaconate and
encourage itsdevelopment inthe particular churches so that, with theoversight
of bishops and presbyters, deacons would administer temporal goods pertaining
to the universal Church, each diocese, and each parish.
(1) Acting in persona Christi, permanent deacons could gather, care for, and

distribute temporal goods.
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(2) Bishops and presbyters could devote themselves to theministry of theword
and of the sacraments.

(3) Inpreaching to and catechizing the wealthy, bishops and presbyters would be
less tempted to soften the gospel's message.

(4) Bishops andpresbyters would have fewer temptations to appropriate the
Church's resources and abuse them in personal self-indulgence.

(5) Church resources could be fully and accurately accounted for, andthe
accounts could be available for inspection by the faithful, who thus would
have a sound basis forjudging their responsibilityto contribute for the
support of the Church.

f. The supreme authority would do well to enforce more strictly therequirement of
celibacy for married clerics whosewives die.
(1) Some obtain a dispensation after they have identified a woman whom they

wish to marry. Such men generallyhave violated celibacy by becoming
involved in a romantic relationship, which is no more acceptable than any
other cleric's involvement in a romantic relationship.

(2) Currently, married clerics whose wives die are rathereasilydispensed from
the celibacy requirement. A cleric wishing to remarry hardly is as
committed to celibacy as he should be unless his wife died at an unusually
earlyage, leaving himalone to fulfill exigent responsibilities that he had
reasonably expected to fulfill with her help.

(3) Exigentfamilial responsibilities otherthan caringfor youngchildren can
be met with diocesanhelp, as such responsibilities often are met by clerics
who have never married. If a man's service does not warrant such help,
allowing him to remarry while continuing to exercise clerical ministry
devalues celibacy.

(4) The rule might well be: A married cleric whose wife dies will be allowed to
remarry and continue exercising his ministry only if three conditions aremet:
he has at least one child under fourteen; shortly after his wife's death (say,
within two months) he requestspermissionto try to find a suitable womanto
marry; and he has been serving well.

g. The Church's supreme authority would do well to revise thepolicy andprocess
for beatifying and canonizing saints.
(1) Theentire process might well be focused on providing models for the many

diverse forms of evangelical life.
(2) Particular churches could be encouraged to facilitate and support the

introduction and promotion of the causes of marriedcouples and other lay
people, especially those who lived evangelical liveswithout the formation
and guidance of any instituteapproved by the Church.

(3) To maintain a higher standard forclerics andreligious, the requirements
for beatifying and canonizing them—except those who suffered
martyrdom—might wellbe tightened. The perspicuous holiness of those
beatified and canonized would set a standard for clerics and religious higher
than that for lay people.
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(4) A series of historically sound andreadable biographies of newly canonized
saints could be published in many languages. The series could be well
publicized, and the biographies couldbe made available in three versions:
for scholars, for general adult readers, and for children.

h. The Church's supreme authority woulddo well to provide a comprehensive set of
liturgical celebrations for families, i.e., for domestic churches.

i. The Church's supreme authority woulddo well to regulate as carefullyas other
elements of the liturgy both the words and the music ofcompositions to be sung
during the Mass or other liturgical celebrations, or immediatelybefore or after
any such celebration.

j. The Church's supreme authority would do well to provide effective recourse
in tribunals against bishops' administrative abuses and unreasonable decisions.

k. The Church's supreme authoritywould do well to establish an agency (or
empower CICLSAL) to deal moreeffectively with institutes of consecrated life
and societies of apostolic life that fail to fulfill their approved constitutions'
promises to the Church, theirownmembers, and those they proposed to serve.
(1) Having receivedsignificant evidence of a seriousproblem, the agencycould

invite the institute's/society's general superior to respond to that evidence.
(2) If not satisfied by the general superior's response, the agency couldconduct

an inquiry to determine whether, how, and to what extentthe institute is not
conformingto relevant canon law and other Church norms, and to its own
constitutions and other norms. Ifno significant deficiencies are found, the
agency could close the case.

(3) If significant deficiencies are found and the agencyjudges that the general
superior is both derelict in his/her duties and unlikely to collaborate
effectively in remedying the deficiencies, the Church's supreme authority,
using a processdesigned to safeguard the rights of all concerned, could bring
about the replacementof—or could replace—thegeneral superior.

(4) The agency and the institute's/society's general superiorcould collaborate in
tryingto workout a plan to remedy all significant deficiencies by a specified
time. If no mutually satisfactory plan is devised, the Church's supreme
authority could dissolve the institute/society; if a mutually acceptable plan is
devised, the agency could oversee its execution.

(5) If an adequate remedy of all significant deficiencies is achieved, oversight
could be ended (perhaps gradually, depending on the type of trouble being
remedied). If the remedial effort is not completed successfully by the
specified time, the institute/society could be dissolved or, if mutually agreed,
the agency and the general superior could try again to work out a mutually
acceptable plan to remedy the deficiencies by a new deadline.

(6) The agency could supervise any dissolutionof an institute/society to ensure,
insofar as possible, fairness to all interestedparties, and to help its
appropriately qualifiedand willing members to transfer to another
institute/society or to diocesan service.
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1. The Church's supreme authority would do well to establish andput into effect a
system for accrediting and disaccrediting major institutions—such as hospitals
or universities—that wish to call themselves "Catholic."

(1) Such institutions usually are served by andserve people living outside the
diocese in which they are located; they also give witness or cause scandal
beyond diocesan boundaries.

(2) If institutions that wishto call themselves "Catholic" are not held to a
uniform standard of Catholicity, competition among them in a sociocultural
environment hostile to faith tends to favor those that are less Catholic.

(3) Standards for accreditation would need to be both sufficient to warrant
calling an institution "Catholic" and clearlyenough defined that institutions
could supply evidencethat they are meeting the standards.

(4) Institutions desiring to call themselves "Catholic" mightwell be required to
provebeyond reasonable doubt that theymeetthe standards, and mightwell
be requiredto supplythat evidence regularly—say, every five years.


